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How do I complete Knowledge Organiser Homework? 
Link to self-quiz video: https://youtu.be/cFUuhtPIMPU 

Step 1 
Check on: 
ShowMyHomework for what 
words / definitions / facts 
you have been asked to 
learn. 

Step 2 
Write today's date and the 
title from your Knowledge 
Organiser in your self-
quizzing book. 

Step 3 
Read the section of the 
Knowledge Organiser that 
you are studying. Read it 
slowly, you can read it aloud 
and with a ruler if this helps. 

Step 4 
Cover up the section and 
try to write out the 
information exactly as it is 
written on the Knowledge 
Organiser in your self-
quizzing book. 

DO NOT PEEK! 

Step 5 
Uncover the section and 
compare it to what you have 
written. If you have made 
mistakes or missed parts 
out, add them in using a 
pencil or a different colour. 

Step 6 
Repeat steps 3-5 again until 
you are confident. 
You will need to bring your 
self-quizzing book in every 
day and your teacher will 
check your work. 
You will be tested in class. 

https://youtu.be/o9Vmacd3ONA
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Art - Assessment Objective 1.1

What to include
IDEAS exploring the starting point: 
notes, phrases, drawings, images.

Central idea = Starting point
Must be clear and central

Branches =  key 
themes
You can explore  each 
theme or main branch in 
greater depth by adding 
smaller branches

Key words = key 
idea
One word per branch 
which will spark a 
number of associations

Colour coding = clarity
This links the visual with 
the logical and helps your 
brain to create mental 
shortcuts.  The code 
allows you to categorise, 
highlight and analyse 
information. Colours also 
make images more 
appealing and engaging

Images =  powerful message
Visuals can convey much more 
info than a word or sentence. 
They are processed instantly by 
the brain and act as visual stimuli 
to recall info

GCSE Assessment objective 1  Part 1: MIND MAPPING 
DEVELOP ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.

 AO1
Showing your ideas
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Art - Assessment Objective 1.2

What to include
IMAGES of the work of artists, designers, 
craftspeople, art movements, song lyrics
Quotes from poetry, literature, film etc.

Consider your theme
Do you want it quite 
narrow or are you happy 
to collect a wider range 
of ideas?

Apply your ideas
Your moodboard will 
directly link to the 
development of your 
project.  If there is 
empty space fill it 
with sketches or 
annotations

Use a range of 
sources
Internet images, 
photographs, magazine 
cuttings, drawings etc 

Don’t limit yourself
Even if it doesn’t directly 
link to your starting point 
it may relate to the theme.  
Consider colours and 
words to help you.

Pick a style
Pulling it all together with a colour 
theme or visual style will make 
your page work together as a 
whole

GCSE Assessment objective 1  Part 2: MOOD BOARD
DEVELOP ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.

 AO1
Gathering resources
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Art - Assessment Objective 1.3

What to include
IMAGES of the work of one artists, designer or craftsperson that inspires you
ANNOTATION (see separate knowledge organiser)
ARTIST RESPONSE (to demonstrate your understanding of the style

Biographical information
Birth, death, style, education, 
important works

Technical 
information
How was their work 
produced? What 
methods and materials 
did they use?

Social, historical and 
economic influences
What was happening at 
the time?  Were they 
responding to anything 
that was happening 
around them?

Collected images
Select images that are 
relevant and that appeal 
to you, make comments 
about why you like them

Artistic influences
Who influenced their 
work? Did their work 
influence anyone 
else?

GCSE Assessment objective 1  Part 3: Artist Research 
DEVELOP ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.

 AO1
Showing your understanding of an artists work or style
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Art - Assessment Objective 1.4

Write in note form and discuss with your teacher

CONTENT 
Looking at the subject of the work
• What is it?
• What exactly can you see?
• What is happening?
• What does the work represent?
• What does the artist call the work?
• Does the title change the way we see the work?
• What  I the theme of the work?
• Landscape, portrait, journey, moment, memory, event, 

surreal, fantasy, abstract, message

Technical information
• How was their work produced? 
• What methods and materials did they use?

PROCESS 
How the work has been 
developed and made 
• What materials and tools have been used?
• What is the evidence for how it has been 

made?
• Painted, drawn, woven, printed, cast, 

stitched, constructed, collaged

FORM Looking at the formal elements
• What colours does the artist use and why? How is the 

colour organised?
• What kind of shapes can you see?
• What kind of lines and marks  does the artist use?
• What is the surface like?
• What  textures can you see?
• What patterns can you see?
• How big is the work?
• Light,  delicate, layered, strong, rough, dark, peaceful, 

dripped, textured, scale, vivid, bright

Artistic influences
• Who influenced their work? 
• Did their work influence anyone else?

GCSE Assessment objective 1  Part 4: Art analysis AO1 Analysing artwork

Look at the work SUBJECTIVELY (your opinions & thoughts) 
Use these sentence starters to direct your research:

This artwork reminds me of…because…
This artwork makes me think of…because… 
Through speculation I have come to the conclusion that… 
(what do you think is happening in the artwork, how is it different or strange? 
I believe the artist has created this kind of work because… 
On closer inspection I notice that…
(what have you noticed since you started looking more carefully at the artwork OR by reading 
about it) 
This piece is exciting because 
(Why were you drawn to this piece of artwork? Is it the colours? How it makes you feel? How 
the artist has arranged the objects? Because it draws the eye in a certain direction? Look 
carefully and explain what is going through your mind. 
I appreciate the way the artist has…
This work is similar to … (another work you have looked at) because…
This work is in contrast to … (another work you have looked at) because…
I prefer this work to… (another work you have looked at) because… (mention the differences 
and similarities of the two artworks) 
I am interested in this type of work because at this stage I think I might… (what are you going to 
make or create?) 
To develop my ideas I will be experimenting with… (materials/techniques)

Looking at artwork OBJECTIVELY.  
What are the facts?  Don’t guess

Use these sentence starters to direct your research:

I particularly like…(title of the work you have chosen to talk 
about) 
It is a… (painting, sculpture, textile etc)
It has been created by… (what materials and techniques did the 
artist use?) 
The subject of this piece is… (what is in the work? If there are 
people in it what are they doing?  If there are objects in it, what 
are they and where are they placed?) Describe it in detail. 
The composition is inviting because…
This artwork is unique because…

Sentence starters

1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

6.

7.
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Art - Colour

CCOOLLOOUURR

TERTIARY

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

MONOCHROMATIC

COLOUR SCHEMES

HARMONIOUS

COMPLEMENTARY
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Art - Drawing
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Art - Formal Elements

                                                   
The Formal Elements are: line, shape, form, tone, 
texture, pattern and colour. They are used 
together to create artwork.

FFOORRMMAALL  EELLEEMMEENNTTSS

2
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2

is the lightness or darkness of an 
object. This could be a shade or 
how dark or light a colour appears. 
Tones are created by the way light 
falls on a 3D object. In every 3D 
object there are minimum of 3 
tones; light, mid-tone and dark. 
Tone can be flat or it can vary from 
dark to light. 

                    CCOOLLOOUURR

COOL

WAR
M

TINT
is adding white to a colour

TONE
is adding grey to a colour

SHADE
is adding black to a colour

                        is the surface quality of 
something, the way something feels or looks like it 
feels.  Actual texture really exists, so you can feel 
it or touch it. You can create actual texture in an 
artwork by changing the surface, such as sticking 
different fabrics onto a canvas. 
Visual texture is created using marks to represent 
actual texture. It gives the illusion of a texture or 
surface. You can create visual texture by using 
different lines, shapes, colours or tones. 

                           is an area enclosed by a line. 
It could be just an outline or it could be 
shaded in. When drawing shapes, you must 
consider the size and position as well as the 
shape of the area around it. The shapes 
created in the spaces between shapes are 
referred to as negative space.

                       
is a three dimensional shape (3D), such as a 
cube, sphere or cylinder. Sculpture and 3D 
design are about creating forms. In 2D 
artworks, lines, tones and perspective can 
be used to create an illusion of form. The 
three dimensions of form are width, length 
and depth. 

is the path left by a moving point, i.e. a 
pencil or a brush.
A line can take many forms. It can be 
horizontal, diagonal or curved. Line can be 
used to show: contours (the shape and 
form of something); movements, feelings 
or expressions (a short, hard line gives a 
different feeling to a more flowing one).

                               is the size of one object in relation 
to the other objects in a design or artwork. 

                                           refers to the relationship 
of the sizes of two or more subjects or elements.

2

3

                                        is a symbol or shape that is repeated. 
A design that is created by repeating lines, shapes, tones or 
colours. The design used to create a pattern is often 
referred to as a motif. Motifs can be simple shapes or 
complex arrangements. Tessellating any image creates a 
Repetitive pattern.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Art - Painting
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Computer Science 1.1

Interaction between Ram 
and CPU

Key Words

BIOS Basic Input Output System. A small program stored 
on the ROM chip to load the OS from storage.

CPU Central Processing Unit. Used to control and execute 
commands within the computer. Measured in 
GHz,(the number of processes executed in 1sec)

Motherboard Used to connect all components to each other for 
them to communication.

RAM Random Access Memory. A temporary store of data 
and instructions which are currently in use.

Hardware The physical parts / components of a computer

Peripheral Any auxiliary device such as a computer mouse or 
printer that connects to and works with the 
computer in some way.

Input Device A peripheral which converts data from a human to
the computer system.EG Mouse.

Output Device A peripheral used to bring data from the computer 
into a human form EG A monitor .

Clock Speed Measured in Hertz. It is the frequency at which the 
internal clock generates pulses. The faster the pulse 
rate, the faster the CPU and the quicker the 
computer works.  

Cache Size Fast memory between the CPU and RAM.  It stores 
recent / common programs taking advantage of the 
short FDE cycle. The more cache the more data can 
be stored without having to go back to slower RAM, 
speeding up processing. Having 3 levels level 1 
smallest quickest and nearest to the CPU Level 3 
Slowest biggest and closer to the RAM. 

Cores A multi-core processor is a single component with 
two or more independent CPUs, each responsibly for 
a FDE cycle. Allowing computers to do more than 1 
thing at a time. 

An EMBEDDED SYSTEM is a combination of hardware and 
software, designed for a specific function within a 
larger system. (Washing machine, Microwave, Dishwasher.)

CPU

Control Unit

ALU

Output 
Device

Main Memory 
(RAM)

Secondary Storage

Input 
Device

RAM / 
Memory

CPU Address
Bus

RAM / 
Memory

CPU
Data
Bus

What is a computer system?
Computer systems include the computer along with any 
software and peripheral devices (hardware) that are necessary 
to make the computer function. It will receive inputs, process 
the data it receives and then produce an output.

Input Process OutputYear 10 Computer Science 
1.1

Logic Computer System
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Computer Science 1.2

RAM ROM
Volatile memory Non‐volatile memory

Stores open programs 
including the operating

Store the BIOS (bootstrap
Loader)

Memory can be written to or
read from.

Memory can only be read 
from and not written to.

Memory - stores program operations and data while a program is being 
executed. There are several types of memory, including: registers, 
cache, RAM, ROM and virtual memory. 

Storage - stores programs and files long term, even when they are not 
in use. Devices such as hard drives, USB memory sticks or SD cards.

Year 10 Computer Science 1.2

Storage Characteristics
Capacity - how much data can it store?
Speed - how fast can it access the data?
Portability - how easy is it to move it from one place to another
Durability - how well does it last e.g. if it is dropped
Reliability - how consistently does it perform
Cost - how much does it cost per KB, MB or GB?

Cache memory is extremely 
fast memory that acts as a buffer 
between RAM and the CPU. It 
holds frequently requested data 
and instructions so they are 
immediately available to the CPU. 
Cache memory is used to reduce 
the average time to access data 
from the Main memory (RAM).

Virtual Memory 
When RAM is full, a section 
of the hard drive can be 
used to store programs 
and instructions.

Binary Denary Hex

0000 0 0
0001 1 1
0010 2 2
0011 3 3
0100 4 4
0101 5 5
0110 6 6
0111 7 7
1000 8 8
1001 9 9
1010 10 A
1011 11 B
1100 12 C
1101 13 D
1110 14 E
1111 15 F

Digital Sound Sampling – The more samples 
taken means the improved quality of the digital 
signal, so becomes closer to the original analogue 
one: 
Sample Rate - Increase how often the sample is 
taken Increase the number of bits per sample 
allowing for a more precise recording to be taken 
– eg.  have a range between 0 and 255 (8 bits) 
rather than 0 – 31 (5 bits)

Size Name

1 Bit = 0 or 1 Bit 

8 Bits Byte

1024 Bytes Kilobyte

1024 
Kilobytes

Megabyte

1024 
Megabytes

Gigabyte

1024 
Gigabytes

Terabyte

Compression – Reduces the size of a file to enable it to be stored / sent easier. 
Lossy – Compressed losing some quality. Normally done by reducing the colour 
depth. JPEG is a lossy file compression type.
Lossless – Compressed by sending the file reducing the memory example: red, 
red, red, blue, blue, red, red, red reduce to:3 x red, 2 x blue, 3 x red

Key Words
Primary Storage A device's internal memory, includes RAM, ROM 

and Cache memory. Used to store data and 
instructions that are required by the CPU.

RAM Random Access Memory. Volatile memory used to 
store data and instructions which are currently in 
use and needed by the CPU. Also known as main 
memory.

ROM Read-Only-Memory. Internal memory that cannot 
be changed, stores the boot sequence for the 
device. This memory is non‐ volatile.

Secondary 
Storage

Long term storage, can be internal (hard-disk drive) 
or external (USB Drive/DVD-ROM/SD Card)

Hard Disk Drive Uses magnetic storage to store data long term.
Most computers have a built in hard drive 

Magnetic 
Storage

A storage device that saves data using strong 
magnetic fields to record, change or delete data

Optical Storage A storage device that uses laser light to retrieve 
data from the surface of optical media such as CDs 
& DVDs

Solid State 
Storage

Uses flash memory to store data long term. It has no 
moving parts. Normally an SSD, memory stick or SD 
card. An SSD can replace a HDD inside a computer. 

Volatile Data is lost when the device is switched off

Non Volatile Data is not lost when the device is switched off.

CPU Central Processing Unit – processes all the data and 
instructions in a computer

Bootstrap 
loader

A small program that loads the operating system. 

Character Sets – A set of letters/number or 
symbols. 
ASCII - “American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange”. Is used to represent letters and 
symbols as numbers. Standard ASCII uses 7 bits to 
encode characters. Extended ASCII uses 8 bits
Unicode uses 16 or 32 bits and is shown in 
hexadecimal (FFFF). The larger character set 
means that it can allow character sets from other 
languages and emoji's. 

Magnetic Storage

Optical Storage

Solid State Storage

Storage Media

Flash Memory - Electrons are forced into a layer 
between two barriers which hold the charge by using a 
high electric current. Used in ROM and Solid State 
Storage

EE EE EE EE

Flash of  Electric Current

Electrons 
forced 
through 
barrier

Arrangement of electrons read by computer
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Computer Science 1.3

DNS

DNS Transfers the web address to 
an IP address ready to be sent 

across the network.

Client Server Network - Computers take the role of either a
central server or a client. The server provides services to clients 
such as storing files and emails. There are different types of server: 
printer servers provide access to printers, file servers host files. The 
server allows the computers to have a central backup, 
communicate, share files and monitor and maintain everything from 
a central point. They are available 24/7

A NETWORK - 2 or more computers connected together 
using wired or wireless media to share resources, files, 
programs and to communicate. 

Network

LAN

STAR

Client 
server

Peer to 
peer

MESH

Client 
Server

Peer to 
peer

WAN

Internet Many small 
networks 

connected

A LAN - A collection of computers connected together over a small 
geographic area found in homes and single-site companies.  The 
hardware is owned and maintained by the organisation that uses it. 
A WAN - A collection of computers that are connected over a large 
geographic area.  The hardware required is often owned and 
maintained by large telecommunication companies.  They are used by 
companies that have office locations in countries throughout the 
world that need to be connected together.  The Internet is the largest 
WAN in the world.

Peer to Peer Network - is connected directly together - NO 
central server - easy to set up . Each user has the responsibility of its 
own hardware and software and can then share resources, files and 
communicate with others on the network but only when they are 
connected. 

Factors that affect network performance include:
Number of devices and users - The bandwidth is shared between all 
devices, so the more devices, the less everyone gets to use
Transmission media - Using Wi-Fi will result in slower data transfer 
speeds and a greater number of lost or corrupted data packets. 
Interference - Wireless transmission are prone to electromagnetic 
interference that can corrupt data as it travels
Obstacles - Physical obstacles can prevent radio waves from travelling
Bandwidth – The amount of data that can be carried at a time
Latency –Is the time delay between the moment the first data packet 
of a communication starts and when it is received at its destination
Collisions and errors - Errors and high network traffic may result in 
data collisions between packets making them corrupted or lost. 

Year 10 Computer Science 1.3

Hardware to connect to a network
• Network Interface Card (NIC) – Built into the motherboard it 

contains a MAC address that allows the computer to communicate 
on a network

• Router – Connects the network to an external source and transfers 
data to their intended destination. Routing data onto the Internet.

• Wireless Access Point – Allows wireless access to the internet
• Switch - Connects computers together on a network reducing 

collisions
• Transmission media – The physical connection to transmit the data. 

Fibre optic, Coaxial, Satellite, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

A Virtual Network is a type of network that uses software to 
connect users.

The Cloud – storage, services and applications that exist on the 
Internet rather than a local device such as your PC. 

Topologies
Star – All computers connect to a central switch. The switch 
routes the traffic to the correct computer. The switch is the main 
cost of the network. 
Mesh – All computers connect to each other via a dedicated link. 
Cost of cables is expensive. Used mainly in wireless topologies.  

The Internet
The Internet is a worldwide collection of computer networks
The set of rules Internet Protocol (IP) ensure that devices work 
together on the Internet. Every computer on the Internet has an IP 
address that is used to send data from one device to another.
Routers are essential to the Internet as they pass data packets 
between the interconnected networks that form the Internet via a 
process called Packet Switching.
The internet is like a major road network connecting places 
together. Different vehicles can use the road network to send 
things from one location to another. These vehicles represent the 
various applications that make use of the Internet, such as the 
World Wide Web (WWW), email, multiplayer games and video 
streaming services.

Mesh

Star

Data
Packet Header

Sequence No.

Er
ro

r C
he

ck

Return 
Address

Destination 
Address

TThhee  aammaazziinngg  wwaayy  tthhaatt  ddaattaa  iiss  
sseenntt  aaccrroossss  tthhee  iinntteerrnneett

Topologies
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Computer Science 1.4

Year 10 Computer Science 1.4 Malware 
Standard 
Virus 

Hide in files / programs and replicate themselves in 
order to spread into other programs / files. Their aim is 
to delete or damage data.

Worms Virus 
These don’t damage data, they replicate themselves, 
taking up more of the computer’s resources, slowing 
down your computer and making it useless.

Trojan Virus These are programs you can use. But in the 
background will cause harm, like deleting files, making 
annoying changes to your computer setup or creating 
a portal for other users to use to gain access to your 
system.

Spyware This is used to spy on the user and send back as much 
information about them as possible (passwords, 
usernames, websites they visit, purchases they have 
made).  A common piece of spyware is a key logger 
which runs in the background recording every key you 
hit.  It collects data to steal your identification or sell 
your information to third parties.

Adware Its aim is to download and display unwanted adverts 
and collect marketing information about your online 
habits. It will often also try to direct you to unwanted 
websites by changing your default homepage

Pharming This malware tries to change the IP address stored in 
the DNS to another IP address so that the user is sent 
to a phoney website instead of the one they intended.

Scareware Often comes in the form of a pop up telling you that 
you have a virus. The pop up will them advertise 
purchasable software hoping that you will pass over 
your money.

Ransomware This will seek to lock your computer making it useless. 
It will then demand that you pay a sum of money in 
order for you to get your computer working again.  

Rootkits These pieces of malware contain a set of tools, which 
once installed, allow a criminal to access your 
computer at an administrator level, allowing them to 
do what they like.

Threats and Attack Methods
Social 
engineering

The act of manipulating people to force them to 
make mistakes which can compromise a network’s 
security.

Phishing Using Email and phone calls criminals impersonate 
companies like banks requesting your personal 
information: usernames, and bank details etc. 

Brute Force Criminals repeatedly try to ‘login’ with one 
password after another to hack an account

DOS This can bring down websites. Using multiple 
computers (often with malware) they repeatedly 
access a website. The traffic increase overloads 
the server’s CPU/memory, crashing it. 

Data 
inception and 
theft

Hackers use ‘packet sniffers’ to sniff out and 
intercept data packets. Then decode and steal the 
information. 

SQK injection SQL injections ‘bolts on’ some SQL to the end of 
your password. This will then alter the statement 
and allow you to access the accounts of other 
users.

Poor Network
policy

Network policies should be in place. These are a 
set of rules to keep the network safe from 
Threats. They include passwords and user levels. 

Identificati
on and 

Prevention

Penetration 
testing

Network 
forensics

Network 
policies

Anti-
malware 
software

Firewalls

User 
Access 
Levels

Passwords

Encryption.

Identification and prevention 
Penetration 
testing

A company invites / employs experts to simulate network 
attacks such as DOS and SQL injections. They try and find 
weaknesses in the system and tell the company so they 
can make improvements to their system security.

Network 
Forensics

Network Forensics are used to monitor and find out how 
an attack was carried out and by whom on a network. 

Network 
Policies

A set of rules which explains how employees must secure 
their passwords and conduct business online.

Anti Virus 
Software

Dedicated to finding / destroying viruses on a computer.
They have to be up-to-date for them to work.

Firewalls Monitors the data which flows in and out of the network. 
Having ports closed protects the computer from hackers, 
and it monitors and detects hacker activity.

User Access 
Levels

Different access is given to files and data meaning
employees cannot view sensitive company information 
and cannot sabotage vital system data.

Passwords Strong passwords reduce networks unauthorised access. 

Encryption Data is scrambled using a set of “keys” before being sent 
across a network so that it is unreadable if intercepted.

Threats / 
Attack 

Methods

Malware

Phishing

People as a 
‘weak point’

Brute 
Force 

AttacksDenial of 
Service 
Attacks

Data 
Interception / 

Theft

SQL 
Injections

Poor 
Network 
Policies
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Computer Science 1.5

Application software
Programs that do specific tasks, such as write a 
letter (word processor) or edit a video.

Operating Systems Functions
Device management Controlling hardware components and managing peripherals

platform for software to Allows software and applications to run 

Providing a user interface A way the user is able to interact with the software. These 
can be Graphical user interface (GUI), Command line 
Interface, Natural Language Interface and Menu Interface. 

Multitasking facilities Allows for many programs and software to operate at the 
same time. 

Memory Management Looking after where data is stored in the computer's memory

File Management Naming, Allocating to folders, Moving files, Naming and 
Saving files

Managing users details Allocation of an account, Access rights, Security, File 
management, and the key features, e.g.: § Not required û 
Understanding of paging or segmentation

Providing utility software software tools that are designed to manage and optimise the 
performance of a computer system

Utility Software is the name given to the software 
tools that are designed to manage and optimise 
the performance of a computer system. There are 
a variety of functions that it performs.

Graphical User Interface (GUI) - Uses WIMP – Windows Icons Menus/Mouse and 
pointers. Found on most modern operating systems. 
Command Line - Line by line code like Python
Language interface - Uses natural language like SIRI 
Menu Interface - Uses lists to choose from like ATM or Sky TV.

The processes that are carried out by end-users 
(people working on a computer system) are 
commonly done using application software. These 
are run and managed by the operating software. 
Applications come in a very broad variety and cover 
features like creating documents, editing images, 
performing calculations and browsing websites.

Application Software

Utility Software 

Year 10 Computer Science 1.5

Utility Software

Encryption Antivirus 
software

Compression Back up Defragmentation Disk checkers / 
cleaners

Protects the 
system by 
scrambling data 
so it cannot be 
accessed by 
unauthorised 
users

This prevents 
the system 
from becoming 
infected with 
malware

An algorithm 
reduces the space 
required to 
represent a file or 
its content. There 
are 2 types Lossy
and Lossless

Makes copies of 
the data that 
are restored in 
the event of 
data loss There 
are 2 types Full 
and Incremental

Organises the data
on an HDD into 
clusters so its 
easily accessible.. 
This improves the 
speed the system 
can operate. 

These scan the 
hard drive and 
find files that are 
not used or are 
unnecessary.

Key Words
Application 
Software

Software installed to perform a specific task 
such as creating documents or 
spreadsheets

Operating 
System 

Comes installed on your computer and is 
used to control the workings of a computer.

Utilities 
Software: 

These carry out specific tasks which help 
the computer system run efficiently such as 
virus checking and Winzip.
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Computer Science 1.6

Proprietary Software
This is software that you 
pay for, you can not 
access the source code 
and is owned by a 
company.

Open Source Software
This is software that is 
free, the source code is 
open and everyone can 
access it. 

Year 10 Computer Science 1.6

The 8 principles of the Data Protection Act
1. Data must be used and processed in a fair and lawful way 
2. Data must only be used for the stated purpose 
3. Data should be adequate, relevant and not excessive for the 

use 
4. Data must be accurate and kept up-to-date 
5. Data should not be kept longer than necessary 
6. Data should only be used according to the rights of the data 

subject
7. Data should be kept safe and secure 
8. Data must not be transferred to organisations within other 

countries that do not offer a similar level of protection
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Computational thinking:
The use of computers to solve problems.
Development of algorithms to solve problems.
Uses the 4 steps below to do this. 
Decomposition – breaking down a large problem into smaller 
sub-problems.
Abstraction – representing 'real world' problems in a computer 
removing unnecessary elements from the problem.
Pattern Recognition – Finds any patterns in the 
problem/solution. 
Algorithmic Thinking - identifying the steps involved in solving 
a problem.

Flow Diagram

Flow diagrams visually represent the steps that make an 
algorithm. A standard set of shapes are used to represent different 
types of step, such as running a sub-process.  The arrows in a flow 
diagram represent the flow of control through the algorithm.

Pseudocode is fake code. Between code and written 
English x = 0

while x != 100:
x = int(input(“Please type in a number”))

print(“Loop has ended”)

Bubble Sort:  Each item is compared with the one on its 
right, and swapped if it is larger At the end of the first pass the 
largest item bubbles through to the end of the list (Mauve 
indicates sorted items)

9 5 4 15 3 8 11 2

5 9 4 15 3 8 11 2

5 4 9 15 3 8 11 2

5 4 9 15 3 8 11 2

5 4 9 3 15 8 11 2

5 4 9 3 8 15 11 2

5 4 9 3 8 11 15 2

5 4 9 3 8 11 2 15

Merge Sort The list is repeatedly divided into two until 
the elements are separated individually. Pairs of elements 
are then compared, placed into order and combined. The 
process is then repeated until the list is whole again.

Linear Search: This involves searching through a set of 
data, one item after the other, until the item we are 
looking for is found. Searching for the number 36.

INDEX 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Item 23 25 26 34 36 45 47

A high level language 
uses human words which a CPU 
does not understand. A 
computer uses a translator to 
change the code so it can 
understand it. There are 2 ways 
to translate - Complier coverts 
the code into machine code 
before running it or Interpreter
which coverts the code one 
instruction at a time running 
each instruction before 
translating the next.

Low Level Language
Machine code - Not understood 
by humans, only by computers. 
The instructions are fetched 
from RAM, decoded by the CPU 
and then executed one after the 
other. 

Assembly language – It uses 
Binary and short acronyms, like 
commands JMP 1024 (jump to 
instruction 1024) An assembler 
translates the code into 
machine code so the processor 
can deal with the code

Types of Errors
Syntax errors  - Variables not declare 
correctly or Variable names spelt 
incorrectly
Logic errors - Conditions that can not 
be met such as Infinite loops or Missing 
brackets
Run time errors - Programs that do not 
complete or where the memory is too 
full to continue

Year 9 Computer Science 2 . 1

Computer Science 2.1
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Sub Program – This is a self contained sequence of instructions 
within a program. These are also known as subroutines and can 
be called on for a single specific function within a program. 
Benefits to the use of subroutines - Reduce the amount of code -
Make programs easier to read and test - Give code better 
structure

Casting This is the process of converting data from 
one type to another. For example str(age 13) 
converts the integer to a string. This may be 
required for a program to process information for a 
different outcome.

Maths Operators For Pseudocode

+ Addition 3+3=6

- Subtraction 3-3=0

* Multiplication 3*3=9

/ Division 3/3=1e

Mod Modulus Division - Returns the
remainder after division

17/3=6R2
Remaindr No. Mod 2

Div Quotient Division - Returns the 
quotient or the lowest integer

11/4=2
Complete Div=2

^ Exponential Powers of 3^3=27

Data types – How the data will be 
stored
Integer – Whole Number - 23
Real - Any number with a decimal – 2.223
Character - 1 single letter - A 
String - A mix of letters, numbers and symbols -
A546TH
Boolean - Has 2 states - TRUE or FALSE. 1 or 0

x = 0
while x != 100:

x = int(input(“Please type in a number”))
print(“Loop has ended”)

Iteration – For and While Loops

Variables - Are used to store values in a program. 
Variables can be changed. For example a variable 
might allows a name or age to be entered to a 
program. Or change a score when you get 
something correct. 
Example – Name=Input (“What is your name?”)

Constants - Are used to store values in a program. 
It is a part of a program that cannot be changed. 
For example a constant could be the use of Pi. 

Types of sub Programs
A Function – Returns a value to the main program
A Procedure – Carries out a task, does not return a 
value to the main program
A Parameter – A value passed to the main program

For multiple maths operations this is the order that needs to be 
followed
Brackets

Indices of Power
Division
Multiplication
Addition
Subtraction

3^2*12/(3*2)+6-6

Index     3^2 =3x3=9
Divide        12÷ 6 = 2

Multiply     9*2 = 18

Brackets      (3*2)=6

Add          18+ 6 = 24
Subtract 24- 6 = 18

Year 9 Computer Science 2 . 2
Maths Operations

Data types
Integer e.g. 23
Real e.g. 23.7
Character e.g. A or 5
String e.g. A546TH
Boolean e.g. TRUE or FALSE.

Computer Science 2.2
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Commenting - Comments are the useful information that developers provide to make the reader 
understand the source code. They are usually helpful to someone maintaining or enhancing the code 
when the programmer is not around to answer questions about it. 

Defensive design: - Programs need to be designed to 
cope with bad entries made by users.  This will will:
- Minimise bugs or issues
- Program works regardless of user actions
- Errors are identified on entry
Contingencies (all possibilities) need to be 
considered at the planning stage for programs. This 
should consider possible user inputs and how to 
manage these.

Authentication
Identifies a user
Normally requires a combination entry (username 
and password)
Authentication checks against pre-set entries
• Validation is a method of checks an entry to 

ensure it is valid for the purpose that it is 
being used. There are some ways that code 
can be set up to validate inputs

• Length Check – Checks the number of 
characters in an inputs

• Range Check – Checks to ensure that an input 
falls between a set range of values

• Presence Check – Ensures that a field cannot 
be left blank

TESTING –
ITERATIVE TESTING - Tests carried out during development. 
FINAL TESTING – Test once a program has been completed. 

ALPHA TESTS - final testing carried out by a 
programmer 
BETA TESTS – Final testing carried out by users 

Suitable Test Data - There are three methods to 
test a program. 
NORMAL TESTS uses a check with a program that is 
expected to work. 
BOUNDARY TESTS (or extreme tests) will check the program 
limits, with the highest and lowest numbers in a range that 
should work. 
ERRONEOUS TESTS uses data that is not expected to work 
to check if the program rejects this information.

Syntax and Logical Errors –
SYNTAX errors - Grammar, spelling and character mistakes 
in code
LOGIC errors occur when an incorrect operand has been 
used, like an AND instead of an OR. These errors may allow 
a code to operate, but work incorrectly

Defensive design considerations:
Sub Program – This is a self contained sequence of 
instructions within a program. These are also known 
as subroutines and can be called on for a single 
specific function within a program.

Types of sub Programs
A Function – Returns a value to the main program
A Procedure – Carries out a task, does not return a value to 
the main program
A Parameter – A value passed to the main program

Indentation – used to highlight the blocks of code. If a 
block has to be more deeply nested, it is simply 
indented further to the right.

Year 9 Computer Science 2 . 3

Computer Science 2.3
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Computational logic has only two outcomes: true 
or false. This is represented in binary with 1 and 0. 
Boolean logic reduces all values to the these two 
states. Computer processors contain 1 billion 
TRANSISTORS and these transmit current (on-
true) or don’t (off – false). 

AND GATES
With “AND” logic there are two inputs and one 
output.
If both of the inputs are positive then the 
output will be positive.
OR GATES
With “OR” logic there are two inputs and one 
output.
If either of the inputs is positive or if both of the 
inputs are positive then the output will be 
positive.
With “NOT” logic there is just one input and 
one output.
It changes the input to the opposite value.

LOGIC GATES use transistors to carry out all calculations and run program 
instructions in the processor. These are represented by the symbols below.
A TRUTH TABLE is used to show how a “logic gate” works in an easy to read 
format.

Year 9 Computer Science 2 . 4

LOGIC GATES AND TRUTH TABLES

NOT (a AND b)

OR NOT

A B NOT (a AND b)

0 0 1

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

Computer Science 2.4
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Common IDE Tools 
Editor to enable program code to be entered/edited
Error diagnostics / debugging to display information about errors (syntax / run 
time) / location of errors and suggest solutions
Run-time environment to enable to the program to be run and check for run 
time errors / test the program
Translator / compiler / interpreter to convert the high level code into machine 
code / low level code / binary AND to enable to code to be executed / run
Breakpoint to stop/pause program execution at a specific point
Watch window to check contents of variables
Syntax completion suggests/corrects code
Keyword highlighting / colour coding keywords / pretty printing colours 
command words / variables

Best to memorise three for the exam

An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is an application software that 
allows programmers to develop code and test operations with a variety of 
facilities . An example is Python IDLE

Python IDLE contains a variety of features that  support the development of code including 
• Syntax Highlighting – coloured illustration of coded elements
• Auto indentation – keeping subroutines in proper locations
• Bracket Matching – Indicating matching sets of delimiters
• Auto complete – finding key words from dictionaries to aid with code entry
• Syntax error checking – Illustrating the lines within the code that contain errors

Low Level Language High Level Language

Machine
Language 
Processors only 
understand
language in 
binary format 1s 
and 0s

Assembly
Language 
contains 
instructions that 
are directly 
equivalent to 
machine 
language. 
Mnemonics are 
used to replace 
the commands 
in the code

Java and Python are 
examples of High 
level languages and 
these use terms that 
are clear like ‘print’. 
Most software 
programs are written 
in high level language.

Used in: embedded systems (in tv’s, 
microwave ovens, etc.) 
Used for: Device drivers, real time 
systems
Assembly languages are machine 
specific and cannot be transferred to 
different devices

Used in most 
software apps
Portable between 
devices
Used on different 
computing systems

Translators: For assembly and high level languages to be understood systems require 
TRANSLATORS to interpret them.
Compilers: Translate the source code into machine code
Interpreters: Translates code in a line by line process
Assemblers: Translate the mnemonics of the language

Year 9 Computer Science 2 . 5

Computer 
Languages
Computer instructions 
can be written in a 
variety of different 
programming languages 
which need to be 
translated into machine 
code for computers to 
understand them. 
Languages exist at low 
and high levels

Assembly 
Language

Machine 
Code

LOAD 3 0011  0011

STORE 12 0100  1100

ADD 3 0110  0011

ADD # 7 0111  0111

SUB 5 1000  0101

SUB  # 10 1001  1010

HALT 1110  0000

Computer Science 2.5
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Dance - Dance Styles 1

Year 10 - Knowledge Organiser - Dance 
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Dance styles chronology 

Tier 3 vocabulary 
Key features - the main movements used/ what does it look like. 
 
Historical context - when in history the dance form emerged. 
 
Social context - what was happening in society when the dance 
form emerged. 
 
Personal aims - what you want to achieve as a dancer. 
 
Theme - the subject or topic that the dance will explore. 
 
Collaboration - working with other people to produce something. 
 
Narrative -  telling a story by playing a character. 

Reflecting - Structure for success 

WHAT is the skill? 

HOW do you know it is a strength/weakness?  

WHY is this skill important for a dancer to have?  

IMPROVEMENT - strategy to improve 

IMPACT that the skill has on the audience?  
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Dance - Dance Styles 2

Jazz dance uses extensions and foot positions 
from ballet, but aims to have a freer feel to the 
movement by using contractions and arches in the 
back and a variety of floor work.  

 

Key people Key movements  

Bob Fosse Leaps Drags Jazz pirouette  

Jack Cole Kicks Contractions Pas de bourree 

Contemporary dance 

Martha Graham  Jose Limon  Merce Cunningham  

 Martha Graham tech-
nique focuses on the 
idea of contraction and 
release in the torso 
and also explores 
twists in the spine. It 
uses weight and gravi-
ty as a dramatic tool 
whilst falling to the 
floor. 

  Limon technique fo-
cuses on fall and re-
covery, suspension 
and momentum and 
rebound. Sequences 
will often move in and 
out of the floor in an 
effortless manner. 

 Cunningham tech-
nique focuses on the 5 
movements of the 
back; tilt, twist, curve, 
arch and straight. He 
also invented chance 
choreography which 
used random methods 
to determine the 
movements, staging 
and music.  

Jazz dance 

Street dance has many sub-styles like hip hop, 
popping and locking and breaking. These are 
normally up-beat and energetic movements that 
suit the style of the current music trend. 

Key people Key movements  

Rock steady crew  Top rocks Body ripples Slides 

New York City Breakers Up rocks Tutting Tricks 

Diversity Freezes Isolations Breaking 

Street dance 
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Definition Term Cover & Test 
How clearly the audience can hear your voice. Vocal Clarity   

How loud your voice is.                                                                 
An ingredient of Vocal Clarity.  

Volume / Projection   

How quickly or slowly you speak.                                                  
An ingredient of Vocal Clarity.  

Vocal Pace   

How clearly you pronounce your words. If you have poor 
diction then you mumble which affects your Vocal Clarity. 

Articulation / Diction   

The way your voice communicates                                
what you are thinking or feeling. 

Vocal Expression   

The way you change the pitch, rhythm or inflection of a word.       
An ingredient of Vocal Expression.  

Vocal Play   

The emotion or attitude we can hear in your voice.                        
An ingredient of Vocal Expression.  

Tone of Voice   

Pausing during lines to add emphasis, to show a struggle 
or to create tension. An ingredient of Vocal Expression. 

Pause  

The keywords you emphasise in a sentence to help     
communicate what you are thinking or feeling.                        

An ingredient of Vocal Expression 

Inflection   

Year 10 - Drama - Term 2 
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Definition Term Cover & Test 
The way a character moves.                                           

This communicates their personality or mood. 
Physicality   

Having physical control, not fidgeting or making any                
movements that are not part of your characterisation. 

Focus   

An expressive movement of the body                                            
to show a feeling or characteristic. 

e.g. Fiddling with fingers = nervous.                                       
Punching fist into hand = aggressive. 

Gesture   

A gesture your character does a lot. 
e.g. Pushing hair behind ear = self-conscious.                            

Jiggling leg = on edge. 

Character Habit   

Acting when you are not speaking.                                              
Reacting to what other characters are saying or doing.                        

e.g. a look to another character, a shrug when you are asked a 
question or rolling your eyes in response to a silly comment. 

Reacting   

Ph
ys
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al
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lls
 

Drama 
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D&T - Engineering Design 1

R105: OCR Engineering design
Examination Subject Knowledge

• A Design Brief is a statement of how you are going to solve the Design 
Problem.

• Research findings and  Client feedback can be used to create a Process Plan.
• A Design Specification is a list of requirements your product has to meet in 

order to be successful.
• After a Specification has been developed, the designing of the product will 

begin.
• Once the final design has been chosen, a Manufacturing Plan is then 

created.
• Prototyping is the creation of a model or “mock-up” of a product after the 

Design Process
• Error Proofing is ensuring that the product cannot be assembled or used in 

an incorrect way
• Testing and Evaluation happens because designers need to ensure the 

product is successful before being released, and is competitive with the 
market.

Anthropometrics is the study of measurements 
of the human body 
Ergonomics is the application of anthropometrics 
in order to make products and places efficient, 
comfortable and safe to use

Technology Push is when new developments in materials and 
technologies improve existing products/ create new ones
Market Pull is when consumers demand improvements/new 
products. Often found by conducting market research

Product Evolution

Product requirements are what a product has to meet/ must do. 
Common requirements are:
• Features – what makes a product unique and sellable
• Performance – how well it completes its function
• Target Market – how it appeals to its customers
• Working Environment – how it is suitable for where it will be 

used
• Constraints – what is must do or must not do
• Ergonomics – how its comfortable and safe to use
• Lifecycle – what environmental impact it makes (and how that 

can be reduced)

One-off Production
This is the manufacture 
of one item
This item can be custom 
made/ designed 
(bespoke manufacture)

Batch Production
This is where small quantities 
of identical items are made 
(10s-1000s)
To ensure all items are 
identical, jigs, moulds and 
templates to aid workers

Mass Production (High-
Volume Production)
This is where large 
quantities of products are 
made (10,000s-100,000s) 
There are often assembly 
lines (for the main product) 
and sub-assembly (for small 
pieces and components)

Continuous Production
This is when large 
quantities of products is 
produced (100,000s +) 
However, unlike Mass 
Production this is never 
ending production e.g. 
power plants

Just-in-time production (JIT)
This is when products made to 
order, but can be used in 
conjunction with any other 
scale of production
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D&T - Engineering Design 2

R106: OCR Engineering design
Product Analysis and Disassembly 
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D&T - Engineering Design 3

R107: OCR Engineering design
Designing and developing Ideas

Key Words:
Thumbnail sketch
Initial idea
Developed idea
Working drawing
Dimension
CAD
Standardised 
Component
Oblique
One Point Perspective
Two point perspective
Orographic Projection
Freehand
Thick and Thin lines
Rendering
Annotation
Two Dimensions
Three Dimensions
Exploded View

One Point Perspective
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D&T - Engineering Design 4

http://www.mydtwebsite.co.uk

http://www.technologystudent.com/

Planning Steps/ Flow diagram 
Manufacturing Specification
Risk assessment
Making Diary
Modelling, testing  and Developing
Cutting list 
Final Product- Range of manufacturing skill

R108: OCR Engineering design
Risk Assessment, Planning and Manufacture
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English

 

THE PORTFOLIO 
Over the course of your GCSE studies, you will be creating a portfolio 
of work. You will be familiar with the portfolio system from previous 
years; however, the Year 10 and 11 portfolio is a much more extensive 
project, over which you have a higher degree of control and creative 
freedom. 

WHY DO YOU HAVE TO CREATE A PORTFOLIO?  

The portfolio allows you to present a clear, visible pathway to success 
from initial planning and drafting to final pieces of work. It is a self-
curated working record of the evolution of your learning across a range 
of forms and skill areas. So the portfolio helps you to reflect on your 
own learning, and to see how you have made progress. ‘Self-curated’ 
means that you are in charge. Because of this, the portfolio also allows 
you to develop vital skills of organization and self-management. 

WHAT WILL GO IN THE PORTFOLIO? 

You will produce a range of essays and analytical responses for Othello, 
Blood Brothers and poetry. You will have the opportunity to set your 
own questions for some of these tasks. In addition to the literature 
work, you will also produce a piece of creative prose writing. 

You will also need to produce ‘supporting work’ for your written 
pieces. This will include annotated extracts, annotated poems, plans, 
research and rough drafts. You can choose to include as much 
supporting work as you like. 

HOW IS THE PORTFOLIO ASSESSED? 

At the end of the portfolio process in Year 11, you will have a 10-
minute spoken assessment with a Harrow Way English teacher. This is 
called the viva assessment. Before the viva, you will have organized 
and indexed your portfolio, and had time to prepare what you want to 
say. During the viva, you will present and discuss some of the key pieces 
of work in your portfolio and the teacher will ask you questions about 
the work you have produced. During the viva, your speaking and listening 
skills are also assessed as part of the English Language GCSE. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DISCUSSION TIPS 
Discussion is a vital part of literature study. Here are some tips 
to help you have better discussions. 

THINK ‘DIALOGUE’ – Dialogue is the basis for all effective 
discussion. It is a constructive process: the idea is that, by 
listening carefully and building on each other’s 
contributions, we create a shared understanding and help each 
other learn. 

ASK QUESTIONS AS WELL AS GIVING ANSWERS – Did you 
know that the questions we ask can say more about how much 
we have learned than the answers we give? Asking an interesting 
question can take a discussion into exciting new territory. 

RE-WORD OTHERS’ RESPONSES – A really effective way of 
absorbing someone else’s idea is to say it back to them in your 
own words. 

LISTEN – Perhaps the most important discussion skill of all. 
Really listen to what someone is saying, especially if you disagree 
with them! You cannot even begin to argue with someone unless 
you fully understand their point of view. 

BE OPEN-MINDED – When you are in any kind of discussion, 
you should think to yourself, ‘What can I learn from this 
person/these people?’ Expect to have your beliefs challenged. Be 
interested in other people’s perspectives. 

DISAGREE GRACIOUSLY – Sometimes you will come up 
against ideas or viewpoints that you do not agree with. This is a 
good thing! Resist the urge to attack the views of others, and 
avoid ‘talking past’ them. You still need to listen. In all likelihood, 
your opponent feels just as strongly that they are right as you do 
that they are wrong!  

 

 

 

 

 

DISCOURSE MARKERS 

Discourse markers are words or phrases that help us to link ideas and 
organize our meanings within a piece of writing. Here are some useful ones: 

 
 
 
 
 

DISCOURSE MARKERS 

Discourse markers are words or phrases that help us to link ideas and 
organize our meanings within a piece of writing. Here are some useful ones: 

 

ANALYTICAL RESPONSES 
 
An analytical response, when linked to play or novel, is sometimes called an ‘extract response’; when linked 
to a poem, we sometimes call it a ‘Question A response’ after the part of the GCSE exam that requires this 
form of writing. 
 
So, is an analytical response just a short version of an essay? Well, not exactly. Whilst you will be 
using many of the same skills, the key difference is in the ‘posture’ you take towards the text. With 
an essay, we tend to take a ‘zoomed out’, evaluative perspective, taking into account the whole text, 
considering themes, messages and ‘covering the story’. With an analysis response, we take more of 
a ‘zoomed in’ perspective, examining a single poem or a short extract from a longer text in close detail. 
In an analytical response, we should concern ourselves more with word- and sentence-level analysis. 
Here are some tips for writing successful analytical responses: 
 
READ AND ANNOTATE THE TEXT – Done well, annotation is a form of planning. Spend time 
identifying key examples of language and note down why they are effective. Gathering your thoughts 
in this way will make the writing process easier. 
 
START WITH AN OVERVIEW – Briefly sum up what is happening in the part of the text, or the 
poem, that you are analysing. Indicate clearly that you have read and understood it. 
 
ANSWER THE QUESTION – Like essays, an analytical response always has a question. Give a simple 
answer to the question at the beginning, and then elaborate on this later. 
 
NARROW DOWN THE FOCUS – These are meant to be quite short pieces of writing, so you 
need to be smart about the examples you choose to analyse. Pick enough examples so that you can 
clearly answer the question, but don’t try to analyse every line! 
 
COVER THE TEXT – Make sure your examples span the length of the extract or poem. So make 
sure to say something about the beginning, middle, and end of the text. 
 
 
 

 

Spring Term 

WORD TYPES 
 
NOUN – A ‘thing’, i.e. an object, place, 
person or concept, e.g. ‘school’. 
 
ADJECTIVE – A word that describes a noun 
e.g. ‘wonderful’. 
 
VERB – A word that describes an action, e.g. 
‘learn’. 
 
ADVERB – A word that elaborates on a verb, 
showing how the action was done, e.g. 
‘successfully’. 
 
PRONOUN – A word that stands in place of 
a noun, e.g. ‘she’, ‘he’, ‘they’, ‘it’, ‘us’. 
 
PREPOSITION – A word that signals the 
relationship between two nouns in a 
sentence, usually to do with time or location, 
e.g. ‘above’, ‘below’, ‘after’, ‘before’, ‘beside’. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a 
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KEY LITERATURE TERMS 
MOOD AND ATMOSPHERE – The ‘feeling’ or emotion that a text 
imparts. Created largely through a writer’s language choices.  

SEMANTIC FIELD – A set of words linked to a certain topic. 

IMAGERY – Descriptive language that activates readers’ visual 
imagination. 

STANZA – A section of a poem; a verse. 

THEME – A key idea that recurs throughout a text. 

CONTEXT – ‘Background information’ that helps us appreciate the 
meaning of a text. 

NARRATIVE – The ‘story’ of a text. 

 

;however, 

Following this, 

In contrast to this, 

The fact that… 

Given that _____, I think… 

Despite _______, I think… 

Consequently, 

On the other hand, 

In addition to this, 

Perhaps, 

Arguably, 

It could be argued that… 

Always preceded 
by a semicolon if 
used as a 
conjunction 
(‘joining word’) 

e 
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VERB INFINITIVES

1-ETRE = to be 9- MANGER = to eat
2- AVOIR = to have 10- BOIRE = to drink
3- FAIRE = to do 11- TRAVAILLER = to work
4- ALLER = to go 12- HABITER = to live
5- JOUER = to play 13- VISITER = to visit
6- REGARDER = to watch 14- SORTIR = to go out
7- ECOUTER = to listen 15- PRENDRE = to take
8- AIMER = to like 16- ACHETER = to buy

PRESENT TENSE VERBS WITH “JE”

1- je suis = I am 9- je mange = I eat
2- j’ai = I have 10- je bois = I drink
3- Je fais = I do 11- je travaille= I work
4- je vais = I go 12- j’habite = I live
5- je joue = I play 13- je visite = I visit
6- je regarde = I watch 14- je sors = I go out
7- j’écoute = I listen 15- je prends = I take
8- j’aime = I like 16- j’achète = I buy

PAST TENSE VERBS WITH “JE”

1- j’étais = I was 9- j’ai mangé = I ate
2- j’avais = I had 10 – j’ai bu = I drank
3- j’ai fait = I did 11- j’ai travaillé = I worked
4- je suis allé(e) = I went 12- J’ai habité = I lived
5- j’ai joué = I played 13- j’ai visité = I visited
6- j’ai regardé = I watched 14- je suis sorti(e) = I went out
7- j’ai écouté = I listened 15- j’ai pris = I took
8- j’ai aimé = I liked 16- j’ai acheté = I bought

FUTURE TENSE VERBS WITH “JE”

1- je serai = I will be 9- je vais manger = I will eat
2- j’aurai = I will have 10- je vais boire = I will drink
3- je vais faire = I will do 11- je vais travailler = I will work
4- je vais aller = I will go 12- je vais habiter = I will live
5- je vais jouer = I will play 13- je vais visiter = I will visit
6- je vais regarder = I will watch 14- je vais sortir = I will go out
7- je vais écouter = I will listen 15- je vais prendre = I will take
8- je vais aimer = I will like 16- je vais acheter = I will buy

OTHER VERY IMPORTANT PHRASES

1- je peux +inf = I can 10- qui = who
2- je veux +inf = I want 11- où = where
3- je voudrais / j’aimerais 12- dans = in
= I would like 13- devant = in front of

4- on peut = we can 14- derrière = behind
5- on doit / il faut = you have to  15- ne….pas = not
6- depuis = for / since                    16 – ne……plus = not anymore 
7- il y a = there is                            17- ne…. Jamais = never
8- plus…. que = more…. than
9- moins que = less…. than

TIME MARKERS
PAST
1- hier = yesterday
2- l’année dernière = last year
3- la semaine dernière = last week
4- le mois dernier = last month
5- avant = before
6- Il y a 3 ans = 3 years ago
FUTURE
1- demain = tomorrow
2- l’année prochaine = next year
3- la semaine prochaine = next year

OPINIONS

1- à mon avis / selon moi = in my opinion
2- je pense que / je trouve que = I think that
3- c’est = it is
4- c’était = it was
5- ce sera = it will be
6- parce-que / car=
because

CONNECTIVES AND INTENSIFIERS

1- d’abord = first 9- même si = even if
2- puis / ensuite = then 10- par contre = on the other 
3- enfin = finally hand
4- et = and / ou = or
5- mais = but
6- cependant = however
7- si = if
8- quand = when

1- Aujourd’hui = today
2- maintenant = now
3- quelquefois = sometimes
4- tous les jours = everyday
5- une fois par semaine = 
once a week
6- toujours = always
7- souvent = often
8- l’été = summer
9- l’automne = autumn
10- l’hiver = winter
11- le printemps = spring
12- soir = evening
13- matin = morning
14 – d’habitude = usually

génial / chouette = great
Intéressant = interesting
marrant / drôle = fun
ennuyeux / barbant = boring
pénible = annoying
nul / horrible = rubbish

1- trop = too
2- très = very
3- assez = quite
4- un peu = a little
5- vraiment = really

French Foundation - Core Language
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IMPERFECT

1- je faisais = I used to do
2- nous faisions = we used to do
3- je jouais = I used to play
4- nous jouions = we used to play
5- j’allais = I used to go
6- nous allions = we used to go
7- je regardais = I used to watch
8- nous regardions = we used to watch

CONDITIONAL

1- j’aurais = I would have
2- je serais = I would be
3- je ferais = I would do
4- nous ferions = we would do
5- je jouerais = I would play
6- je regarderais = I would watch
7- nous regarderions = we would watch
8- j’écouterais = I would listen

FUTURE

1- j’aurai = I will have
2- je serai = I will be
3- je ferai = I will do
4- nous ferons = we will do
5- je jouerai = I will play
6- je regarderai = I will watch
7- nous regarderons = we will watch
8- j’écouterai = I will listen

EXPRESSIONS WITH MULTIPLE VERBS

1- après avoir (+ fait / regardé/ joué/ visité/ écouté etc) = after (+doing / 
watching / playing / visiting / listening etc)
2- après être allé(s) = after going
3- j’espère pouvoir (+ aller / regarder / jouer etc) = I hope I will be able to (+go 
/ watch / play etc)
4- j’aurais dû (+ aller / regarder / jouer etc) = I should have (+ gone / watched / 
played etc)
5- j’aurais voulu (+ aller / regarder / jouer etc) = I would have liked to (+go / 
watch/ play etc)
6- j’ai toujours rêvé de (+ aller / regarder / jouer etc) = I have always wanted to 
(go / watch / play etc)

SUBJUNCTIVE

1- il faut que je fasse = I have to do
2- il faut que je sois = I have to be
3- bien que ce soit = although it is
4- il est possible que ce soit (vrai) = it’s possible that it is (true)

EXPRESSIONS THAT MAKE YOU SOUND GREAT 
(IDIOMS)!

1- c’est un perte de temps = it’s a waste of time
2- quel dommage = what a shame
3- quel gaspillage = what a waste
4- quelle honte = how shameful
5- c’est le pied = it’s awesome
6- ce n’est pas grave = it’s not a big deal
7- j’en ai marre de (+ inf) = I’m fed up of…
8- ça vaut le coup = it is worth it
9- cela n’a pas de sens = it doesn’t make sense
10- j’ai envie de (+inf) = I feel like (+ -ing)
11- ca m’est égal = I don’t mind
12- j’ai horreur de (+inF) = I really hate..
13- ca me donne envie de (+inf) = it makes me want 
to ….
14- au lieu de (+inf), on devrait (+inf) = instead of
(-ing) , we should …

15- il faut regarder le bon côté des choses = we have 
to look at the bright side

OPINION – SYNONYMS!
1- génial = épatant, extra, top, sensass, formidable, splendide, 
merveilleux, inoubliable
2- intéressant = captivant, fascinant
3- nul = épouvantable, lamentable, affreux, horrible, 
désastreux
4- ennuyeux = barbant, monotone, razoir
5- stupide = ridicule, idiot, bête
6- pénible = agaçant, casse-pieds, énervant
7- triste => déprimant

French Higher - Core Language
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Sustaining Ecosystems
Topic 4

What is an Ecosystem?

An ecosystem is a system in which organisms interact with each other and 
with their environment. 

Ecosystem’s Components 

Abiotic These are non-living, such as air, water, heat, rock.

Biotic These are living, such as plants, insects, and animals.

Flora is plant life occurring in a particular region or time.

Fauna is all animal life of any particular region or time.

Food Chains

Food chains are useful in explaining 
the basic principles behind 
ecosystems. They show only one 
species at a particular level from 
where energy is transferred up to 
the next.

Biomes

A biome is a large geographical area of distinctive plant and animal groups, 
which are adapted to that particular environment. The climate and geography 
of a region determines what type of biome can exist in that region. 

Coniferous 
forest

Deciduous 
forest

Tropical 
rainforests

Tundra

Temperate 
grasslands

Tropical 
grasslands

Hot deserts. 
The most productive biomes – which have the greatest 
biomass- grow in climates that are hot and wet. 

Biome’s climate and plants

Biome Location Temperature Rainfall Flora Fauna

Topical 
rainforest

Centred along the 
Equator. 

Hot all year (25-30°C) Very high (over 
200mm/year)

Tall trees forming a canopy; wide 
variety of species. 

Greatest range of different animal 
species. Most live in canopy layer

Tropical 
grasslands

Between latitudes 5°- 30°
north & south of Equator.

Warm all year (20-30°C) Wet + dry season 
(500-1500mm/year)

Grasslands with widely spaced 
trees.

Large hoofed herbivores and 
carnivores dominate.

Hot desert Found along the tropics 
of Cancer and Capricorn. 

Hot by day (over 30°C) 
Cold by night

Very low (below 
300mm/year)

Lack of plants and few species; 
adapted to drought.

Many animals are small and 
nocturnal: except for the camel.

Temperate 
forest

Between latitudes 40°-
60° north of Equator.

Warm summers + mild 
winters (5-20°C)

Variable rainfall (500-
1500m /year) 

Mainly deciduous trees; a variety 
of species.

Animals adapt to colder and 
warmer climates. Some migrate.

Tundra Far Latitudes of 65° north 
and south of Equator 

Cold winter + cool 
summers (below 10°C)

Low rainfall (below 
500mm/ year)

Small plants grow close to the 
ground and only in summer.

Low number of species. Most 
animals found along coast.

Coral Reefs
Found within 30° north –
south of Equator in 
tropical waters.

Warm water all year 
round with temperatures 
of 18°C

Wet + dry seasons. 
Rainfall varies greatly 
due to location.

Small range of plant life which 
includes algae and sea grasses 
that shelters reef animals. 

Dominated by polyps and a 
diverse range of fish species. 

Nutrient cycle

Plants take in those nutrients where they are 
built into new organic matter. Nutrients are 
taken up when animals eat plants and then 
returned to the soil when animals die and the 
body is broken down by decomposers.

Litter This is the surface layer of 
vegetation, which over time 
breaks down to become humus.

Biomass The total mass of living 
organisms per unit area.

Distribution of Tropical Rainforests

Tropical rainforests are centred along the Equator 
between the Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn. 
Rainforests can be found in South America, central 
Africa and South-East Asia. The Amazon is the 
world’s largest rainforest and takes up the majority 
of northern South America, encompassing countries 
such as Brazil and Peru.

Climate of Tropical Rainforests

• Evening temperatures rarely fall below 22°C
• Due to the presence of clouds, temperatures rarely 

rise above 32°C
• Most afternoons have heavy showers
• At night with no clouds insulating temperature drops

Rainforest nutrient cycle

The hot, damp conditions on the forest floor allow for the rapid 
decomposition of dead plant material. This provides plentiful 
nutrients that are easily absorbed by plant roots. However, as these 
nutrients are in high demand from the many fast-growing plants, 
they do not remain in the soil for long and stay close to the surface. 
If vegetation is removed, the soils quickly become infertile

Convectional rainfall

1 The roots of plants take up water from the 
ground and the rain is intercepted as it falls.

2 As the rainforest heats up, the water evaporates 
into the atmosphere.

3 Finally, the water condenses and forms clouds to 
make the next day's rain. 

Layers of the Rainforest

Emergent Highest layer with tree reaching 50 metres.

Canopy Most life is found here as It receives 70% of 
the sunlight and 80% of the light.

U-Canopy Consists of trees that reach 20 metres high.

Shrub 
Layer

Lowest layer with small trees that have 
adapted to living in the shade.

Tropical Rainforest Biome

Rainforest soil profile

Leaf Litter Thin litter layer rapidly decomposes in heat.

Top Soil Shallow topsoil is a mixture of decomposed 
organic matter and minerals.

Sub Soil The sub-soil is deep due to weathering of rocks 
below.

Rock Underlying rock weathers quickly at high 
temperatures to form sub-soil.

Interdependence in the rainforest

A rainforest works through interdependence. This is where the 
plants and animals depend on each other for survival.
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Tropical Rainforest Biome

Effects of Human Activity on the Rainforest

Logging Agriculture

• Most widely reported cause of 
destructions to biodiversity.

• Timber is harvested to create 
commercial items such as 
furniture and paper. 

• Has lead to violent 
confrontation between 
indigenous tribes and logging 
companies. 

• Large scale ‘slash  and burn’ of 
land for ranches and palm oil. 

• Increases carbon emission.
• River saltation and soil erosion 

increasing due to the large 
areas of exposed land

• Increase in palm oil is making 
the soil infertile.

Mineral Extraction Tourism

• Precious metals are found in 
the rainforest.

• Areas mined can experience soil 
and water contamination.

• Indigenous people are 
becoming displaced  from their 
land due to roads being built to 
transport products.

• Mass tourism is resulting in the 
building of hotels in extremely 
vulnerable areas.

• Lead to negative relationship 
between the government and 
indigenous tribes

• Tourism has effected wildlife 
(apes) by exposing them to 
human diseases. 

Adaptations to the rainforest

Sloths Are camouflaged to forest environment.

Buttress Roots Support tall trees & absorb nutrients.

Drip Tips Allows heavy rain to run off leaves easily  

Lianas & Vines Climbs trees to reach sunlight at canopy.

Rainforest inhabitants

Many tribes have developed sustainable ways 
of survival, such as shifting cultivation. 
The forest provides inhabitants with…
• Food through hunting and gathering.
• Natural medicines from forest plants.
• Homes and boats from forest wood.

Benefits of the rainforest

Raw 
Materials

Commonly used materials 
such as timber and rubber 
are found here.

Water Controls the flow of water 
to prevent floods/droughts 
regions..

Food Important foods such as 
Bananas, pineapples and 
coffee are grown there. 

Health 25% of modern medicines 
are sourced  from 
rainforest ingredients.

Energy Large dams generate  2/3 
of Brazil’s energy needs.

Climate Acts as carbon sinks by 
storing 15% of carbon 
emissions.

Case Study: Sustainable Rainforest Management in Costa Rica

Location & Background Threats to the Costa Rican Rainforest

Costa Rica is a small country in Central America. 
It is home to 6% of the world’s biodiversity. 
The country attracts 6 million tourists a year.

• Cattle Ranching and agricultural development by 
clearing land through slash & burn methods. 

• Gold and other metal mining meant large scale 
soil and rock removing. This meant areas were 
deforested  and chemicals entered water systems. 

• By 1990, 32,000 hectors of forest were cut down 
each year – devastating the fragile ecosystem. 

Ecotourism 

Ecotourism is tourism that is directed towards the 
natural environments & conversation. Monteverde is 
a popular ecotourism destination in the country. Rainforest Management

Advantages
• Government created 28 National Parks with 24% 

of the country’s land protect. 
• Laws and enforcement meant that differentiation 

had fallen from 1.8 to almost zero by 2005. 
• Agroforestry encourages growing trees and crops 

together to create better farming conditions. 
• Afforestation has led to the replanting of trees to 

replace original forest that have been lost.

• 80 new businesses have open in Monteverde.
• 400 full-time and 140 part-time jobs directly 

related to tourism in Monteverde.

Disadvantages 

• Land prices have increased.
• Deforestation to clear areas for tourism industry. 

Polar/Tundra Regions Biome
Distribution of Polar Regions

Arctic Antarctic

Is the region north of 
latitude 60°N around 
the North Pole.

A continent south of 
latitude 60°S around 
the South Pole.

Climate

Polar areas are very cold with temperatures 
rarely reaching above 0 °C. Winters average 
below -40 °C with summers  a maximum of only 
10 °C.  Rainfall is low throughout the year.

Land & Sea Features

Arctic Antarctic

Large areas are 
permafrost. At sea, 
most of the region is 
frozen over.

Large  and thick ice 
sheets. A mountain 
range crosses the 
continent.

Flora (Plants) Fauna (Animals)

There are very few 
plants in polar areas 
– some lichens, 
mosses and grasses 
along the coastal 
areas.

Relatively few species 
of animals. Polar 
Bears, Penguins and 
marine mammals like 
whales, seals and 
walrus are examples. 

Climate Change on Polar Regions

Scientific reports outline the effect global warming is having on these 
regions. Ice sheets and glaciers are melting at an alarming rate 
leading to fears of rising sea levels. Thawing of permafrost is 
increasing methane emissions and the decline of arctic ice is creating 
waves that are capable of causing unseen coastal erosion. 

Arctic soil profile

Active Layer Thaws in the summer. 
Becomes deeper towards pole.

Permafrost Permanently frozen all year. 
Layer Increases further north.

Bed Rock Low temperatures weathers 
rock slowly = less nutrients.

Effects of Human Activity in Polar Regions

Oil & Gas exploration Whaling 

• Arctic holds a large amount of 
untapped oil and gas. 

• Oil spills would threaten 
ecosystems as clean up 
operations would be slow.

• Hunting of whales is a major 
industry – this led to a rapid 
decline in whale populations. 

• Many countries have banned 
whaling, but some still continue

Fishing Tourism

• Has made area possible to fish 
large untapped stocks. 

• The polar areas are difficult to 
police due to harsh conditions.

• Collapse of the fish stocks there 
might damage ecosystems.

• The tourism industry is steadily 
growing within polar regions.

• Travel by tourist increase 
emissions further. 

• Wildlife may become disturbed 
by tourists getting up close. 

Case Study: Small Scale Sustainable  Management: 
Clyde River, Canada Sustainable Whaling 

Location & Background 

By the 1960s whale numbers were rapidly declining 
due to hunting

Features and Activities

• In 1986 the international whaling committee (IWC) 
banned whaling and numbers rose rapidly

• Inuit's can still hunt one whale a year to keep 
traditions alive.

Sustainable Management 

• Inuit's can still hunt one whale a year to keep traditions 
alive.

• It has been very successful.
• Japan were still killing whales for ‘scientific research’ and 

in 2019 said they were going to ignore the ban.

Case Study: Global Scale Sustainable Management: 
The Antarctic Treaty System

Background 

Signed by 50 nations in 1961, the Treaty sets aside 
Antarctica as a scientific preserve, establishes freedom 
of scientific investigation and bans military activity.

Basic Principles of the Antarctic Treaty

• Bans mining and resource extraction. 
• Prevents territorial disputes of the continent.
• Promotes scientific research and co-operation. 
• Protects the fragile environments and its wildlife  by 

preventing and managing waste/pollution.  

Successful?

Stayed in place for 50 years with more countries signing 
up to enforce strict controls and improve its stability. 
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Resource Reliance
Topic 8

What is Resource Reliance?

Resources are things that humans require for life or  to make our lives 
easier. Humans are becoming increasingly dependent on exploiting these 

resources, and as a result they are in high demand.

Resource Required 

Resources such as food, energy and water are what is needed for basic 
human development.

FOOD WATER ENERGY

Without enough 
nutritious food, 

people can become 
malnourished. This 
can make them ill . 

This can prevent 
people working or 

receiving education.

People need a supply 
of clean and safe 

water for drinking, 
cooking and washing. 
Water is also needed 
for food, clothes and 

other products.

A good supply of 
energy is needed for 
a basic standard of 
living. People need 
light and heat for 
cooking or to stay 

warm. It is also 
needed for industry.

Demand outstripping supply

The demand for resources like food, water and energy is rising so quickly  
that supply cannot always keep up. Importantly, access to these 

resources vary dramatically in different locations

1. Population Growth 2. Economic Development

• Currently the global 
population is 7.7 billion.

• Global population has risen 
exponentially this century.

• Global population is expected 
to reach 9 billion by 2050.

• With more people, the 
demand for food, water, 
energy, jobs and space will 
increase.

• As LIDCs and EDCs develop 
further, they require more 
energy for industry.

• LIDCs and EDCs want similar 
lifestyles to ACs, therefore 
they will need to consume 
more resources.

• Development means more 
water is required for food 
production as diets improve.

Resource Reliance Graph

Consumption – The act of using up 
resources or purchasing goods and 
produce. 
Carry Capacity – A maximum 
number of species that can be 
supported.

Resource consumption exceeds 
Earth’s ability to provide!

3. Changing Technology and Employment

• The demand for resources has driven the need for new technology to 
reach or gain more resources. 

• More people in the secondary and tertiary industry has increased the 
demand for resources required for electronics and robotics.

Reasons for NOT Meeting Modern Resource Demands. 

Climate

• Global warming effects cycles and seasons and 
therefore farming. 

• Rainfall patterns are changing and are becoming 
unpredictable. This is a problem for farming.

Geology

• Not all countries have access to fossil fuels or suitable 
landscape for renewables. 

• Many minerals are finite and therefore once used will 
reduce the resources available.

• Rock types might limit the availability to store water.

Conflict • War can disrupt transport of resources by damaging 
roads and water pipes.

Poverty • LIDCs are unable to afford technology to effectively 
exploit the natural resources available.

Natural 
Hazards

• Increase in hazard events due to climate change.
• Prime agricultural regions in Asia and Africa and are 

also in hazard zones. 
• Has the ability to destroy infrastructure needed to 

transport resources.

Environment and Food: Fishing and Farming

Methods Environmental and Ecosystems

Fi
sh

in
g

Bigger nets and fishing 
boats have allowed for 
greater catches. GPS and 
sonar has also find the 
fish easily.

• Overfishing of certain fish has caused their 
decline. 

• Dredging can damage seafloor habitats. 
• Decline of one species has a knock on effect 

on other marine species.

Fa
rm

in
g

Tractors, computer 
programming and GPS 
technology is producing 
food more effectively 
and at a larger scale.

• Field sizes have caused hedgerows to decline
in biodiversity.

• Fertilisers and pesticides enter water 
courses and harm or kill organisms.

• Heavy machinery can cause soil erosion.

Environment and Energy: Deforestation and Mining

Methods Environmental and Ecosystems

De
fo

re
st

at
io

n Logging using modern 
machinery and 
transportation has made 
deforestation more 
productive & convenient. 

• 2 billion people depend on wood for fuel, 
which therefore creates high CO2 emissions

• Forests provide for important habitats.
• Clearing of forests leads to soil erosion. 
• Tree intercepts rain and prevents flooding.

M
in

in
g Large machines and drill 

technology can remove 
and reach through 
material effectively.

• Mining waste can pollute soil and 
contaminate water supplies.

• Habitats are destroyed in mining zones. 
• Fossil fuels burnt release greenhouse gases

Environment and Water: Reservoirs and Water Transfer

Methods Environmental and Ecosystems

Re
se

rv
oi

rs

Increasing storage to 
hold more water and 
constructing more dams 
to control river flow can 
provide a reliable source 
of water.

• Can flood a large area of land and damage 
habitats and natural landscapes. 

• Dams can be a barrier for certain species to 
migrate upstream.

• Natural flow of sediment is disrupted, which 
then reduces fertility of land further down. 

W
at

er
 

Tr
an

sf
er Constructing pipes and 

canals to divert water 
surplus to areas in need 
of a water supply.

• Large-scale engineering works can damage 
ecosystems along the route. 

• Lots of energy is required to pump water 
over long distances. 

Food Security

‘Food Security’ is when people at all times need to have physical & economic access 
to food to meet their dietary needs for an active & healthy life. This is the opposite 

to ‘Food Insecurity’ which is when someone is unsure when they might next eat.

Human Physical

• Poverty prevents people 
affording food and farmers 
buying modern equipment. 

• Poor infrastructure makes 
food difficult to transport 
fresh food.

• Conflict disrupts farming and 
prevents supplies.

• Food waste due to poor 
transport and storage.

• Climate Change is affecting 
rainfall patterns making food 
production difficult. 

• Temperature needs to be 
ideal for certain crops to grow.

• The quality of soil is important 
to ensure crops have the 
necessary nutrients.

• Water supply needs to be 
reliable to allow food to grow.

• Pest, diseases and parasites 
can destroy vast amounts of 
crops that are necessary to 
feed large populations.

• Extreme weather events can 
damage crops (i.e. floods).

Malthus and Boserup’s Theories about Food Supply

With the population growing very quickly, there are different ideas about whether 
or not this will lead to a food crisis.

Malthus Theory Boserup Theory

• Believed that population would 
increase faster than food supply. 

• This would lead to a lack of food 
being available. 

• Malthus believed this would cause 
large scale famine, illness and war

• This would occur until population 
returned to level that can be 
supported.

• Believed that however big the 
population grew, people would 
find ways to manage. 

• If food supplies became limited, 
people would find new ways to 
increase production. 

• These solutions would often 
involve creating new technologies. 
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Geography - Resource Reliance 2
Measuring Food Security 

Food security varies around the world. Some people and places are more food secure than others. This can often 
depend on how much a country can grow and is able to afford.

The Global Hunger Index Daily Calorie Intake

• This shows how many people are suffering from 
hunger or illness caused by lack of food.

• The index gives a value for each country from 0
(no hunger) to 100 (extreme hunger).

• This shows how many calories per person that are 
consumed on average for each country.

• This can indicate the global distribution of 
available food and food inequality,

Attempts to Achieve Food Security

There are various measures to maintain or even improve our food security. These measures are often taken to be 
socially, economically, environmentally viable for the longer term. 

Social Economic Environmental 

Ethical Consumerism 

This involves buying products that have a positive social, economic and environmental impact today, without 
compromising future generations. 

Fairtrade
• This is a global movement to give farmers a fairer price for their products. 
• The profits benefit the community with schools and medical facilities. 
• Involves using farming methods that protects rather than destroys environments. 

Food Waste
• One-third of all food gets lost or wasted. 
• Aim to eat locally sourced food to reduce waste through transport. 
• Eating ‘ugly’ food despite it not being ‘ideal’ can prevent waste and save money.
• Prevents wasted energy for producing food and therefore reduces CO2 emissions. 

Food Production

This involves producing as much food as possible in as small a space as possible. They often involve using 
machines and chemicals to gain as much produce as they can. 

Intensive 
Farming

• Makes the most of the land and allows for higher yields. This can make growing food more 
productive and therefore cheaper to produce. 

• Chemical fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides can pollute the environment and harm 
people, animals and insects.

Organic 
Methods

• This involves the banned use of chemicals and ensuring animals are raised naturally.
• This can lead to lower yields of 20% and products being more expensive.

Technological Developments

Through better understanding of science and improved technology, it is now possible to change the food we grow 
and protect and harvest the crops more effectively.

Genetically 
modified (GM) 

• Involves changing the DNA of foods to enhance their productivity  and properties.
• Crops can be better protected from disease and drought, but also made larger or include 

more health benefits. 

Hydroponics 
• This is a method of growing plants without soil. Instead they use nutrient solution. 
• Less water is needed and a reduced need for pesticides to be used. 
• However, this method is very expensive so only used for high value crops.

Small Scale ‘Bottom Up’ Approaches

This involves a small scale production of food and relies on individuals and communities, rather than government 
or large organisations. 

Allotments
• This is an area of land that is divided into plots and rented to individuals to grow their 

own fruit and vegetables. 
• Allows people in urban areas to produce their own cheap & healthily food close to home.

Permaculture • This involves people growing their own food and changing their eating habits. 
• This can create more natural ecosystems and fewer resources are required.

Case Study: UK Food Security

Food Availability in the UK Food consumption in the UK

• The UK is ranked 17th out of 109 in Global Food Security 
Index with a score of 79.1 out of 100.

Average daily calorie intake in the UK comes in sixth place.
People consume an average daily calorie intake of 3,440. 14.3 
million people are in poverty in the UK.

Local Scale: Food Banks
• Food banks are established by charities (Andover Food 

Bank, The Trussell Trust) and give three days’ worth of 
food for people and families who cannot feed themselves. 

• In 2014, 1.1 million people used food banks in the UK.

Successes
• Raise awareness of hunger and poverty
• Signpost to a host of information and services, including 

money management, family care and nutrition
Limitations/Criticisms
• For some people, this is their main source of food
• Sometimes the food is unhealthy and unsuitable

Past Attempt: Genetically Modified Crops
• Uses technology to achieve food security by taking DNA 

from one species and putting it into another. 
• The Green Revolution in the 1960’s cross bred rice and 

wheat seeds that produced very high yields. However, 
new strains were suited to intensive farming which 
needed lots of water, fertilisers and pesticides. This also 
reduced biodiversity and put farmers at risk of poor crops 
and debt. 

Successes: 
• GM crops engineered to resist drought and frost will 

grow in places currently not suitable.
• Crops can be modified with DNA harmful to pest and 

insects and reduce the need for pesticides.
• Food with other health benefits can be engineered
Limitations/Criticisms:
• GM crops might not be safe to eat.
• Pollen spreads and contaminates other plants. 
• GM seeds are made by TNC’s; profit over security?

Present Attempt: Thanet Earth
• Large industrial agriculture in Kent, South East England. It 

is the largest greenhouse complex in the UK, four 
greenhouses the size of 10 football pitches grow salad 
vegetables all year round using hydroponics. The 
development aims to be sustainable as each greenhouses 
has its own power station to provide heat and lighting. 
Water supply from rainwater collected from the roofs. 
Hot air and carbon dioxide from the power stations is 
pumped back into the greenhouses.

Successes 
• Salad vegetables grown all year round, reducing the need 

for imports and reducing food miles.
• Bees are used for pollination, 500 jobs created.
Limitations /Criticisms
• Natural habitats lost and ecosystems disrupted.
• Money generated mostly goes to large investors rather 

than local communities.
• Greenhouses are built on high land and artificially lit -

visual and light pollution.
• Large amounts of energy are required to power the 

greenhouses.
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Health and Social Care Knowledge Organiser: Component 2 Health and Social Care Services and Values 
Learning Aim A: Understand the different types of health and social care services 
and barriers to accessing them 

Learning Aim B: Demonstrate care values and review own practice 

Providing good health and social care services is very important and a set of ‘care values’ exist to ensure this happens. Care values are important because they 
enable people who use health and social care services to get the care they need and to be protected from different sorts of harm. 

A1 Health and social care services 
1. Different health care services and how they meet service user needs 

a. Primary care, e.g. dental care, optometry, community health care 
b. Secondary & tertiary care, e.g. specialist medical care 
c. Allied health professionals, e.g. physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech 

and language therapy, dieticians 
2. Different social care services and how they meet service user needs 

a. Services for children and young people, e.g. foster care, residential care, youth 
work 

b. Services for adults or children with specific needs (learning disabilities, 
sensory impairments, long-term health issues) e.g. residential care, respite 
care, domiciliary care 

c. Services for older adults, e.g. residential care, domiciliary care 
d. Role of informal social care provided by relatives, friends and neighbours 

B1 Care values 
1. Empowering and promoting independence by involving individuals, 

where possible, in making choices 
2. Respect for the individual by respecting service users’ need, 

beliefs and identity 
3. Maintaining confidentiality 
4. Preserving the dignity of individuals to help them maintain privacy 

and self-respect 
5. Effective communication that displays empathy and warmth 
6. Safeguarding and duty of care 
7. Promoting anti-

discriminatory practice 
by being aware of types 
of unfair discrimination 
and avoiding 
discriminatory 
behaviour 

A2 Barriers to accessing services 
1. Types of barriers and how they can be overcome by the service providers and 

users 
a. Physical barriers, e.g. issues getting into and around the facilities 
b. Sensory barriers, e.g. hearing and visual difficulties 
c. Social, cultural and psychological barriers, e.g. lack of awareness, differing 

cultural beliefs, social stigma, fear of loss of independence 
d. Language barriers, e.g. differing first language, language impairments 
e. Geographical barriers, e.g. distance of provider, poor transport links 
f. Intellectual barriers, e.g. learning difficulties 
g. Resource barriers for service provider, e.g. staff shortages, lack of local 

funding, high local demand 
h. Financial barriers, e.g. charging for services, cost of transport, loss of income 

while accessing services 

B2 Reviewing own application of care values 
1. Key aspects of a review 

a. Identifying own strengths and areas for improvement 
against the care values 

b. Receiving feedback from teacher or service user about 
own performance 

c. Responding to feedback and identifying ways to improve 
own performance 
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History - Origins of the Cold War

The conferences 1943 - 45
GRAND 
ALLIANCE

Russia, USA, Britain Stalin, Churchill, Roosevelt

TEHRAN Attended by Stalin, 
Churchill, Roosevelt

Final plans for D-Day
Russia to fight Japan

YALTA Attended by Stalin, 
Churchill, Roosevelt

Germany divided 4
Sphere of Influence
Free elections

POTSDAM Stalin, Attlee, 
Truman

As agreed at Yalta. Truman  
tested atomic bomb.

The tension builds 1945-49 
TRUMAN 
DOCTRINE

Policy of 
Containment

USA supply military 
resources to prevent 
spread of communism

MARSHALL 
AID

$17m to European 
countries to rebuild

Aim to offer funds to 
prevent spread of 
communism.

COMINFOR
M/COMEC
ON

USSR response to 
USA aid and 
policies

Information and 
financial aid to 
communist countries

TELEGRAMS Long & Novikov Accusations of 
aggression 

TOPIC 1: THE ORIGINS OF 
THE COLD WAR 1941-1956

The Berlin Crisis 1948-49
BIZONIA USA & Britain merge zones USSR feel threatened

BLOCKADE USSR prevent supplies 
entering Western sectors of 
Berlin

Aim to force allies to 
leave Berlin.

AIRLIFT Allies drop food/supplies into 
Berlin

Stalin forced to call off 
the Blockade

TRIZONIA Allies merge zones East and West Germany

Key Dates
TEHRAN 1943

YALTA 1945

POTSDAM 1945

LONG 
TELEGRAM

1946

NOVIKOV 
TELEGRAM

1946

IRON CURTAIN 
SPEECH

1946

TRUMAN 
DOCTRINE

1947

MARSHALL AID 1947

COMINFORM 1947

BERLIN CRISIS 1948

COMECON 1949

NATO 1949

STALIN DIES 1953

WARSAW PACT 1955

HUNGARIAN 
UPRISING

1956

Changing attitudes 1953 onwards
NATO North Atlantic Treaty 

Organisation
West together to prevent 
spread of communism

DE-STALINISATION Khrushchev leader Remove Stalin’s ideas

WARSAW PACT Communist alliance USSR response to NATO

Hungarian Uprising
RAKOSI Hungary leader, Stalin’s 

best pupil
Forced from power and 
replaced with Nagy

NAGY Reforms for Hungary, 
desire to leave Warsaw 
Pact

Khrushchev fears further 
uprisings in USSR countries

KHRUSHCHEV Tanks to regain control Needs to reassert authority

KADAR - new 
leader

Nagy executed, 
Communism restored

200k flee to Austria, 
thousands dead
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History - Cold War Crises

Berlin Wall 1958-1961
BRAIN DRAIN Educated people leaving East Berlin to 

live in the West.

BERLIN ULTIMATUM Khrushchev orders the West to leave 
Berlin within 6 months

PARIS SUMMIT Discussions about Berlin, US U2 Spy 
plane shot down 9 days before

VIENNA SUMMIT Final conference with JFK

BERLIN WALL Construction begins in response to 
conferences

Meanwhile in Cuba
CUBAN 
REVOL
UTION

Capitalist 
President Batista 
is overthrown

American businesses 
thrown out. USA fearful of 
spread of communism and 
failure of Containment. 
US bans sugar imports. 
USSR agree to trade with 
Cuba

BAY OF 
PIGS

CIA plan costing 
$45m to regain 
USA influence in 
Cuba using 1500 
Cuban Exiles

Operation failed. JFK 
humiliated, 1100 exiles 
captured, USA forced to pay 
$50 in medicine and baby 
food for their return.

TOPIC 2: COLD WAR CRISES 
Cuban Missile crisis

IMPACT OF THE 
BAY OF PIGS 
DISASTER

Russia and Cuba become greater allies in the face 
of threat from America

MISSILE 
LAUNCH SITES

US Spy planes discover construction of missile 
launch sites on the island.

THE BLOCKADE A quarantine is established around Cuba. US 
military prevent missiles being delivered

OUTCOME The situation calms and the Russian ships return 
home. A hotline is established to improve 
communications between the two sides. Nuclear 
test ban treaties in place

Key Dates
BERLIN 
ULTIMATUM

1958

CUBAN 
REVOLUTION

1959

PARIS SUMMIT 1960

VIENNA 
SUMMIT

1961

BAY OF PIGS 1961

BERLIN WALL 1961

CUBAN MISSILE 
CRISIS

1962

HOTLINE 1963

LIMITED TEST 
BAN TREATY

1963

PRAGUE SPRING 1968

BREZHNEV 
DOCTRINE

1968

Prague Spring
NOVOTNY Czechoslovakian leader Food shortages and poor 

standard of living in Czech

DUBCEK Reforms during Prague 
Spring ‘Socialism with a 
human face’.

April - August 1968, 
removes secret police and 
some communist controls

BREZHNEV New leader of USSR Needed  to reassert 
authority

BREZHNEV 
DOCTRINE

Created to justify an 
invasion of 
Czechoslovakia

Tanks enter to reestablish 
USSR control, peace 
protests by the Czech 
people.

OUTCOME Dubcek resigned as 
leader and communism 
restored

The West condemned the 
invasion, but failed to 
assist the Czech people.
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History - The End of the Cold War

Detente 1970’s 
HOTLINE Between USSR and USA improving 

communication

DETENTE Period of improved relationship between 
USA and USSR, until Invasion of Afghanistan

SALT 1 Strategic Arms Limitation Talks led to a 5 
year freeze on ICBM production

APOLLO 
SOYUZ

Space linkup between USA and USSR and the 
handshake in space

HELSINKI Agreements made to improve human rights, 
security and cooperation.

SALT II Discussed but never ratified

Gorbachev - ‘New thinking’ 

PERESTROIKA Restructuring 
the economy 

Business ownership 
was allowed

GLASNOST Openness Freedom of speech 

SINATRA 
DOCTRINE

Warsaw Pact countries had freedom to 
make their own decisions

TOPIC 3: THE END OF THE 
COLD WAR

Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan
AMIN Communist leader in 

Afghanistan, reliant on 
Soviet support to rule

Anti-muslim policies and 
persecution causes unrest

MUJAHEDEEN Guerilla fighting force 
based in the mountains

Declared Jihad on the 
Amin Government

ISLAMIC 
FUNDAMENTAL
ISM

Islam spreading through 
the region

Potential threat to 
communism

INVASION Soviet troops enter to 
restore order

Amin shot and replaced 
with Kamal

CARTER Carter Doctrine established, 
USA force if necessary

USA boycott Moscow 
olympic games

Key Dates

DETENTE 1970

SALT 1 1972

SALT 11 1974

APOLLO SOYUZ 1975

HELSINKI 
AGREEMENTS

1975

AFGHANISTAN 1979

MOSCOW 
OLYMPICS

1980

SDI 1983

LOS ANGELES 
OLYMPICS

1984

GORBACHEV 1985

GENEVA 
SUMMIT

1985

INF TREATY 1987

BERLIN WALL 
FALLS

1989

COLLAPSE OF 
SOVIET UNION

1990

Second Cold War

REAGAN Replaced Carter, tough 
on Soviet Union

‘Evil Empire’ speech, 
increases defence spending

STRATEGIC 
DEFENCE 
INITIATIVE (SDI)

Known as the ‘Star 
Wars’ programme, 
never constructed

Plan for surface, laser 
armed anti ballistic missile 
system.

The collapse of the Soviet Union

BERLIN WALL Demonstrations in Berlin 
following New thinking

Berlin Wall falls 1989

WARSAW PACT Rejected by communist 
countries

Pact dissolved in 1991
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Hospitality & Catering Part 1
LO1 Understand the environment in which hospitality and catering providers operate The hospitality and catering industry includes hotels, 

guest houses, bed and breakfasts (B&Bs), inns and 
pubs, restaurants, cafes and takeaways, contract ca-
tering (such as weddings), catering in leisure attrac-
tions (such as museums) and motorway service areas. 
It includes aeroplane meals and snacks on trains. It 
also includes food served in hospitals,  prisons, 
schools and the armed services. 

 Commercial – make profit e.g. hotel 
 
Non commercial – don’t make profit  e.g. 
prisons 

Residential- can book in to stay over night 
 
Non residential – cannot stay overnight 

commercial Non commercial 
hotels hospitals 
B&B’s schools 
pubs army 
Guest houses Care homes 
Holiday parks prisons 

CONTRACT CATERERS 
These provide food and drink for a function where catering facilities are 
not already provided 
They prepare the food for functions such as, weddings, banquets, garden 
parties, and parties in private houses. They may prepare  and cook food in 
advance, and deliver it the venue, or they may cook it on site. They may 
also provide staff to serve the food if required. 
Great for - parties 
Weddings 
Proms 
Establishments that do not have facilities to provide food and drink 

Type of 
Service 
 

Description 

Plate Meals are pre plated in the kitchen. Good 
portion control methods. All plates are con-
sistent in the food presentation. The meth-
od relies more on skilled kitchen staff than 
serving staff. Time consuming for the kitch-
en staff. 

Family The food is placed on the table, spoons are 
provided and customers serve themselves. 
It is a sociable method and it is easy and 
quick to serve. It requires larger tables. 
There is less portion control. It suits fami-
lies. 

Silver Food is served by the staff using a spoon 
and folk. Full silver service is when all the 
food is served in this way. It provides a 
more personal customer experience, ser-
vice can be slow. It is expensive and staff 
costs are high as more serving staff are re-
quired. 

Gueridon A person serves food from a side table of 
trolley. Sometime dishes are cooked or as-
sembled in front of the customer. This re-
quires skilled service and is very specialist. 
It is time consuming with high staff and 
menu costs. 

Type of 
Service 
 

Description 

Cafeteria Counters displaying food. Customers queue 
up. Simple basic experience for customers. 
High turnover and fast method. 
Low skill of serving staff. Customers may im-
pulse buy from the displays. 

Buffet Food set up along a table, can be self service 
or served by staff. Less formal than plated or 
silver service. Fast and simple method, can 
be low cost depending of the food served. 
Poor portion control. 

Fast food 
 

Take-away service with the option to eat in. 
Customers collect food from a counter. Quick 
and simple method. Can have a high custom-
er turnover. Often limited menu choice. Food 
served in disposable packaging. 

Tray or trol-
ley 
 

A meal provided in a tray or a choice of food 
from a trolley. Food is served like this on air-
lines and in hospitals. 

Vending 
 

Food service from a machine. Food can be 
served 24 hours. 
Usually snacks are served in this way but it 
can also be hot meals. 

 Home de-
livery 
 

Delivered to a house. Can be a take-away 
such as a Chinese or Indian meal. Care ser-
vices such as meals on wheels also use this 
type of food service. 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 2
What are the benefits of ratings?  

Michelin and rosette inspections are anony-
mous and are just 1 persons opinion. Trip 
Advisor and The Good Food Guide are lots 
of peoples opinions, so likely to be accurate. 

The Sous chef 
(sous=under in french)  
is directly in charge of 
food production, the 
minute by minute su-
pervision of the kitch-
en staff, and food 

Staff can earn extra money if they are given 
tips because the service and food they have 
delivered has been good. It is sometimes con-
sidered rude not too tip. More expensive res-
taurants automatically add 10-12.5% extra to a 
bill to cover tips  

PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES TO WORK IN THE  
HOSPITALITY AND CATERING INDUSTRY 
ARE VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT IS  
CUSTOMER DRIVEN 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 3

It’s important to remember 
that local sourcing can en-
compass much more than 
just using locally supplied 
and seasonal food. Local 
sourcing can also include 
toiletries for guest rooms 
and flowers for reception 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 4
 LO2 Understand how hospitality and catering provisions operate 

Some establishments have staff wear the same uniform; this makes them easily identifiable 
for staff and customers. The uniform may change depending on which area of the establish-
ment they work in. 

Protective clothing as part of a uniform must be paid for by the employer. 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 5
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Hospitality & Catering Part 6
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Hospitality & Catering Part 7
LO3 Understand how hospitality and catering provision meets health and safety requirements 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 8
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Hospitality & Catering Part 9
LO4 Know how food can cause ill health 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 10
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Hospitality & Catering Part 11

Hospitality and Catering Businesses can be 
fined up to £20,000 or owners can face up to 2 
years in prison for failing to comply with food 
laws. 
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Hospitality & Catering Part 12
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ICT Cambridge National LO1

Time

• Is there enough time to 
reasonably develop the 
product?

• Is there extra time available if 
problems are found?

Resources

• What hardware is needed?
• Do you have access to 

them?
• Can you use them? 
• What software is needed?
• Do you have access to 

them?
• Can you use them?

Regulations

• What laws do you need to think 
about?

Security

• What data needs to be 
protected?

• Who needs access to the data?
• Do different groups needs to be 

able to do different things?

Ethical and moral

• What data do you need?
• Who should not see it?
• What should not happen with 

the data?

Key Words

Workflow What task is dependent on another

Contingency Time in a project plan that has no tasks assigned. 
Making sure the project still meets the final 
deadline. 

Milestone A point in time when a task is expected to be 
started, completed or checked. 

Interaction How the phases link together. 

Iteration The repeating of a phase. 

Data 
dictionary

A description of the structure, contents and format 
of a spreadsheet or database. The relationships 
within the database can be included. 

Asset log A list of all the resources used in a project

Iterative
process

A process of repeatedly carrying out a process

Concurrent: 
Tasks

Tasks that can be completed at the same time

Dependency A task that cannot be started until a previous task 
has been completed.

Feasibility 
report:

Created during the initiation stage and considers 
each of the questions and constraints. Success 
criteria and objectives are also defined.

Yr10 Cambridge National LO1 Phase Input Output

Initiation User requirements
User constraints

Feasibility report
Legislation implications 
Phase review

Planning Feasibility report
Legislation implications 

Project plan
Test plan
Constraints list
Phase review

Execution Project plan
Test plan
Constraints list

Deliverable product
Test results
Phase review

Evaluation Deliverable product
Test results

Release of deliverable product
User documentation
Final review report
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ICT Cambridge National LO3

LAW 
ENFORCEMEN

T

EDUCATIO
N

HEALTH & 
FITNESS

SHOPPIN
G

ENTERTAINMENT
/ LEISURELIFESTYLE

Data must be processed to become information.
Information = data + [structure] + [context] + [meaning]

Process

Cambridge 
National LO3

Key Words

Bias Considering only one point of view. 

Closed question A question with only a set of number of questions.

Open question Allows the person completing the questionnaire to give 
a detailed answer in their own words.

Data subject The person the data is being stored about.

Data types A specific kind of data item that is
defined by the values that can be stored using it.

Information Processed data that has a meaning and is in context.

Interviewee The person answering the questions.

Interviewer The person asking the questions.

Record A collection of data about a single item. Each record 
must be unique.

Personal data Information held about an individual.

Primary research 
method

When the data and information collected is fresh data 
collected for a specific purpose.

Secondary research 
methods

Methods that use data and information that has 
already been collected

Validation: Can include length checks, presence checks, format 
checks, range checks and input masks.

Validity: How believable the data and information
collected is.

Data Types

Text Any character

Alphanumeric Any combination of letters, symbols, 
spaces and numbers

Integer Whole numbers

Real Any number with or without a 
decimal place

Currency Numbers in the form of money, 
sometimes with 2 decimal places 
and a currency symbol

Percentage A number that includes decimal 
places and a % symbol

Fraction A number which allows fractions to 
be input and manipulated

Decimal A number which includes a decimal 
point. 

Date/time Different formats of the way he date 
and time can be displayed. 

Limited choice Restricts the choice by a user and
used to gather information reducing 
data errors on input. (e.g. drop down 
lists, radio buttons, tick list) 

Object An additional component. It can 
consist of a chart graph or image. 

Logical/Boolean There are only 2 choices Yes/No 
True/False

Methods used to collect 
data

1. Questionnaire
2. Email
3. Sensors
4. Interviews
5. Consumer panels
6. Loyalty schemes
7. Statistical reports

What is cloud storage?
Online devices to …
…place, keep and retrieve electronic data

Physical solid devices to …
…place, keep and retrieve electronic data

What is physical storage?

Storage Methods
The Cloud - Hard Disk Drive - Solid State Drive - Optical Drive - Flash Memory

Data Collection 
Tools

Barcode Reader
QR Codes

Web Based 
Surveys

Wearable 
Technology

Mobile 
Technologies
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ICT Cambridge National LO4

Yr10 Cambridge 
National LO4

The impacts of a cyber-security attack 
Denial of service (DoS) to authorised others 
Identify theft 
Data destruction 
Data manipulation 
Data modification 
Data theft 
Consequences of a cyber-security attack 
Loss: financial - data - reputation 
Disruption: Operational - financial - commercial 
Safety: individuals - equipment -finance

Vulnerabilities which can be exploited 
in a cybersecurity attack:

Environmental - natural disasters 
Physical - theft of identity, theft of property
System - insecure software applications, 
weak passwords, insecure modems

Prevention Measures

Physical: Biometric access device 
Emerging measures 

Logical: Access rights and permissions including 
authentication, usernames and passwords - anti-
virus software - encryption - secure backups of data. 

Secure destruction of data: Over writing - magnetic wipe - physical destruction
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ICT Cambridge National LO6

PROS
Stores and processes text and numerical data
Can create charts from processed data
Can carry out calculations

CONS
Data entry takes time
Easy to make errors in formulas
Needs experience to use effectively

Spreadsheet software

PROS
Easy to enter Text
Excellent for reports
Excellent for mail merge
CONS
Costly to buy
Takes time to learn mail 
merge
Limited to word processing

Word Processing software

Database software

PROS
Fewer data entry errors
More accurate data 
Independence from 
applications programs

CONS
Skills are required to set up 
a database
Multiple tables can take 
time to set up
Lots of training required for 
all users

Desk top Publishing software

PROS
Easy to manipulate text & images
Excellent for marketing

CONS
Costly to buy
Takes time to learn 

Presentation software

PROS
Easy to manipulate text & images
Excellent for slides

CONS
Costly to buy
Takes time to learn 

Gender
Age
Ethnicity
Income
Location
Accessibility

A database is not 
suitable for 
presenting to an 
audience 

Real- Time 
Location
Delay effects

Grabbing the 
attention of the 
audience

Email
Social 
Media

Websites Skype
Podcasts
Lync

Google 
Drive
Office 365

YouTube & Web 
Conference

Fitness app: e.g. 
Couch to 5k ☺

Reports
Presentations
Graphs/ Charts

Tables
Integrated Documents
User End Documents

Yr10 Cambridge 
National LO6

Key Words

Table Contains data about ‘things’. EG A customer’s table.

Validation Can include length checks, presence checks, format 
checks, range checks and input masks.

Validity How believable the data and information collected is.

vlog A video blog.

VoIP Voice over Internet Protocol is a system that enables 
voice calls to be made over the internet.

Workbook A collection of worksheets.

Worksheet One spreadsheet contained within a workbook.

Integrated document A document featuring components from other 
documents.

Distribution channel The methods that can be used by an individual or 
businesses to share information.

Blog A regularly updated website that is usually run by 
one person.
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Maths F - Indices & Standard FormUNIT 7 INDICES AND STANDARD FORM 

INDEX LAWS v174 CALCULATING WITH STANDARD FORMv210, 

FACTORS AND MULTIPLES  v216, 220  
. 
 

 

CALCULATING IN STANDARD FORM (non calc) v254 USING A CALCULATOR 

Write the number 0.0005735 in standard form 
 
Press  SHIFT,   then SETUP,then  7  for SCI mode 
 
Change the number of significant figures to 2 (or 
however many you need) 
 
Input the number 0.0005735 and press   = 
 
The answer of 5.7 × 10−4 is displayed. 

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/13/laws-of-indices-algebra/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/26/best-buys/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/direct-proportion/
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Maths F - Probability UNIT 8 PROBABILITY 
PROBABILITY FROM VENN DIAGRAMS v174 PROBABILITY TREES v252 

FACTORS AND MULTIPLES  v216, 220  
. 
 

 

USING A CALCULATOR 

DEPENDENT EVENTS clip 

PROBABILITY FROM FREQUENCY TREES v376 

https://corbettmaths.com/2016/08/07/venn-diagrams/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/07/tree-diagrams/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaE-cJTlUT4
https://corbettmaths.com/2017/03/26/frequency-trees/
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Maths F - Multiplicative ReasoningUNIT 9 MULTIPLICATIVE REASONING 
GROWTH AND DECAY clip COMPOUND MEASURES v299, 384, 385 

FACTORS AND MULTIPLES  v216, 220  
. 
 

 

USING A CALCULATOR 

PROPORTION v254, 255 

https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/21/compound-interest/
https://corbettmaths.com/2016/01/01/speed-distance-time/
https://corbettmaths.com/2016/06/07/density/
https://corbettmaths.com/2016/07/28/pressure/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/direct-proportion/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/inverse-proportion/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/inverse-proportion/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/direct-proportion/
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Maths F - Constructions & Loci
UNIT 10 Foundation CONSTRUCTIONS & LOCI 

ANGLE BISECTOR  v72 CONSTRUCTIONS v73 

FACTORS AND MULTIPLES  v216, 220  
. 
 

 

LINE BISECTOR  v78,  
 

LOCI REGIONS & LOCI REGION PROBLEM v75, 76, 77 

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/26/angle-bisector/
https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/24/constructing-equilateral-triangles-and-60-degree-angles/
https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/24/perpendicular-bisector/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/31/loci-part-1/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/31/loci-part-2/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/06/loci-part-3-2/
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Maths F - Vectors UNIT 11 Foundation VECTORS 

VECTORS v353                                          ADDING & SUBTRACTING COLUMN VECTORS v353a (from 2:31) 

FACTORS AND MULTIPLES  v216, 220  
. 
 

 

COLUMN VECTOR v36 Multiplying vectors clip 

https://corbettmaths.com/2016/04/25/vectors/
https://youtu.be/h02d922Q5wk?t=151
https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/02/tessellations-video/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpN8BIci-Ys
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Maths H Indices

Year 10 Higher Half term 3,  Topic 1: Indices

𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏
a is the base number

b is the index number (plural indices)

This is read as “a to the power of b”

Example 1  Evaluate    34 = 3 𝑥𝑥 3 𝑥𝑥 3 𝑥𝑥 3 = 81

Key words
Evaluate – work out the answer as a number
Simplify – write answer in index form
Solve – work out the value of the letter
“to the power of”  - tells you the number of times the base number is multiplied 
by itself
Square numbers – the answer when a number is multiplied by itself
Cube numbers – the answer when a number is multiplied by itself  3 times
Root – the base number which was squared, cubed or raised to some other 
power (as in square root, cube root, fourth root etc)

Index rules

Multiplying - add the index numbers
Example 1 58 x 52 = 5(8+2) = 510

Dividing - subtract the index numbers
Example 2 512 ÷ 54 = 5(12−4) = 58

Brackets - multiply the index numbers
Example 3 (53)6 = 53𝑥𝑥6 = 518

Power of 1 the answer is itself a1 = 5
Example 4 51 = 5

Power of 0 the answers is always 1 a0 = 1
Example 5 50 = 1

Fractions mean roots a
1
𝑛𝑛 =𝑛𝑛 𝑎𝑎

Example 6 8
1
3 = 3 8 = 2

Negative mean reciprocal 𝑎𝑎−𝑛𝑛 = 1𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛
Example 7 5−3 = 153 = 1

125

The rules work with algebra as well V174

Example  8 4 𝑥𝑥5 x  2𝑥𝑥8 =  4 x 2 x 𝑥𝑥5 x  2𝑥𝑥8 =  8𝑥𝑥13
Example 9 20𝑥𝑥5 ÷ 5𝑥𝑥3 = 20÷5 (𝑥𝑥5−3) = 4𝑥𝑥2
Example 10 (5𝑥𝑥6)3 = 53 𝑥𝑥6𝑥𝑥3 = 125𝑥𝑥18

Evaluating more complex fractional powers

The denominator is the root – do this first.
The numerator is then just a normal power.
If the number in the bracket is a fraction
do the top and bottom separately.

Solving equations with indices
Write all the numbers with the same base and then equate the index numbers

V172, V173, V175

https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/20/powers-indices/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/03/fractional-indices/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/24/negative-indices/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/03/13/laws-of-indices-algebra/
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Maths H Standard Form
Multiplying in Standard Form  V302
Multiply the numbers and add the powers of 10

3 × 107 × 2 × 104
= 3 x 2 x 10(7+4) = 6 x 1011

Make sure the answer is in standard form
7 × 103 × 6 × 1010

= 42 x 10(3+10) = 4.2 x 1014

(divide 42 by 10 to get 4.2, so add 1 to the power of 10)

Dividing in Standard Form V303
Divide the numbers and subtract the powers of 10

8 × 109 ÷ 4 × 103
= (8 ÷ 4) x 10(9-3)  = 2 x 106

Make sure the answer is in standard form
2 × 108 ÷ 4 × 103

= 0 .5 x 105 = 5 x 104

(multiply 0.5 by 10 to get 5 so subtract 1 from the power of 10)

Adding and Subtracting in Standard Form  V301
Easiest is to convert to ordinary numbers, add or subtract, and then 
convert the answer back to standard form.
or
Convert both numbers to the higher power of 10 and then just add or 
subtract the number part.
4 × 103 + 2 × 104 we need to change the 103 into 104.  Since 

this makes the number 10times bigger we have to compensate by 
dividing 4 by 10
(0.4 x 104) + (2 x 104) = 2.4 x 104

Year 10 Higher Half term 3,  Topic 2: Standard Form
Standard Form is used for writing very big or very small numbers without lots of zeros

(which are difficult to count!).  It is always written in the form A x 10n 

where A is a number between 1 and 10   V300 (1 ≤ 𝐴𝐴 < 10) × 10𝑛𝑛

Converting numbers into standard form
Large numbers  (n is a positive number)
Put the decimal point after the first digit and count the number of places

34500780000 into standard form  =  3.450078 x 1010

Distance from Earth to the sun is 147100 million metres

147 100 000 000 = 1.471× 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
Small numbers less than 1 (n is a negative number)
Move the decimal point to after the first digit of value.  Count how many places 
(or easier count the 0s including the one in front of the decimal point!).  Make 
the power of n negative to show this is a number less than 1.

0.000507 into standard form = 5.07 x 10-4

Size of a bacteria is 0.00000037
0.00000037 = 3.7 × 10−7

Converting numbers in standard form back to ordinary numbers
Large numbers  (n is a positive number)
The decimal point needs to move the value of n places to the right.
Count how many places to get to the end of the number and thn add 0s to make 
a total of n places
Convert 

5.67 × 109 = 5 670 000 000 
2 places plus 7 zeros gives a total of 9 places

Small numbers less than 1 (n is a negative number)
The decimal point needs to move the value of n to the left.  The number of zeros 
before the first digit (including the one before the decimal point) is the same as n.

2.4 x 10-6 = 0.0000024
n is 6 so there are 6 zeros before the first digit

Using a calculator
Input numbers in standard form using the                                  button.

If you want the answer in standard form, change the mode to SCI
(shift, mode, 7) and choose a number  – this will return answers 
correct to the required number of sf.

Don’t forget to change your calculator back! Shift, 9, 3, =, =

× 10𝑥𝑥

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/28/standard-form/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/29/standard-form-multiplication/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/03/standard-form-division/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/03/standard-form-addition/
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Maths H Inequalities & Graphs

Year 10 Higher Half term 3,  Topic 3 Inequalities and graphs

= is equal to

≠ is not equal to

< is less than

> is greater than

≤ is less than or equal to

≥ is greater than or equal to

Representing inequalities on a number line  V176, V177

an open circle means the number is not included < or >

a coloured circle means the number is included ≤  or ≥

x < 2

2 < x ≤  8
Listing the integers
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Worded questions V178, V179 – turn the words into algebra, and solve 
the inequality (use balance method just like for equations).
Watch out for less or more which tells you it is an inequality not an 
equation. 
e.g. Sam and Alex play in the same soccer team.  Last Saturday Alex scored 
3 more goals than Sam but together they scored less than 9 goals. 
What are the possible number of goals Alex scored?
A= S+3  and A+S < 9
So 2S + 3 < 9 and S < 3, goals have to be integers do the most S scored is 2 
and therefore the most A scored is 2 + 3 which is 5.

x > -1

Plotting graphs and shading regions V180, V181, V182
Step 1 – draw the line which forms the boundary

e.g for y > 3 draw the line y=3
for y≤ 2x -6 draw the line y = 2x -6

Step 2 – if points on the line are included ( ≤ or ≥ ) the line is solid
if the points on the line are not included (< or > ) the line is 

dotted
Step 3 – decide which side of the line satisfies the inequality by testing 

a point.  If possible test the point (0.0).  E.g. y>3, the point 
(0,0) does not satisfy the inequality

Step 4 - Shade the region required (read the question carefully!)

Example GCSE question
On the grid draw straight lines and use
shading to show the region R that
satisfies the inequalities 

x ≥ 2 y ≥ x       x + y ≤  6

The lines  x = 2, y = x and x +y +6 are drawn.
They are all solid.
The region to the right of x = 2 is required
The region above y= x is required
The region below x + y = 6 is required.
This gives a triangular region to be
shaded and labelled R.

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/18/inequalities/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/18/inequalities-on-a-number-line/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/07/solving-inequalities-one-sign-corbettmaths/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/12/solving-inequalities-two-signs/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/27/graphical-inequalities-part-1/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/27/graphical-inequalities-part-2/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/27/inequalities-and-regions/
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Maths H Probability
Year 10 Higher Half term 3, Topic 4 Probability

Key Words  V245, V249, 
Probability a measure of how likely something is to happen. 

It is a number which can be expressed a fraction, decimal or 
percentage

P(A) refers to the probability that event A will occur
Certain a probability of 1
Impossible a probability of 0
Exhaustive the whole range of possible outcomes.  As long as the outcomes are 
mutually exclusive 

the sum of the probabilities of exhaustive outcomes is 1
Mutually Exclusive outcomes that cannot happen at the same time
Independent the outcome of a previous event does not influence/affect the 
outcome of a second event.
Theoretical probability assumes all the outcomes are equally likely
Bias Unfair. The outcomes are not equally likely
Relative Frequency calculating probability based on the results of an experiment or 
survey V248
Expected number the number of times an outcome is predicted based on the 
probability
Sample Space shows all the possible outcomes of one or more events.  Could be 
shown as a list, two way table or a tree diagram V246

Formulae

Theoretical probability =  𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝒐𝒐𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑭𝑭𝑵𝑵𝑭𝑭𝑵𝑵 𝑶𝑶𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝒐𝒐𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶
𝑻𝑻𝒐𝒐𝑶𝑶𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝑷𝑷𝒐𝒐𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑷𝑷𝑵𝑵𝑭𝑭𝑵𝑵 𝑶𝑶𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝒐𝒐𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶

Relative frequency = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝑺𝑺𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑵𝑵𝑶𝑶𝑶𝑶𝒐𝒐𝑵𝑵𝑭𝑭 𝑻𝑻𝑵𝑵𝑷𝑷𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶
𝑻𝑻𝒐𝒐𝑶𝑶𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝑻𝑻𝑵𝑵𝑷𝑷𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑶𝑶

Expected number = Probability x number of trials

“And” rule P(A + B) = p(A)  x  p(B)  Multiply along the 
branches in a tree diagram

“Or” rule V244 P(A or B) = p(A) + p(B)    Add the probabilities of 
the outcomes required 

Probability of “not”.  If the probability that something will happen is p, 
the probability that it will not happen is 1 – p. P(A) + P(NOT A) = 1    V250 

Frequency trees and two ways tables - show numbers   V376, V319

Tree Diagrams – show probabilities, branches have to add to 1    V252

a) Probability of a crew member surviving = 212/2201
b) Probability of surviving given that 1st class passenger = 203/325

Probability that it rains on just one day = 425 + 425 = 825
Dependent events are where the outcome of a previous event 
affects the
next event – tree diagrams with “not replaced”

Conditional probability is the probability of a dependent event. The 
probability of a second outcome depends on what has already 
happened in the first outcome V247

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/15/probability/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/16/independent-events/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/20/relative-frequency/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/18/sample-space-diagrams/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/15/probability-of-not-happening/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/15/the-or-rule/
https://corbettmaths.com/2017/03/26/frequency-trees/
https://corbettmaths.com/2012/08/10/two-way-tables/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/07/tree-diagrams/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/06/18/conditional-probability/
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Maths H Direct & Inverse Proportion

Year 10 Higher Half term 4, Topic 1 Direct and 
Inverse Proportion

Direct Proportion V254 - two 
variables are in direct proportion, 
when as you multiply (or divide) 
one by a number you multiply (or 
divide)  the other by the same 
number.
The ratio between the two 
variables stays the same and can 
be expressed as 1:k, where k is the
constant of proportionality.

The gradient of the graph is k
y ∝ x  therefore y = kx

The symbol ∝means “proportional to”  

Directly proportional to the square …. y ∝ x2 therefore y = kx2

the cube …. y ∝ x3 therefore y = kx3

the square root y ∝ √x therefore y = k √x

Inversely proportional to the square …. y ∝ 1/x2 therefore y = k/x2

the cube …. y ∝ 1/x3 therefore y = k/x3

the square root y ∝ 1/√x therefore y = k /√x

Inverse Proportion V255 -
two variables are inversely 
proportional, when as you 
multiply one by a number you 
divide the other by the same 
number.  The product of the 
two variables gives the 
constant of proportionality, k.

Example

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/direct-proportion/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/04/04/inverse-proportion/
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Maths H Algebraic Fractions

Year 10 Higher Half term 4, Topic 2 
Algebraic Fractions

Algebraic fractions obey the same rules as ordinary fractions

Simplify – cancel common factors (so factorise)
Add/Subtract – must have common denominator
Multiply – just do it
Divide – KFC (keep it, flip it, change it!

Simplify – two types! V24
Type 1 – use index rules
Pair up the numbers and letters and cancel each pair separately

e.g. Simplify a)   
5𝑦𝑦2
𝑦𝑦 =  5y b) 8𝑎𝑎5𝑏𝑏6

2𝑎𝑎2𝑏𝑏10 = 4𝑎𝑎
3

𝑏𝑏4

( In b, 8÷2 = 4, 𝑎𝑎5 ÷𝑎𝑎2 = 𝑎𝑎3 and 𝑏𝑏6÷ 𝑏𝑏10 = 𝑏𝑏−4 = 1𝑏𝑏4)
Type 2 – factorise first
Remember 
Single Brackets

Double brackets

Difference of two squares 𝑡𝑡2 - 64 = (t+8)(t-8)

e.g. = = (𝑥𝑥+2)(𝑥𝑥+3)3(𝑥𝑥+3) = (𝑥𝑥+2)3

= (𝑟𝑟+2)(𝑟𝑟−2)𝑟𝑟−2 𝑟𝑟+4 = (𝑟𝑟+2)(𝑟𝑟+4)

Adding and Subtracting  V21

Step 1 – find a common denominator by multiplying 
the two denominators
Step 2 – find equivalent fractions by multiplying
numerators
Step 3 – add or subtract numerators, expanding and 
simplifying

e.g. a) 
𝑥𝑥
2 + 𝑥𝑥3 = 3𝑥𝑥6 + 2𝑥𝑥6 = 5𝑥𝑥6

b) 
(𝑥𝑥−3)
3 - (𝑥𝑥+4)4 = 4(𝑥𝑥−3)12 - 3(𝑥𝑥+4)12

= 4𝑥𝑥−12
12 - 3𝑥𝑥+1212

= 𝑥𝑥 −24
12

Multiplying V23
Step 1 – multiply numerators
Step 2 – multiply denominators
Step 3 – factorise top and bottom and cancel if you
can

e.g. 
2𝑥𝑥+4
3𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦 x 𝑥𝑥

𝑥𝑥+2 = 𝑥𝑥(2𝑥𝑥+4)3𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦(𝑥𝑥+2) = 2𝑥𝑥(𝑥𝑥+2)
3𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦(𝑥𝑥+2) = 

2
3𝑦𝑦

Dividing V22
Step 1 – Keep the first fraction but flip the 2nd

Step 2 – change ÷ to x
Step3 – continue as above for multiplying

e.g.
(𝑥𝑥−3)
15 ÷ 𝑥𝑥2 −3𝑥𝑥

5 = (𝑥𝑥−3)15 x 5
𝑥𝑥2 −3𝑥𝑥

= 5(𝑥𝑥−3)
15𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥−3 = 13𝑥𝑥

Solving equations with algebraic fractions
V111, V111a
Step 1 – aim to write the fraction side as a 
single fraction (+, -, x or ÷)
Step 2 – multiply both sides by the 
denominator (or get a common 
denominator on both sides)
Step 3 – equate the numerators and solve 
in usual way.
Don’t forget to solve a quadratic it must 
equal 0.

e.g.
𝑥𝑥+4
2 + 𝑥𝑥+15 = 5

7𝑥𝑥+22
10 = 5    

so  7x + 22 = 50   x = 4

b) 4
𝑥𝑥+6 + 5

𝑥𝑥+8 = 1

4 𝑥𝑥+8 +5(𝑥𝑥+6)
(𝑥𝑥+6)(𝑥𝑥+8) = 1

9𝑥𝑥+62
𝑥𝑥2+14𝑥𝑥+48 = 1

Multiply by denominator and 
make     quadratic = 0

9x + 62 = 𝑥𝑥2 + 14x + 48
0 = 𝑥𝑥2 + 5x  - 14
0 = (x  +  7)( x - 2)

x = -7 and x =2 

https://corbettmaths.com/2013/01/19/simplifying-algebraic-fractions/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/01/19/adding-algebraic-fractions/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/01/19/multiplying-algebraic-fractions/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/01/19/dividing-algebraic-fractions/
https://corbettmaths.com/2013/05/25/algebraic-equations/
https://corbettmaths.com/2015/12/07/equations-involving-algebraic-fractions-advanced/
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Media - Language
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Media - Representation
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Media - Audiences
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Media - Industries
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Media - Magazine Covers
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Media - Newspapers - Media Language
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Media - Advertisement
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Media - Film Marketing
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Media - Film Industries - Good Website
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Media - Film Marketing
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Media - Newspaper: Audience & Industry
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Media - The Sun
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Media - Magazines: GQ
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Media - Magazines: Pride
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Media - Marketing: Spectre
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Media - Marketing: Golden Gun
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Media - Advertisement: Quality Street
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Media - Advertisement: This Girl Can
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Media - The Sun
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Media - The Guardian
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Media - Music Industry
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Media - Taylor Swift
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Media - Bruno Mars
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Media - Taylor vs Bruno
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Media Language - The Sweeney
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Music Song Analysis/Listening Skills

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Tonality - refers to the particular system of relationships between notes, chords, and keys. 
Tonality usually refers to something being Major/Minor/Tonal/Atonal. The easiest way to 
find the tonality of a song is to look up the chords, you can do this here: www.ultimate-
guitar.com/. Then use the table opposite to work out what key you are in (chord I is the key 
name).  
 
Tempo - the speed at which a passage of music is or should be played. This is measured in 
BPM (beats per minute). You can normally find a songs tempo using this site: songbpm.com 
Or you can count how many beats there are in a minute of a song. 
 
Instrumentation - the particular instruments used in a piece of music. Listen to your chosen 
song, what can you hear? Try to research who was playing each instrument and what type of 
instrument they were playing (e.g. Queen’s guitarist Brian May plays a Red Special, a guitar 
he made with his father when he was a teenager).  
 
Lyrical Content - the words and meaning of lyrics. Analyse the lyrics and give a brief outline 
of what story they are telling the listener. Zoom in and use specific lines of lyrics and explain 
them in more detail. Was there something happening in the society at the time that is 
reflected in the lyrics. 
 
Production Techniques – techniques that are applied in the studio whilst recording the piece 
of music. https://www.rslawards.com/a-brief-history-of-music-production/ explains the 
history of music production. For a list of Music Production terms and definitions look here: 
https://www.continuummusicstudio.com/glossary-music-production-terms/ 

Tick when 
done 

Listening Skills Tutorials 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrNsZGMKnUk – “Find the Key of any Song 
By Ear” 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKnK5wVfgDk – “The Most Important 
Production Techniques of the 2010s” 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMqOXmD8UUA – How to Actually Use the 
Circle of Fifths” 

KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – Year 10 – Song Analysis/Listening Skills 
 

Paragraph Structure – Song Analysis 

1. WHAT is the tonality/tempo/instrumentation/lyrical 
content/production techniques? 
 

2. EXPLAIN what does this mean/how do you know? 
 

3. EVIDENCE – is that typical/not typical of the genre?  
Use another song from the same genre and different genre 
to prove you point. 
 

4. ANALYSE why have they chosen to use this/write the song 
this way? What effect does it have on the listener? 

 

Song Analysis. 

https://www.ultimate-guitar.com/
https://www.ultimate-guitar.com/
https://songbpm.com/
https://www.rslawards.com/a-brief-history-of-music-production/
https://www.continuummusicstudio.com/glossary-music-production-terms/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrNsZGMKnUk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKnK5wVfgDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMqOXmD8UUA
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PRACTICE TECHNIQUES 
 

WARM UP 
- Technical exercises: scales, arpeggios, strokes, etc. 
- Understand the music – identify as much theory as possible – look for keys, 

scales, chords, patterns, rhythms). 
SET A TARGET 

- Know what you want to achieve in the session 
- Be realistic 

RECORD YOURSELF 
Compare this with what the piece should sound like and identify the problem areas 
IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM AREAS 
Practice the parts you can’t play (not the parts you can) first: 
- Use a metronome 
- Play it slowly, then speed it up 
- Try the part in different rhythms so that you get the pitches accurate  
- Aim to play it correctly three time in a row – if you make a mistake, start again! 
BREAK IT DOWN 

- Play the piece section by section: split the piece into small parts; practice each one 
until right; combine each section as you work through the piece 

- Don’t just play through the whole piece repeatedly, be focused 
- Try to memorise sections 

IF YOU CAN PLAY IT – ADD EXPRESSION! 
- Add dynamics 
- Play with the tempo 
- Think about articulation & phrasing 

PLAY ALONG WITH A RECORDING/ANOTHER PERSON 
REWARD YOURSELF 

Music Practice Techniques
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Principles of Training 
• Principles of Training (SPORT) 

Specificity - This  is all about making sure that training needs are relevant to an 
individual’s sport, activity or fitness goals. For example, a marathon runner would make 
sure that their training helped to increase levels of cardiovascular endurance, while a 
weightlifter is more likely to will 

• Applying specificity to your training ensures that the appropriate muscles and 
energy systems are used in the most effective way to achieve adaptations, and that 
these adaptations help to achieve the individual’s specific fitness goals.

Progression- This principle can be closely linked to overload and it is all about gradually 
increasing the level of overload that you include in a fitness programme. This  avoids 
‘plateaus’ where performance stays the same. 

• When you are training, it is important to progress and increase your efforts 
gradually – this gives your body a chance to adjust to the demands you are putting 
on it. It’s also important to get the balance right – if you don’t change your training 
levels at all or you do it too slowly, then progression will not happen; however, you 
must also make sure you don’t push your body too hard or too quickly, as this can 
lead to injury or illness.

Overload - This is when you challenge your body  beyond its current limit when 
training. This is gained by increasing (FITT).  When this happens, the body must adapt in 
response to this and increase performance  

• If a person continually performs the same exercise, at the same level of intensity for 
the same length of time/frequency, then this will not result in any 
improvements/adaptations. If the person begins to increase the intensity, frequency 
or duration of their exercise, overload is introduced to challenge the body and it will 
then adapt to become fitter in order to meet the challenge.

Reversibility- This  is the opposite to progression. Basically, if you reduce training levels 
too much or stop training altogether, then all of the positive effects that you have 
achieved can be lost  This is sometimes referred to as ‘detraining’.

• Fitness adaptations can reverse very quickly – for example, after just a couple of 
weeks of detraining, you may start to notice reduced fitness levels!

Tedium - Tedium means boredom and the focus of this principle is to incorporate a 
variety of training methods to prevent boredom and lack of motivation in training.

• Adding variety to the training programme can also help to avoid overworking 
certain muscles, allowing them to rest and recover while other parts of the body are 
exercised.

• Principles of Overload (FITT) 
Frequency – How often you train over
a set period of time 

• For example, the number of training 
sessions that are carried out per week).

Intensity – How hard you work during a 
training session. It’s important to get the 
level of intensity right –

• If you don’t work hard enough, no 
significant adaptations will occur; however, if you train too hard,  then you may 
not be able to exercise for as long (duration) or as often (frequency) as you want
to, and it can  also lead to a risk of injury.

Time –How long you train for/the duration of each training session. This principle is 
closely linked to intensity –

• if you are working at high intensity levels, then the length of time spent exercising 
may be shorter; however, low intensity exercise will need to be performed for longer 
durations for any benefits to be gained.

Type -This is all about using the right method of training to achieve the desired fitness 
goals. The chosen method should also suit individual needs – for example, high 
impact/high intensity exercise would not be suitable for overweight individuals who are 
new to exercise.

• When choosing methods of training, the specificity principle should be considered – by 
establishing the specific component of fitness/sports performance that needs to be 
improved, it becomes easier to identify the most suitable training method(s).

PE - Principles of Training
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Health and Fitness 
Health has been defined by the World Health Organisation as:
“A state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”
Physical Fitness means having the ability to perform an activity to the required level (this could be a sport, occupation, etc). 
There is a clear link between health and fitness, it is also important to remember that a person can be healthy and unfit, and also fit and unhealthy eg
• You can be fit, but not physically healthy – a person could have a cold, but still be fit enough to play a football match
• You can be fit, but not mentally healthy – a person may suffer from depression, but goes to the gym regularly
• You can be healthy, but not fit – a person could be free from illness, but not be fit enough to take part in fitness activities

Health Related Components of Fitness 
Cardiovascular Endurance – “being able to exercise the whole body for long periods of 
time”. Eg, in sports such as long distance running and cycling, triathlon events and 
football. The heart and lungs need to be able to keep supplying oxygen to the body 
(through the bloodstream) in order to give the body the energy it needs throughout 
the exercise activity
Muscular Strength “the amount of force that can be generated by a muscle or muscle 
group” Muscular strength is  divided into three areas:
1. Explosive strength – this is the force that can be generated with one quick and 

powerful movement, as the muscle contracts at high speed (eg throwing a ball)
2. Dynamic strength – this is the force that can be repeatedly generated by a 

muscle, as it moves and contracts (eg when performing weight lifting repetitions).
3. Static strength – this is when the muscles contract and hold one position without 

changing length (eg when holding a heavy object or performing a statics plank).
Muscular Endurance “A muscle or muscle group being able to continue 
performing/contracting over a set period of time and against resistance, without 
becoming tired” eg , a swimmer needs muscular endurance  in the upper body so that 
they are able to constantly use their arms and shoulders for the duration of a race.
Body Composition “ the percentage of fat, muscle and bone that makes up your body 
weight”. Having the right body composition is important for eg , a rugby player will 
need to have a very different body composition to a marathon runner.
Flexibility “ the amount of movement that can be achieved in all joints of the body”. 
1. Static  flexibility  involves holding part of the body still, at its full range of 

movement ( a gymnast holding a balance on the beam). 
2. Dynamic uses the full range of movement across a joint, and a fast action is 

performed but not held ( a high jumper arching their back over the bar)

Skill Related Components of Fitness 
Agility “ the ability to quickly move/change the direction or position of your body, in a 
controlled way”. To move and change direction quickly is important in sports such as 
football, tennis and basketball.
Balance “ the ability to maintain your centre of mass over a base of support”. 
This is demonstrated when a person is still (static balance) or when they are moving ( 
dynamic balance). Eg, a gymnast performing a handstand would require static balance, 
while a footballer running while dribbling the ball would require dynamic balance
Coordination “is the ability to control two or more body parts at the same time particularly 
during physical activity” Eg:, having good hand-eye coordination means that you are able 
to coordinate eye movement with hand movement in a controlled way – this skill is used 
when catching a ball, using a racket, etc.
Power ”is the ability to use strength at speed, usually in an explosive movement” (for 
example, jumping, sprinting, throwing, etc).This is done by combining maximum speed 
with maximum strength. 
Reaction time “the time it takes for the body, or part of the body, to respond to a 
stimulus”. The speed of response can be affected by the situation 
• Simple situations – here, there is only one response so it should not take a long time to 

react. Eg  a sprinter reacting to the starter’s gun 
• Complex situations – here  there is a choice to be made so more time is needed in 

order to evaluate the situation and choose a response. For example, a tennis player 
deciding which shot to play in a match. 

Speed “the ability to perform a movement or cover a distance as quickly as possible. 
• Accelerative Speed (used in sprints up to 30 metres)
• Pure Speed (this is used in sprints up to 60 metres)
• Speed Endurance (this is used when sprinting with short recovery periods in-between 

such as in team games and racket sports ).

PE - Health & Fitness
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Skeletal System  
The Skeletal System 

Structure – The skeleton  is divided into two sections and you should be able to locate 
the bones listed below:
• Axial – cranium, sternum, ribs and vertebrae
• Appendicular – clavicle, scapula, humerus, radius, ulna, carpals, tarsals, pelvis, 

femur, tibia, fibula and phalanges

•

The skeletal system is made up of bones that join together to form joints. The skeletal 
system allows movement to happen when it is joined up with the muscular system. 
Connective tissue called tendons  link the bones to the muscles and ligaments join up 
bones at the joints. 

Three Types of Joints 
• Fixed joints - There is no movement in these joints. Examples are the skull and the 

pelvis.
• Slightly moveable joints - These joints are linked by cartilage, which means that 

there is some movement but it is very slight/limited. Examples of these joints can be 
found in the spine, ribs and sternum.

• Synovial joints These are the joints that provide a great range of movement within 
the body

Types of Synovial Joints 
Pivot joint – this type of joint is found in the neck/; it allows rotation of the head.
Condyloid joint – these joints are found in the wrist and ankle.
Saddle joint – this type of joint is found at the base of the thumb.
Gliding joint – this type of joint is found in the wrist and the clavicle.
Ball and socket joint – these joints are found in the shoulder and hip; this type of joint 
allows the greatest range of movement.
Hinge joint – these joints are found in the elbow and knee; they allow movement that is 
limited to one plane (similar to a door swinging on its hinge).

Four Different Types of Bone 
• Long bones, such as the femur (your thigh bone) and the humerus (in your upper 

arm). These bones are usually connected with large movements of the body.
• Short bones, such as the carpals and tarsals (found in your hands and feet). These 

bones are linked to smaller movements of the body.
• Flat (or plate) bones. These bones protect the internal organs – for example, the 

skull, the ribs, the sternum and the scapula.
• Irregular bones. These bones are irregular in shape, such as the vertebrae (in your 

spine)

Joint Actions 
• Abduction: this is movement away from the mid-line of the body.
• Adduction: this is movement towards the mid-line of the body.
• Extension: this is when we straighten the limbs (arms/legs) at a joint.
• Flexion: this is when we bend the limbs (arms/legs) at a joint.
• Rotation: this is a circular movement around a fixed point, either inward or outward

The Main Functions of the Skeletal System 
• Working with muscles to allow movement in joints
• Giving support to our muscles and organs
• Protecting vital organs (for example, our skull protects our brain)
• Maintaining our basic body shape
• Producing red and white blood cells (this is done in the bone marrow)
• Storing minerals, such as calcium

The Spine (also known as the vertebral column or spinal column)
The spine is split into the following  regions:
• Cervical (7 vertebrae)
• Thoracic (12 vertebrae)                                      
• Lumbar (5 vertebrae)
• Sacrum (5 fused vertebrae)
• Coccyx (4 fused vertebrae)
Kyphosis is a curving (curvature) of the spine that causes
the top of the back to appear more rounded than normal.

Lordosis where the lumbar or cervical vertebrae are either 
slightly or significantly pronounced (curved).
Scoliosis is  when the spine curves to either side of the body. 

PE - Skeletal System
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Muscular System 

Types of Muscle
Cardiac: 
• Found in the heart
• Oxygen dependent, involuntary
• Aids blood flow through the heart
Smooth 
• Found in multiple locations including digestive tract, blood vessels and lungs; 

contracts in all directions
• Can work without oxygen, involuntary
• Aids digestion, helps the distribution of blood
Skeletal: 
Found around the body
Can work with or without oxygen, works voluntarily
Aids with movement

Antagonist Pairs
Each pair of muscles has an agonist ( the muscles that pull, produce the movement and 
shorten) and antagonist ( the muscle that relaxes and lengthens).   An  example of an 
Antagonist  Pair is the biceps and triceps. When the elbow flexes the bicep is the agonist 
and triceps is the antagonist .

The Muscular System 

Location and Movement Functions of Key  Muscles 
• Biceps – Found in Upper front Arm and allow flexion of the elbow
• Triceps –Found in  upper rear arm and allow  extension of the elbow
• Hip Flexor- – Found in hip and allow flexion of the hip 
• Gluteus Maximus – Found in rear of lower torso and allow extension of legs at hip
• Abdominals – Found in lower front  torso and  allow  flexion of the spine 
• Quadriceps – Found in upper front leg and allow extension of the knee
• Hamstring - Found in  upper rear leg  and allow flexion of the knee 
• Pectorals – Found in  upper torso and allow adduction of the arm 
• Deltoids - Found in the neck and allow abduction of the deltoid

Types of Mucle Contractions 
Isotonic Contractions – This is when  a muscle contracts to create movement.  These are 
either  :
• Concentric  which causes the muscle to shorten as it contracts eg during a bicep curl 

the bicep shortens, pulls the lower arm up and flexes the elbow. 
• Or Eccentric where the fibres contract as the muscle lengthens. Eg  when the weight is 

lowered after performing a bicep curl. Here it continues to contract (and lengthen) in 
order to allow the weight to be lowered back down with control.

Isometric Muscle Contractions - The muscle contracts but there is no resulting 
movement of either the limb or the joint.  The muscles are working and contracting to 
keep the joint stable and working with high amounts of force . Eg plank, Rugby scrum

Muscles Fibre Types 
Type 1  - Slow twitch –these fibres contract slowly and produce low force. They can 
produce large amounts of energy and work for a long time without getting tired. For this 
reason, slow twitch fibres are important in endurance activities, eg running or cycling.
• Slow twitch fibres need a good supply of oxygenated blood in order to produce energy 

for muscle contraction. This means that muscles that contain a lot of slow twitch fibres 
are red, because they contain lots of blood vessels.

Type 2 – Fast Twitch – These fibres contract much more rapidly and produce medium to 
high force. They can produce explosive energy, but they can quickly get tired as they 
consume lots of energy when contracting. Fast twitch muscle fibres are used in shorter, 
higher intensity actions – such as jumping to catch a ball or sprinting short distances.
• Fast twitch muscles are white in colour, compared with slow twitch muscles. This is 

because fast twitch muscle fibres don’t need oxygen in order to produce energy, so 
they don’t need such a rich blood supply

Key point Remember we all have a mixture of these fibres. If you have a high percentage 
of Fast Twitch muscles you will be good at explosive actions such as sprinting, jumping. 

PE - Muscular System
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Cardiovascular  System 
The Cardiovascular (CV) System
The main functions of the CV  system during exercise are -

1. Transport oxygen and nutrients to fuel vital organs and muscles in the body.
2. Transport carbon dioxide and waste products away from organs & muscles.
3. Regulate body temperature.
4. Redistribution of Blood during Exercise ( Vascular Shunt) during exercise . 
The cardiovascular system comprises the heart, blood and blood vessels.

CV Measurements 
Heart Rate (HR) - the number of times your heart beats in a minute. A normal resting 
heart rate is 70 to 100 beats per minute. 
Stroke Volume (SV) - the amount of blood that is pumped from the left ventricle of the 
heart every time it beats.
Cardiac output (CO) = Heart rate (HR) x Stroke volume (SV)
Maximum Heart Rate (MHR) = 220 minus your age
Energy Systems
Aerobic – produces the large amount of energy and needs oxygen in order to be able to 
work  (it makes energy by burning fuel with oxygen).  Can be sustained for long periods 
of time in activities such as longer distance running.  Carbon dioxide and water are waste 
products . Uses slow twitch muscle fibres. 
Anaerobic –used  for activities that involve short, fast, powerful bursts of energy (such as 
sprinting, powerlifting, throwing), but only for around 10 seconds. Lactic acid is a by-
product of this system . The anaerobic system uses fast twitch fibres 

Blood Vessels
Veins 
• Thin walls, contain valves to ensure blood  flows in one direction
• Carry  deoxygenated blood to the heart, 
• carry blood under low pressure
Arteries
• Thick, muscular walls
• carry blood under high pressure
• Carry oxygenated blood away from the heart to the body 
Capillaries 
• The smallest blood vessels, 
• with very thin walls
• Assist with gaseous exchange at the lungs
Vascular shunt – the function of blood redistribution to the muscles with greater 
demand, while diverting away from areas of lower demand, through: 
• The widening of blood vessels (vasodilation). The narrowing is called (vasoconstriction)

The Heart
This is a muscle which is continually contracting and relaxing, in order to pump blood 
through the blood vessels. Every time the  heart contracts and relaxes is called a 
‘heartbeat’.

• The heart is made up of four chambers. 
• The top two are called the atria 
• The bottom two are called the ventricles 
• The heart also has valves, which stop the
• blood from flowing backwards

Cardiac Cycle
Deoxygenated Blood Pathway  – from the body to vena cava, to right atrium, to right 
ventricle, to pulmonary artery, to the lungs to pick up oxygen and nutrients 
Oxygenated Blood Pathway – from the lungs to the pulmonary vein, to left atrium, to left 
ventricle, to aorta, to the body to drop off oxygen and nutrients, pick up waste products 
and become deoxygenated

Blood Pressure (BP) 
• The systolic pressure (higher number/ first number ) measures the force at which the 

heart is pumping blood around the body
• The diastolic pressure (lower number/ second number) measures the resistance to 

the blood flow in the blood vessels.
• Both numbers are measured in millimetres of mercury (or mmHg) and expressed as 

systolic pressure/diastolic pressure mmHg.
• A ‘normal/ideal range’  would be between 90/60mmHGg and 120/80mmHg. A high 

blood pressure (hypertension) measurement is considered to be 140/90mmHg or 
higher, while a low blood pressure measurement would be 90/60mmhg or lower

• Factors that effect Blood Pressure – Activity Level, stress, diet, age, alcohol. 

PE - Cardiovascular System
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Respiratory   System 
Pathway of Air Through the Respiratory System 
1. Nose  / Mouth – The nose is the primary opening in the body’s airway the mouth 

the secondary. Air is drawn into these and then passes to the  -
2. Pharynx  - This also known as the Throat . The air passes through this into the -
3. Larynx – This is also known as the Voice Box. The air passes through this into the -
4. Trachea – This also known as the Windpipe and is the ‘main trunk of the tree’  At 

this point there is the -
5. Epiglottis – ‘a  small flap of cartilage that

acts as a switch between the trachea and the 
oesophagus (the tube connecting the pharynx 
to the stomach). When breathing this covers 
the oesophagus and when eating it covers 
the trachea to stop choking.’

6.    Bronchi   - Air then travels into either 
the left or right bronchi ( the two main 

branches of the tree ) and then into smaller 
Bronchi. Then air  passes into the -

7.    Bronchioles – These spread like small 
branches into the lungs 

8 .   Alveoli - Finally air passes into the Alveoli 
and you can think of these  as leaves of a
tree. Here oxygen is diffused into the blood.
There are thousands upon thousands of these. 

Diffusion and Gaseous Exchange
Diffusion –’ gas moving from a high 
concentration to a low concentration’
Gaseous Exchange – ‘the movement of 
oxygen and  carbon dioxide between the 
lungs and blood at the alveoli’

Features of the Alveoli that assist 
Gaseous Exchange. 
• Moist, very thin walls (one cell thick)               
• Provide large surface area 
• Short diffusion distance
• Surrounded by capillaries

Explanation of how Gaseous Exchange Works 
Once oxygen has been breathed in and delivered to the lungs, a process called 

gaseous exchange takes place in the alveoli. During this process, the oxygen is passed 
from the alveoli into the blood so that it can be circulated around the body. Carbon 
dioxide is then removed from the blood and returns to the alveoli so that it can be 
breathed out of our lungs.

During the process of gaseous exchange, the gases are moved by diffusion…from a 
high concentration to  a low concentration. When blood arrives in the alveoli, it has a 
higher concentration of carbon dioxide. However, the air in the alveoli has a much lower 
concentration of carbon dioxide which diffuses the carbon dioxide in the blood. Similarly, 
blood arriving into the alveoli has a lower oxygen concentration, while the air in the 
alveoli has a higher oxygen concentration. Therefore, oxygen moves into the blood

Mechanics of Breathing 
1. Inspiration  ( Breathing In).
• The external intercostal muscles contract and lift up the ribcage (expanding it 

outwards and upwards). 
• The diaphragm flattens, pulling downwards and contracting  to increase the volume 

of the chest/lungs.
• Pressure inside the chest is lowered and air is taken into the lungs through the 

nose/mouth. ( remember gases move from a high to low pressure) 
2. Exhalation (Breathing Out)
• The internal intercostal muscles contract , lowering the ribcage (it drops inwards 

and outwards). 
• The diaphragm becomes dome-shaped, relaxing and moving up  
• The volume of the chest/lungs decreases, 
• Pressure inside the chest increases and air is forced out of the lungs

Lung Volumes
Tidal volume This is the amount of air that enters the lungs during normal inhalation 
/breathing in when the body is at rest. The average tidal volume is 500ml.
Inspiratory reserve volume This is the amount of extra air that is inhaled / breathed in  
(over and above the tidal volume) during a deep breath in when exercising 
Expiratory reserve volume This is the amount of extra air that is exhaled / breathed out  
(over and above the tidal volume) during a forceful breath out when exercising 
Residual volume. This is the amount of air that remains in the lungs, following maximum 
exhalation / breathing out .There is always some air  in the lungs, to prevent collapsing.
Vital capacity This is the maximum amount of air that you can exhale/breath out  after 
breathing in as much as you physically can

PE - Respiratory System
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Effects of Exercise of the Body  
Short Term Effects‘The immediate responses that your body makes when 
exercising’ 
1. Breathing rate - During exercise, our muscles need more oxygen to provide fuel for 

the increased work they are doing . This increases the rate and depth of breathing 

2. Heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output - As your rate of exercise increases, 
your muscles need more oxygen for fuel. This causes an 
•Increase in your heart rate and the force/frequency of its contractions, in order to 
pump enough oxygenated blood  to the muscles that need it most.
•Your body may also release adrenaline before exercise begins, and this can also cause 
the heart rate to rise.
• The wall of the left ventricle expands to allow it to fill up with more blood. This 
increases the stroke volume and so pumps more blood out into the body.
•Increase in cardiac output  .As cardiac output is determined by heart rate and stroke 
volume (CO = HR x SV), an increase in these increases  cardiac output.

3. Blood Pressure - during and immediately after exercise  your blood pressure. will 
increase. This is because the force of your heart’s contractions has increased. 

4. Body temperature (sweating) During exercise, the body’s temperature will rise. 
When this happens-
•Messages are sent from the brain to the skin to make it sweat. Sweating is our way of 
losing heat from our body by the evaporation of sweat.
•Blood vessels near the surface of the skin open up, so that heat can be released.

5. Hydration levels As our body temperature increases during exercise, the skin 
produces sweat. The body can lose a lot of water and become dehydrated.

6 Muscle fatigue At some point during exercise, our muscles will experience a decline 
in their ability to generate force or power (this is known as muscle fatigue). This is 
because the muscles are contracting more often , therefore using up more energy. 

7. Delayed onset of muscular soreness (DOMS) - This is when we experience  sore 
muscles after exercise/fitness activities, and  occurs 1 or 2 days after exercising. DOMS 
will usually occur when your muscles work harder than they are used to – for example, 
if you start a new exercise programme/training method, change exercise  or increase 
intensity. This causes damage to the muscle fibres which results in muscles feeling sore 

8. Vascular shunt – This will start.  Remember this is  the process of redirecting blood 
away from inactive organs to areas of the body that need more blood. 

Long Term Effects .’The changes to your body due to exercise over a period of time’ 
1Cardiovascular endurance increases 
• The ventricle walls get larger/thicken and become able to contract more powerfully, 

pumping out more blood (which increases stroke volume). This increase in size and 
volume is known as cardiac hypertrophy. Examples of exercise that would produce 
this  include any endurance sport, such as long-distance running, swimming or cycling.

• The respiratory muscles (diaphragm, intercostal muscles and lungs) become stronger. 
They are then able to make the chest cavity expand more which allows more oxygen 
to be inhaled and so more is able to be supplied to the muscles.

2. Efficiency to use oxygen( VO2 Max) increases. 
VO2 max is  ‘maximum amount of oxygen that the body is able to use during exercise’). 
• Long-term exercise leads to an increase in vital capacity. This means more oxygen is 

able to enter the body and go to the working muscles so they can work harder and 
more diffusion can occur so there are less waste products such as carbon dioxide.

• The number and diameter of the capillaries around the alveoli will increase due to 
long-term exercise – this leads to an increased efficiency in gaseous exchange.

3. Blood pressure decreases  - Regular exercise can result in a decrease of approximately 
6 to 10mmHg in both resting systolic and resting diastolic BP.
4. Resting heart rate deceases . This is because the size of the left ventricle ( stroke 
volume) increases due to regular exercise and gas exchange becomes more efficient. 

5. Muscular endurance increases  - Through regular training, our body can become more 
efficient at tolerating the lactic acid and getting rid of it. This will mean the muscles will 
not fatigue ( get tired) as quickly

6. Muscle hypertrophy and strength increases    The term ‘hypertrophy’ means an 
increase in size, so muscle hypertrophy means that muscles get bigger. 
• Muscle hypertrophy occurs when the muscle cells increase in size. When you overload 

the muscle, small tears in the muscle fibres occur. When these tears repair 
themselves, the muscle will increase in size. This means that the muscle becomes 
stronger and it can contract with greater force. 

8 -Red blood cells increase.  This increase means that the body becomes more efficient 
at transporting oxygen in the blood to the muscles that need it during exercise. 

9. Flexibility increases. This is due to the ligaments and tendons being stretched and 
becoming stronger and more   when we exercise.  

PE - Effects of Exercise
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Vibrance (Image> Adjustments> Vibrance)
Saturation is the intensity, or richness of 
the colour/hue. Vibrance will only increase 
the intensity of the more muted hues and 
leaves already bright hues alone- this 
protects skin tones. 

Move Tool (V) – to move things

Quick Select (W) – to make a quick selection of 
similar pixels. The Magic Wand Tool is also here and 
is used to select pixels by colour

Crop Tool (C) – to trim your canvas 

Eraser Tool (E) – to delete pixels on a layer

Gradient Tool (G) – to create a colour blend. Use 
on a separate layer and apply a blending mode

Dodge / Burn Tool (O) – hold  
____click to alternate between

Dodge (lighten) – highlights @ <5%
Burn (darken) – shadows @ <5%

Zoom Tool (Z) – to zoom in/out

Foreground colour
Background colour
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Clone Stamp Tool (s) – to ‘paint’ parts of your image 
from a target source.  ALT = target area

Spot Healing Tool (J) – to remove spots from a layer
Brush Tool (B) – to manually add colour to layers/masks

Hand Tool (H) – to move an image within the window 

M
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e 
+ 
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ct

New blank Layer- drag a 
layer here to duplicate  

Delete  Layer

Layer Opacity (0% = transparent)Blending modes

Adjustment Layer 
Masks

Layer Thumbnail-
CTRL + CLICK to 
select everything 
on the layer

Double click + enter 
to unlock layer

Side view of your 
canvas – layers 
closer to the top 
will overlap lower 
layers

La
ye

r V
isi

bi
lit

y

1. CTRL+T – Transform Tool- use to resize elements 
Hold down shift to keep your proportions

2. CTRL+D – Deselects your selection
3. CTRL+ / CTRL      – zoom in / out
4. [ / ] (square brackets when using a brush based tool) 

will make your brush size smaller / bigger
5. CTRL+C – copy a selected area
6. CTRL+V – paste a copied area
7. Shift (when using a brush based tool) – hold down shift 

to connect brush strokes to form a straight line
8. Space – hold space to pan around your screen
9. ALT – when using the Clone Stamp Tool, use ALT to define

your source
10. F7 – Layers- if you layers palette disappears 
11. CTRL+R – rulers 
12. Filter> Blur> Gaussian Blur – add a level of blur to a layer
13. File> Automate> Merge to HRD Pro – create a HRD image

Saving Work
Finished work must be saved as 
a JPEG (not JPEG 2000). 
Unfinished work needs to be 
saved as a Photoshop PSD file.

Type Tool (T) – creates a box which you can type into 

Eyedropper Tool / Ruler Tool / Count Tool (I) 

Default Foreground and Background colours (D)
Switch Foreground and Background colours (X)

Photo Filter (Image> Adjustments> Photo Filter)
Use to mimic the effect of lighting gels

Photography - Photoshop
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• ‘Ability to reflect on work and
progress’

• Quality in photography
• Directly support ideas, try things

more than one way
• Show skill when using materials or 

alternative media
• Annotate your work, evaluate how

successful it is

• Find relevant artists/photographers
to look at

• Find links between the work of
others and your theme

• Produce research pages showing
your understanding

• Make personal comments about
their work

• Use this work to inspire your work-
create your own version

• ‘Evidence of exploration’
• Explore different media and

materials
• Use different techniques and

processes
• Use ‘digital’ manipulation
• Show a connection between

experimentation and outcomes
• Show skill and achievement
• Show accuracy in content

• ‘Realisation of intensions’ – does
your work show a journey?

• Includes every best piece of work
• Is your work presented well? Stuck 

in straight, mounted nicely, 
with readable handwriting?

• Ensure your work relates to the
preparatory work and artists
studied

• Remember ‘quality’ not ‘quantity’

Artist work

Name and 
date if known

Artist work

Name and date if 
known

Artist work

Name and date if 
known

photographer / designers name

• BRIEF background of the artist. “_____ takes photographs which feature/ show us the 
importance of/ about...” Do not copy and paste from Google.

• Explain why you have picked the contextual references that you have, what do you like 
most about the work? 

• How does the artist relate to the theme? For example- if you looked at Titarenko, his 
TECHNICAL ability might be something you’d explore (long shutter speeds) or it might 
be the MESSAGE/ MOOD of his work (being a shadow/ loneliness...). Both could relate 
to your theme- but what’s your link?

• Analyse ONE image in detail- can you pick it apart? How was the photo taken? What 
lighting? How has light been used? What set up? How was it edited? Informed guesses!

your response
Y11 EXAM ONLY
Try to come up with at 3 ways you could respond to the
Artist AND the theme. 
For example (Confectionery & Billy Kidd- decay work)
1. Still life sweets- same background and lighting setup
2. Sweets next to fruit rotting away (and the sweets not)
3. Sweet jars filled with photos of decayed teeth and 

overweight people (the effects of too much)

This could be a spider diagram, or a small list. 
Try at least one of these ideas- experiment and refine!

Your work
Labelled with meta 
data (ISO, aperture 
and shutter speed)

Evaluate your response and include 
• Technical details- What did you do? How did you set up your shoot? How did you 

edit your work? What lighting setup did you use? Why? 
• What are your thoughts towards your work? Is your work successful? Why? 

• If you’re going to say it’s not- fine- do another shoot that works better
• Does your work fit the theme? How? What was your idea? 
You could add before and after images that show how you edited your photo 
(definitely do this if you’ve combined more than one photograph). You can tie work in 
the middle.

Photography - Assessment Objectives
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1. Exposure: How light or dark an image is. Can be described hen too much or too little light is in your photo. The exposure is controlled by the aperture, shutter speed and ISO
2. Aperture: The size of the hole which controls how much light is allowed into the camera when taking a photograph. The higher the aperture the smaller the hole (less light): 

This is measured in f/stops, eg, f/16
3. ISO: ISO is a camera setting that will brighten or darken a photo. As you increase your ISO number, your photos will grow progressively brighter, but also grainier
4. Shutter speed: How long the cameras shutter is kept open . This is measured in seconds and fractions of seconds, eg, 1/125s
5. Highlight/ shadow: Light and shadow in your photo can be created and controlled with artificial light (lamps or flash) or natural light (sun) 
6. Contrast: the difference between the darkest and lightest area in your photograph (high contrast = strong colours- punchy, Low contrast = grey/foggy) 
7. Focal Point: The part of the photograph that the eye is immediately drawn to 
8. Subject matter: What is represented in the photograph, a basic breakdown of what can be seen 
9. Composition: To arrangement of the subject matter and how they relate to one another within the photograph 
10. Crop: To select an area of an image and remove surrounding area
11. Perspective: The position or angle of the shot in relation to object being photographed- this is usually done looking through the viewfinder before you take your photo but can 

also be adjusted after using the crop feature of Photoshop
12. Forced Perspective: A technique that employs optical illusion to make an object appear bigger/smaller/closer/further away than it actually is
13. Focus: Areas of an image may be in focus (clear and sharp) and some areas may be out of focus (blurry and difficult to see or make out) 
14. Depth of field: How much of the image is in focus. It can be described using a scale of two terms- shallow/small and deep/large
15. Rule of thirds: A technique used to create a successful composition. The rule states that the focal point should not be dead centre in the image but either one third from the 

top, bottom or from one side of the image ie, in one of the intersecting points. In landscapes, the horizon line should fall on one of the horizontal grid lines
16. Leading lines: A composition technique used to guide the audience to a specific area of your photo through the use of lines 
17. Bokeh: the orbs created when light is out of focus in an image
18. Collage: an image that is created by using layers of other images and/or materials
19. Mixed Media: Using a variety of different media to create an artwork.

Landscape
Ansel Adams, Joe Cornish, Bill 
Brandt, Edward Weston, Guy 
Edwardes, Jem Southam, Adam 
Burton, Fay Godwin, Michael Kenna

Portrait
Martin Parr, Steve McCurry, Diane 
Arbus,  Sally Mann, David Bailey, 
Richard Avedon, Nan Goldin, Jane 
Mown, Martin Schoeller, Alexander 
Rodchenko

Documentary
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Eve Arnold, 
Martin Marr, Steve McCurry, Robert 
Frank, Jan Grurup, John Hilliard, 

Architecture
Alexander Rodchenko, Rob Watkins, 
Simon Doling, Ivan Baan

Fashion
Annie Leibovitz, Corrine Day, Mario 
Testino, Helmut Newton, Cecil 
Beaton, Richard Avedon, David 
Bailey, Lord Snowdon, Dani Carrig, 
Steven Meisel
Fashion/ Fairy-tale/Illustration
Annie Leibovitz, Tim Walker, Cindy 
Sherman, Zev Hoover, Slinkachu

Wildlife
Colin Varndell, Xavi Bou, Marina 
Cano, Nick Brandt

Connectives
However
Although
On the other hand
Whereas
Similarly
Furthermore
In addition 
Additionally
It seems

Light
Balanced
Bright 
Dull
Direct
Dramatic 
Fade
Harsh
High Key
Low Key
Limited
Natural
Soft
Strong
Subtle
Tonal range

Colour
Bright 
Clash
Contrasting
Cool
Dark
Dull
Highlight
Muted
Rich
Saturation
Shadow
Warm
Vibrant 
Black & White

Texture
Bumpy
Cracked
Flat
Glossy
Grainy
Hard
Matte
Reflects
Rough
Shiny 
Smooth 
Spiky

Form & Shape
2D / 3D
Angular 
Obscure
Geometric
Perspective
Proportion
Simple
Silhouette
Scale 

Mood
Atmospheric 
Calm
Depressive
Emotive
Exciting
Fearful 
Humorous
Joyful
Peaceful
Provoking
Sad
Uplifting

Technique
Animated
Burnt
Collaged
Digital
Edited
Film
Filmed
Layers
Mixed media
Painted
Projected
Stop frame
Sewn
Transfer

Composition
Abstract
Background
Balanced
Blurred
Bold
Centred 
Depth /of field
Distance
Empty
Foreground
Horizon
Juxtaposed 
Rule of Thirds
Perspective
Strong
Vanishing

Space
Above
Below
Between
Illusion
Negative
Open
Positive
Shallow

Photography - Vocab & Words
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Types of Photography
Abstract
Architecture
Black & White
Candid
Close-up
Children
Commercial
Cityscape
Composite
Documentary
Double Exposure
Editorial
Fashion
Fairy- Tale
Fine Art
Food
Golden Hour
Interior
Landscape
Long Exposure
Love
Macro
Photojournalism
Photo manipulation 
Portraiture
Seascape
Sport
Still Life
Surreal
Street
Time-lapse
Wildlife
War

Camera techniques
Long exposures
Quick exposures
Panning
Tracking
Cinematic conventions
Panning with flash
Zoom during exposure
Experiment with depth of field (aperture)
Tilt shift
Macro /wide angle / fish eye
Home made cameras / pinhole / matchbox
Shoot from the Hip
Scanography
Moving image capture 
Filters polarizing and neutral density
Microscopy
Blurring
Continuous sequence
Vignette
Low fi

Photoshop
HDR
Panoramic stitching
Repetition and rotation kaleidoscopic
Pattern
Composite montage
Image manipulation
Colour correction
Merging images double exposure
Enhancing
Moving image (cinemographs /

stop motion / time-lapse / film)
Over time
Infrared processing

Lighting
Portrait lighting Rembrandt,
Noir style
Hair lighting
Butterfly lighting
Levels of diffusion, (soft light hard light)
Background lighting
Natural
Silhouettes
Shadows
Jill Greenberg
Use of reflectors / mirrors
Use of key and fill lighting
Painting with light
Strobe lighting (Edgerton style)
Colour gels / acetates
Vignette

Further media / format
Sculpture
Sewing
Projection
Framing
Distressing printouts
Triptych
Narrative
Mobiles
Boxes
Books
Obscure formats
Printing on range of surfaces / tracing

paper / acetate 
Re-photography Combining secondary

source
Combining image with text 

High Key

Low Key

Split

Rembrandt

Butterfly

Photography - Lighting Setups
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RE - Christianity Practices

Christianity; practices
Knowledge Organizer 4 Spring

Liturgical Worship Informal Worship Individual Worship
What? A set pattern with 

established ritual.
Spontaneous 

(Evangelicals) or silence 
for Society of Friends.

Praying as an 
individual.

When? Set times during services 
e.g. Christmas.

Generally Sundays but 
other days as well.

Several times a day 
or once a day.

Who? Members of the church.  
Mass only for the 

baptised.

Members of church, 
public.

In their homes, 
alone or 

somewhere private.

The Lord’s Prayer
Our Father, who art in 

heaven, hallowed be thy 
name.  Thy kingdom come, 
thy will be done on earth 
as it is in heaven.  Give us 

our daily bread and forgive 
us our trespasses as we 

forgive those who trespass 
against us.  And lead us 
not in temptation, but 

deliver us from evil.  For 
thine is the kingdom, the 
power and the glory for 
ever and ever.  Amen.

Why pray?
• JC did it.

• Communication with God/JC.
• Adoration (praising God), confession (saying sorry), supplication (asking for 

something), thanksgiving (thanking God).
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RE - Baptism/Mass

Knowledge Organizer 5 
Spring

Baptism
What?; brings a person 
into the church using holy 

water.  God parents are 
appointed.  JC did it.

When? generally babies 
or young children.  Adult 

baptism or ‘full 
immersion’ is common 

with Evangelicals.

Why? Marks your entry 
into the church and 

Christian family.  Removes 
sin.  If JC did it… ‘spiritual 

birth’

Mass/Eucharist/Holy 
Communion

What? Commemorates Last Supper.  
Symbol of ‘body and blood’ of JC.

When? Sunday morning.  Usually at the 
end of the service.  RC every week, 

Protestants less frequently.

Why? RC it is the literal body and blood 
(transubstantiation).  Protestants believe 
more in consubstantiation (essence of JC 

within the bread and wine)
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Science - Biology - Photosynthesis

Section 1    Definitions
1 Photosynthesis An endothermic reaction where plants 

and algae turn carbon dioxide and water 
into glucose and release oxygen.

2 Endothermic 
reaction

A reaction that requires energy to be 
absorbed to work

3 Chloroplasts The organelles in plant cells where 
photosynthesis takes place

4 Chlorophyll The green pigment contained in the 
chloroplasts that absorbs light energy 
necessary for photosynthesis

5 Rate of reaction How fast a reaction takes place

6 Limiting factor Limits the rate of reaction

Bioenergetics 1      Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is an endothermic reaction in which energy is 
transferred from the environment to the chloroplasts by light.

Uses of glucose
The glucose produced in photosynthesis may be:
• used for respiration
• converted into insoluble starch for storage
• used to produce fat or oil for storage
• used to produce cellulose, which strengthens the cell wall
• used to produce amino acids for protein synthesis.
To produce proteins, plants also use nitrate ions that are 
absorbed from the soil.Required practical activity 5:

investigate the effect of light intensity on the rate of photosynthesis
using an aquatic organism such as pondweed.

Light intensity Temperature Carbon dioxide levels

Lots of light = lots of 
photosynthesis. Not much 
light = not a lot of 
photosynthesis

Affects chemical reactions. The rate 
of photosynthesis will increase up to 
40oC. After this, enzymes needed for 
photosynthesis are denatured.

CO2 is the raw material for 
photosynthesis. There is only 0.04% 
CO2 in the atmosphere. More CO2 = 
photosynthesis increases

Rate of photosynthesis = distance bubble moves
time taken  

A limiting factor is 
something that will stop 
the rate of 
photosynthesis occurring 
at a faster rate. Light 
intensity, temperature 
and carbon dioxide 
concentrations are all 
limiting factors

Section 3 – Making and using glucose Section 4 – Leaf structure and photosynthesis

Section 5 – Limiting factors

Section 2 – Required practical 5:
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Science - Biology - Respiration

Section 1    Definitions
1 respiration Is an exothermic reaction which releases 

energy from food, such as glucose.

2 Exothermic 
reaction

A chemical reaction that releases energy into 
the environment

3 Mitochondria An organelle in cells where respiration takes 
place

4 Aerobic 
respiration

Respiration that takes place in the presence 
of oxygen.

5 Anaerobic 
respiration

Incomplete respiration that occurs when 
oxygen levels are low or incomplete

6 Fermentation Anaerobic respiration in plants and yeast cells 
it produces  ethanol (alcohol) as a product.

7 Lactic acid A chemical produced by anaerobic respiration 
can cause muscle fatigue and cramp.

8 Oxygen debt The amount of extra energy the body needs 
after exercise to remove the excess lactic acid

9 metabolism The sum of all the reactions in a cell or the 
body

10 synthesis To make or produce

.Organisms need energy for:
• chemical reactions to build larger molecules
• movement
• keeping warm.
.

During exercise the human body reacts to the increased demand for 
energy.
The heart rate, breathing rate and breath volume increase during exercise 
to supply the muscles with more oxygenated blood.

If insufficient (not enough) oxygen is supplied then anaerobic respiration 
takes place in muscles instead.
The incomplete oxidation of glucose causes a build up of lactic acid and 
creates an oxygen debt. 
During long periods of vigorous activity muscles become fatigued (tired) 
and stop contracting efficiently (cramp)

Blood flowing through the muscles 
transports the lactic acid to the liver 
where it is converted back into 
glucose. 

The oxygen debt is the amount of 
extra oxygen the body needs after 
exercise to react with the 
accumulated (built up) lactic acid and 
remove it from the cells.

Metabolism is the sum of all the reactions in a cell or the body.
The energy transferred by respiration in cells is used by the organism for 
the continual enzyme controlled processes of metabolism that synthesise 
new molecules.
Metabolism includes:
• conversion of glucose to starch, glycogen and cellulose
• the formation of lipid (fat) molecules from a molecule of glycerol and

three molecules of fatty acids
• the use of glucose and nitrate ions to form amino acids which in turn 

are used to synthesise proteins
• respiration
• breakdown of excess proteins to form urea for excretion.

Section 3 – Types of respiration

Section 2  – Metabolism

Section 4 – The effect of exercise
Higher tier only

Cellular respiration as an exothermic reaction which is continuously occurring in living cells.
The energy transferred supplies all the energy needed for living processes.

Glucose + oxygen  carbon dioxide + water + energy (lots)
C6H12O6 + 6O2  6CO2 +          6H2O

Glucose    Lactic acid + energy (small)
C6H12O6  2C3H6O3

In animal cells can respire anaerobically (without oxygen), 
to transfer energy.

Respiration in cells can take place aerobically (using oxygen). All cells respire aerobically.

Anaerobic respiration in plant and yeast 
cells is represented by the equation:

Anaerobic respiration in yeast cells is called 
fermentation and has economic importance 
in the manufacture of bread and alcoholic 
drinks

Comparing types of 
respiration

Aerobic respiration Anaerobic respiration

All cells animals Plants 
(fermentation)

Is oxygen needed? Yes No No

What products are 
made?

Carbon dioxide and 
water

Lactic acid Ethanol and carbon 
dioxide

How much energy is 
transferred?

A large amount A small amount A small amount

Bioenergetics 2
Respiration
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Science - Biology - Infection & Response 1

BBiioollooggyy  PPaappeerr  11–– IInnffeeccttiioonn  aanndd  RReessppoonnssee
Section 1 –Pathogens

Key terms
Pathogens - microorganisms that cause disease
Communicable diseases – Infectious diseases that can be spread between organisms 

Type of Pathogen Description Examples of disease

Bacteria
• Prokaryotic cell. 
• No nucleus or other 

membrane bound 
organelles. 

• Reproduces and  releases 
toxins that damage cells

• Salmonella (food poisoning) fever, stomach 
cramps & vomiting.

• Gonorrhoea
STD. Causes thick yellow/green discharge from 
genitals and pain while urinating. 

Virus • Replicate inside your cells 
– the damage this causes 
makes you ill

• Measles
Spread in the droplets released when a person 
coughs or sneezes. Causes fever & red rash.
Can be fatal. 
• HIV
Flu like illness. Spread by sexual contact or 
exchange of body fluids (e.g. blood when 
drug users share needles)
Attacks the immune system, leading to AIDS. 
• Tobacco Mosaic Virus Plant disease. 

Discolours leaves, preventing 
photosynthesis.

Fungi Spread by making spores. Rose black spot
Fungus spreads through wind or water, causing 
leaf spots that prevent photosynthesis.

Protist Often carried by another 
animal that spreads the 
disease (called a vector).

Malaria
Vector = mosquitoes. Causes fever and can 
be fatal.

Section 2 – Human Defence System

Section 3 – Vaccination

Vaccines contain ddeeaadd//wweeaakkeenneedd  ppaatthhooggeennss.  

The immune system is made of white 
blood cells, which destroy pathogens 
by:
1. Engulfing pathogens by 

phagocytosis
2. Producing antibodies, which 

attach to pathogens’ antigens
3. Produce antitoxins to neutralize 

toxins from pathogen 

• A vaccination stimulates white blood 
cells to make antibodies. 

• If the same pathogen re-enters the body, 
the white blood cells recognises their 
antigens and is able to produce 
antibodies quickly and in high quantities. 

• You become immune. 
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Science - Biology - Infection & Response 2

Section 4 – Drugs

Section 5 – Drug testing

New drugs are extensively tested for toxicity, efficacy and dose. 

Stage 1  Preclinical trials (testing is done in a laboratory using cells, tissues and live 
animals)

Stage 2 Animal testing. An amount of substance given to the animals, careful monitoring 
for any side-effects.

Stage 3  Clinical trials. Test on healthy human volunteers to check for side effects. THEN 
test on people with the disease. 
Volunteers are randomly split into 2 groups:

1. Real drug
2. Placebo (fake drug)

Neither patients or doctors know who is in each group (double blind) to prevent bias.
The drug only passes the trial if it works better than the placebo.

Results are checked by other scientists in the peer review process

BBiioollooggyy  PPaappeerr  11–– IInnffeeccttiioonn  aanndd  RReessppoonnssee

Antibiotics, such as 
penicillin, treat bacterial 
infections only. 

Painkillers, such as 
aspirin, relieve 
symptoms but do not 
kill the pathogens

Heart drug digitalis  foxgloves. 
Aspirin Willow tree
Penicillin mould (A Fleming)

Some bacteria have 
mutated to become 
rreessiissttaanntt to antibiotics 
(e.g. MRSA)

Section 5 – Spreading pathogens

Water may contain bacteria, 
such as those that cause 
cholera

Flu and cold viruses can be 
spread by droplets in the air  
from coughs and sneezes

Food may contain food-
poisoning bacteria such as 
salmonella

Direct contact – e.g. touching 
a floor infected with athletes 
foot 

Bodily fluids – e.g transfer of 
HIV through blood on shared 
syringe or through 
unprotected sex. 

Vectors – Organisms that transmit  
diseases. E.g. Mosquitos may 
transmit malaria when they bite 
humans.  
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Biology Paper 1 Triple extra content

Section 1a Culturing Microbes

Binary fission A simple form of cell division used 
by bacteria to reproduce

Factors affecting 
reproduction

Temperature and the availability of 
nutrients

Nutrient broth solution
or Agar plates

A liquid or gel provides all nutrients
(carbohydrates, nitrogen etc)

Agar plates Bacteria can be spread onto the 
plates, and form colonies

Section 1b - Aseptic technique – to avoid 
contamination from competing bacteria

An inoculating 
loop used to 
transfer 
bacteria -
sterilised by 
heating it to 
red hot in a 
Bunsen, before 
and after use.

Do not fully 
remove or place 
the lid on the 
desk to stop 
contamination

Secure 
petri 
dish lid 
with 
tape and 
add a 
date and 
label.

Plates are 
incubated at 
25°C in 
school 
laboratories 
for no more 
than 24–48 
hours. So no 
human 
pathogens 
grow.

Section 2 required practical – antiseptics and antibiotics
The effectiveness of antibiotics or antiseptics can be 
tested experimentally using uncontaminated agar 
plates.

1.Soak filter paper disks in a variety of solutions, use 
either different concentrations of the same solution, 
or a variety of different solutions.
2.Pour the sterile agar plates and allow to set fully.
3.Measure the clear area around the soaked filter 
paper disks. A control disk must be also included

Section 3 Monoclonal antibodies = identical copies 
of one type of antibody produced in a laboratory 

1. A mouse is injected with a pathogen

2. Lymphocytes produce antibodies

3. Lymphocytes are removed from the 
mouse and fused with rapidly dividing 
mouse tumour cells 

4. The new cells are called hybridomas

5. The hybridomas divide rapidly and release 
lots of antibodies which are then collected.

Uses of monoclonal antibodies:

Diagnosis - Pregnancy tests to measure 
the levels of hormones

Detecting pathogens – small quantities 
of chemicals in the blood

Detecting molecules – fluorescent dye 
can be attached so it can be seen inside 
cells or tissues

Treatment – bound to radioactive
substance or chemical cancer cells are 
targeted 

Section 4 plant disease and defences:

Defence mechanisms:

Physical - Thick waxy layers on 
leaves and cell walls stop 
pathogens entering

Mechanical - Thorns and curling 
up their leaves to prevent them 
form being eaten

Chemical - Antibacterial and 
toxins made by the plant

Signs of disease:
Stunted growth

Spots on leaves
Malformed 
leaves/stem

Discolouration 
Pests present

Find out what is wrong 
using gardening manual, 
websites, lab tests

Nutrient deficiencies:

Magnesium ions 
used to make 
chlorophyll, leaves 
turn yellow

Nitrate ions needed 
for protein synthesis 
– can cause stunted 
growth.

Science - Biology - Triple Content
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Science - Chemistry - Chemical Changes 1

Chemical Changes (Part 1)

The reactivity series is a list of 
metals.  The more reactive 
metals are at the top of the list 
and the least reactive at the 
bottom

More reactive metals can displace less reactive 
metals

E.g.
Sodium + Iron Sulphate  Sodium Sulphate + Iron

If the metal is less reactive, no reaction occurs

E.g.
Iron + Sodium Sulphate  NO REACTION

REDOX Reactions (HT Only)

When metals oxides are extracted a REDOX 
reaction occurs.  A REDOX reaction is when both 
oxidation and reductions reactions happen at the 
same time.

PH Scale

In an aqueous solution acids produce hydrogen 
(H+) ions and alkalis produce hydroxide (OH-) ions
Neutral solutions have a pH of 7
In a neutralisation reaction the hydrogen ions from 
the acid reacts with the hydroxide ions from the 
alkali to produce water.
H+ + OH- H2O

Naming Salts

When hydrochloric acid is used 
chlorides are produced

When sulphuric acid is used 
sulphates are produced

When nitric acid is used 
nitrates are produced

Extracting Metals

Some metals are very unreactive as exist in the 
ground as metals.  This is called its native state

Most metals exist in the ground as ores.  These are 
usually the oxide.  For example iron is found as iron 
oxide.

Less reactive metals can be extracted using carbon

E.g.

Iron Oxide + Carbon  Iron + Carbon Oxide

Acids and Metals

Metal + Acids  Salt + Hydrogen

E.g. Magnesium + Hydrochloric Acid Magnesium Chloride + Hydrogen

Acids and Alkali

Acid + Alkali  Salt + Water

E.g. Nitric Acid + Sodium Hydroxide  Sodium Nitrate + Water

Acids and Bases

Acid + Base  Salt + Water

E.g. Sulphuric Acid + Copper Oxide  Copper Sulphate + Water

Metal Carbonates and Acids

Metal Carbonate + Acid  Salt + Hydrogen

E.g. Calcium Carbonate + Hydrochloric Acid  Calcium Carbonate + Water + Carbon Dioxide
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Science - Chemistry - Chemical Changes 1.1

Chemical Changes (Part 1) – Required Practical

Making Salt from a metal and an acid

Method

1.) Measure out the acid into the beaker and add 
the metal
2.) Wait until the reaction is complete, stopped 
fizzing
3.) Filter the reaction mixture
4.) Leave in an evaporating basin until the water 

evaporates

Making Salt from a base (metal oxide) and an 
acids

Method

1.) Heat the acid
2.) Add excess base, to ensure all the acid has been 
neutralised
3.) Filter the reaction mixture, to remove the 
excess base.
4.) Leave in an evaporating basin until the water 
evaporates

Making Salt from an alkali and an acid

Method

1.) Measure out the alkali into a conical flask using 
a pipette
2.) Add a few drops of indicator
3.) Slowly add the alkali using a burette, until the 
indicator changes colour
4.) Add activated charcoal to remove the indicator
5.) Filter the reaction mixture, to remove the 
activated charcoal.
6.) Leave in an evaporating basin until the water 
evaporates
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Science - Chemistry - Chemical Changes 2

Chemical Changes – Part 2
Section 1 – Definitions

Ion The charged particle formed when an 
atom gains or loses electrons.

Electrolysis The breakdown of a substance 
containing ions using electricity.

Cathode Electrode with a negative charge due to 
an excess of electrons.

Anode Electrode with a positive charge due to 
a lack of electrons.

Electrolyte A liquid containing free moving ions that 
can be broken down by electrolysis.

Anion A negatively charged ion that is 
attracted to the anode.

Cation A positively charged ion that is attracted 
to the cathode.

Section 2 – The process of Electrolysis

1. When an ionic compound is melted or dissolved in water, 
the ions are free to move about within the liquid or 
solution. 

2. These liquids and solutions are able to conduct electricity 
and are called electrolytes.

3. Passing an electric current through electrolytes causes the 
ions to move to the electrodes.

4. Positively charged ions move to the negative electrode 
(the cathode), and negatively charged ions move to the 
positive electrode (the anode). 

5. Ions are discharged at the electrodes producing elements. 
6. This process is called electrolysis.

Section 3 – Electrolysis of molten ionic compounds

- An ionic solid cannot be electrolysed because the ions are in fixed positions and can’t move.
- Molten ionic compounds can be electrolysed because the ions can move freely and

conduct electricity.
- Molten ionic liquids (e.g. lead bromide), are always broken up into their elements.
- Positive metal ions are reduced to the element at the cathode.
- Negative non-metal ions are oxidised to the element at the anode.

Section 4 – Using electrolysis to extract metals

If a metal is too reactive to be extracted by reduction with carbon or if the metal reacts with 
carbon, then electrolysis can be used to extract it.

- This is very expensive as lots of energy is required to melt the ore and produce the 
required current

1. Aluminium is extracted from the ore bauxite by electrolysis. Bauxite contains aluminium oxide 
(Al2O3).

2. Aluminium oxide has a very high melting point so it’s mixed with cryolite to lower the melting 
point which in turn saved energy and money.

3. The molten mixture contains free ions – so it conducts electricity.
4. The positive Al3+ ions are attracted to the cathode were they each pick up three electrons 

and turn into neutral aluminium atoms. These ten sink to the bottom of the electrolysed tank.
5. The negative O2- ions are attracted to the anode where they each lose two electrons. The 

neutral oxygen atoms will ten combine to form O2 molecules.
6. The carbon electrodes react with the oxygen produced to form CO2, so they need to be 

replaced regularly.
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Science - Chemistry - Chemical Changes 2.2

Chemical Changes – Part 2

Section 7 – Half equations (Higher Tier ONLY)

Section 5 – Electrolysis of aqueous solutions

At the anode (positive electrode)

Negative ions (anions) are attracted 
due to opposite charge.

In aqueous solutions: 
- Group 7 ions are oxidised if present. 
- Otherwise OH- ions form oxygen 

molecules.

Example half equations:

2Cl-(aq) → Cl2(g) + 2e-

4OH-
(aq) → 2H2O(l)+ O2(g)+ 4e-

At the cathode (negative electrode)

Positive ions (cations) are attracted due 
to opposite charge.

In aqueous solutions the least reactive 
of H+ or metal ions are reduced to form 
atoms.

Example half equations:

2H+
(aq) + 2e- → H2(g)

Cu2+
(aq) + 2e- → Cu(s)

When you electrolyse an aqueous solution, you also have to 
factor in the ions in the water.
1. In aqueous solutions, as well as the ions from the ionic 

compound, there will be hydrogen ions (H+) and 
hydroxide ions (OH-) from the water.

2. At the cathode, if H+ ions and metals ions are present, 
hydrogen gas will be produced if the metal ions form an 
elemental metal that is more reactive than hydrogen (e.g. 
sodium ions). If the metal ions form an elemental metal 
that is less reactive than hydrogen (e.g. copper ions), a 
solid layer of the pure metal will be produced instead.

3. At the anode, if the OH- and halide ions (CL-, Br-, I-) are 
present, molecules of chlorine, bromine or iodine will be 
formed. If not halide ions are present, then the OH- ions 
are discharged and oxygen will be formed.

Section 8 – Required Practical Activity 9

To investigate the substances that are formed at the electrodes when 
different salt solutions are electrolysed.

Section 6 - A simple electrolysis cell diagram

An
od

e

C
at

ho
de

Electrodes

- You may need to predict 
and identify what’s been 
made in an electrolysis 
experiment. To do this, you 
need to be able to set up 
the equipment correctly so 
that you can collect any 
gas that’s produced. The 
easiest way to collect the 
gas is in a test tube.
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Energy changes (Higher tier in bold)
Section 1 - Endothermic and exothermic reactions
Energy is always conserved in a chemical reaction.

Reaction Energy transfer Temperature of 
surroundings Example

Exothermic transfers energy to
the surroundings increases

combustion

neutralisation reactions

Endothermic takes in energy from
the surroundings decreases

thermal decomposition
citric acid + sodium 
hydrogencarbonate

Section 2 – Required Practical
Aim: To react hydrochloric acid with sodium hydroxide solution 
in a neutralisation reaction and measure the temperature 
change.

•Add 30 cm3 hydrochloric acid to a polystyrene cup. Take the
temperature.
•Add 5 cm3 sodium hydroxide. Stir and record the highest
temperature.
•Repeat until 40 cm3 sodium hydroxide has been added.
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Volume of sodium hydroxide added (cm3)
Section 3 – Reaction profiles
Chemical reactions can only occur when the reactants collide with sufficient energy. The
minimum energy that particles must have in order to react is called the activation energy.
Exothermic reaction Endothermic reaction

Overall change in energy in an 
endothermic reaction is the energy taken 
in from the surroundings.

Overall change in energy in an 
exothermic reaction is the energy 
given out to the surroundings.

Section 4 – Energy change of reactions
During a chemical reaction:
• energy is needed to break bonds (Endothermic process)
• energy is released in making bonds (Exothermic process)
The overall energy change of a reaction is the difference 
between the total energy needed to break the bonds and the 
total energy released from making the new bonds.
Bond energies are used to calculate this.

Exothermic energy from making bonds > energy needed to
break bonds

Endothermic energy needed to break bonds > energy from
making bonds
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Quantitative Chemistry
Section 1 – Definitions

The law of
conservation of 
mass

During a reaction, the atoms in the reaction are rearranged
into different compounds. Therefore, mass is never gained
or lost in a chemical reaction.

Relative 
atomic mass

Number of neutrons and protons in an atom - Ar

Relative 
formula mass

The relative formula mass (Mr) of a compound is the sum 
of the relative atomic masses of the atoms in the numbers 
shown in the formula. 

Mole Mr or Ar in grams. Mass of 6.02x1023 of a substance.

Section 2 – Conservation of mass

Atoms can never be created or destroyed.
Total mass of reactants = total mass of products.

If mass ‘seems to change’ then there                                                                     
is usually a gas involved.

If mass increases  One of the reactants is a gad found in the air (e.g. 
oxygen) and all of the produces are solids, liquids or aqueous.

If mass decreases  One of the products is a gas and all the reactants are 
solids, liquids or aqueous.

Section 3 – Relative formula mass - Mr

• Atoms are too small to weigh individually.
• Carbon-12 is used as the standard and is assigned a mass of 12.
• Other atoms are given a mass relative to (compared to) carbon-12.
• For example, A Magnesium-24 atom weighs the same as two Carbon-12

atoms.

• The relative formula mass of a compound can be calculated by working out
the sum of all the relative atomic masses (Ar) of the atoms within that
compound.

• For example, To calculate the Mr of sodium chloride (NaCl) you need to add
the Ar of Na and the Ar of Cl:

Na + Cl → NaCl
23 + 35.5 → Mr 58.5

Remember
the Ar is 

the larger 
number!!                                            

Section 4 – Moles (Higher Tier ONLY)

• Chemical amounts are measured in moles (mol).
• The mass of one mole of a substance in grams is numerically equal to its 

relative formula mass. For example:
 The Ar of carbon is 12. So one mole of carbon  is 12g. 
 The Mr of water is 18. So one mole of water is 18g.

• One mole of a substance always contains the same number of particles, 
atoms, molecules or ions as one mole of any other substance. 

• The number of atoms, molecules or ions in a mole of a given substance is 
the Avogadro constant:

 The value of the Avogadro constant                                                          
is 6.02 x 1023 per mole.

To find out the number of moles:
Moles = mass ÷ relative formula mass

Mass 
(g)

Moles 
(Mol)

Mr

Science - Chemistry - Quantitive Chemistry 1
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Section 5 – Calculating masses (Higher Tier ONLY)

• The masses of reactants and products can be calculated from balanced 
symbol equations. 

• We can work out the mass of a product we are going to make from a set 
amount of reactants or work out the amount of reactants we need to make a 
desired amount if a product. 

• Use the equation in the triangle to help!

Worked example:
2NaOH + Cl2 → NaOCl + NaCl + H2O     
If we had 120g of NaOH how much chlorine do we need?

Quantitative Chemistry

Equation 2NaOH Cl2 NaOCl NaCl H2O

Ratio of 
molecules 2 1 1 1 1

Mass 120g ? 106g

Mr 40 71

Mol 3 1.5

Mass 
(g)

Moles 
(Mol)

Mr

Step 1: Write out the 
balanced equation 
and the ratio

Step 2: Add the 
information given 
and the information 
you want to find

Step 3: Use the equation 
to calculate the number 
of moles (you will need 
to work out Mr first)

Step 4: Use the ratio 
to work out the 
number of moles for 
Cl: 3/2 = 1.5

Step 5: Use the equation to 
work out the mass of the 
substance you want to find:
71 x 1.5 = 106g of Cl2

Section 6 – Masses to balanced equations (Higher Tier ONLY)

• If we know the masses of reactants and products we can work out the 
balanced formula (Mr Mole Rat – Mr, Mol, Ratio)

Worked Example:
Balance the equation using the given masses: NaNO3 → NaNO2 + O2

8.5g    →   6.9g    + 1.6g

Equation NaNO3 NaNO2 O2

Mass 8.5g 6.9g 1.6g

Mr 85 69 32

Mol 0.1 0.1 0.05

Rat 2 2 1

Step 1: Write out the 
balanced equation 
and the masses

Step 2: Use the 
equation to 
calculate the Mr of 
the reactants and 
products.

Step 3: Use the 
equation to 
calculate the 
number of moles.

Step 4: Find the simplest whole number ratio of moles 
by dividing larger number by smallest number:
0.1:0.1:0.1  0.1/0.05 = 2  So therefore the final 
ratio is 2:2:1

Step 5: Write out the balanced symbol equation using the ratio:

2NaNO3 → 2NaNO2 + O2

Section 7 – Limiting reactants (Higher Tier ONLY)
• In a chemical reaction involving two reactants, it is common to 

use an excess of one of the reactants to ensure that all of the 
other reactant is used. 

• The reactant that is completely used up is called the limiting 
reactant because it limits the amount of product that is formed. 

• Reactions stop when one reactant is used up.

Section 8 – Concentration of solutions
• One way to measure the concentration of a solution is by calculating 

the mass of a substance in a given volume of solution.
• Mass of solute (g) = concentration (g/dm3) x volume of solvent (dm3)

Mass of 
solute (g)

Concentra
tion 

(g/dm3)

Volume of 
solvent 
(dm3)

Rearranging the equation (Higher Tier ONLY)

• Concentration (g/dm3) = 
Mass of solute (g) ÷ volume of solvent (dm3)

• Volume of solvent (dm3) = 
Mass of solute (g) ÷ concentration (g/dm3) 

Science - Chemistry - Quantitive Chemistry 2
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Science - Physics - Atoms & Radiation

Atomic Structure Definition

Atoms Very small radius of 1 x 10-10 m

Nuclei Centre of atom nuclei's radius is 1/10 000 times smaller than atom

Atomic Number Number of protons and electrons in an atom

Mass Number Sum of the protons and neutrons in an atom

Isotope Atom with the same number of protons but different number of neutrons

Models Used in science to explain abstract concepts change with new evidence

Radioactive decay Some atoms are unstable and spontaneously decay 

Geiger-Muller Tube Counts radioactive decay 

Becquerel (Bq) Unit of measurement for radioactive decay

Alpha (α) Positively charged helium particle stopped by paper

Beta (β) Negatively charged high speed electron stopped by few cm of aluminium foil

Gamma (λ) Electromagnetic Radiation stopped by lead

Half Life Time taken for the number of nuclei in a radiaoactive sample to half OR
Time taken for radioactive activity (count rate)  to half`

Contamination Unwanted presence of radioactive materials on other substances health 
issues

Irradiation Process of exposing an object to radioactive radiation – object does not 
become radioactive itself. 

Atomic Models timeline – Chadwick discovers neutron 1932

Alpha, beta, gamma penetrating powers

Radiative half life graph

Carbon Isotopes
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Science - Physics - Matter

Particle Model Definitions

Density Density (kg/m3) = mass (kg) ÷ volume (m3)  p = m ÷ v

Volume (regular shape) Volume = length x width x height

Eureka can Used to find density of irregular shaped object

Physical changes of state Matter is the same just particles rearrange and energy levels change

Internal Energy of a system Sum of the kinetic energy (movement) and potential energy (position)

Specific Heat Capacity Amount of energy used to raise 1kg of a substance by 10C

Latent Heat Energy required for 1kg of a substance to change state with no temperature 
change

Specific Latent Heat of 
Fusion

Energy required to change 1 Kg of a substance from solid to liquid

Specific Latent Heat of 
Vaporisation

Energy required to change 1 kg of a substance from liquid to gas

Gas Pressure The pressure on the walls of the contain caused as the particles collide

Required Practical Eureka Can

Changes of State Particle Diagrams

Latent Heat Cooling Graph –
Horizontal lines for state changes

Gas Pressure as particles hit container

1. Record mass of irregular shape
2. Fill eureka can with water
3. Place irregular shape into water
4. Catch displaced water in a measuring 

cylinder and record the volume
5. Calculate density using density = mass 

÷ volume
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Science - Physics - Triple Content

Separate Science Content: Physics Paper 1

Static Electricity

Static electricity is caused by friction.  When materials are 
rubbed together electrons move from one to another.  
One material becomes positively charged and one 
becomes negatively charged

Pressure and temperature in gases

As the temperature of a gas increases, the pressure also 
increases.  The hotter the temperature the more kinetic 
energy the particles have.  They therefore collide with the 
sides of the container more often.

Electric Fields

Electric charges create an electric field.  The closer you get 
to the object the stronger the field.

Electric fields can shown by drawing electric field lines 
from positive to negative, see above.

Pressure and volume in gases

As the volume of a container is 
increased the number of 
collisions will decrease.  This 
reduces the pressure.

P x V = Constant
P (Pa)
V (m3)

If the volume increases the 
pressure decreases
If the volume decreases the 
pressure increases

Work done on a gas

Work done on a gas causes it to increase internal energy, 
this causes the temperature to increase

Hazards of background radiation

Background radiation comes from natural sources (rocks, food and air) and man-made sources (nuclear weapon's, nuclear 
waste and nuclear accidents).

Too much radiation can cause radiation poisoning.  Radiation does is measured in Sieverts (Sv)

Nuclear Fusion

Nuclear fusion is the joining together of smaller atomic nuclei 
to make a larger atom.  Fusion occurs in the sun.  Fusion 
produces much more energy than fission, however a high 
temperature and pressure for fusion to occur.

Nuclear Fission

Nuclear fission is the splitting of a large radioactive nuclei 
into smaller ones.  As this happens neutrons are released.  
These neutrons cause more reactions, this is called a chain 
reaction.

Fission is used in nuclear reactors to produce electricity.  
These reactions are used controlled using control rods.  
When these reactions are not controlled nuclear weapons 
can be produced.
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Spanish - Ciudades 1

En mi ciudad In my city

Hay/no hay There is/is not Está situado It is situated

En mi ciudad In my city En un valle In a valley

Un ayuntamiento Town hall Entre el… y el Between … and …

Un polideportivo Sports centre Al lado del río Next to the river

Un castillo Castle Rodeado Surrounded by

Un puerto Port Lleno de Full of 

Un teatro Theatre Bosques Woods

Una biblioteca Library Sierra Mountains

Una iglesia Church Selvas Forests

Una bolera Bowling alley Se puede You can 

Una playa Beach Probar platos Try dishes

Una Plaza Mayor Main square Subir a la torre Climb the tower

Una pista de hielo Ice skating rink Ver edificios See buildings

Una oficina de 
correos 

Post office Ver paisajes 
increíbles

See incredible
landscapes

Una tienda Shop Ver nueva cultura See new culture 

Muchos lugares de 
interés

Lots of places of 
interest

No hay nada que 
hacer

There is nothing to 
do 

Mucho que hacer Lots to do Hay mucha marca There a lot going
on

Spanish Y10 – Ciudades (1) Los pros y las contras de la 
ciudad

The for and against of living in 
the city

Lo mejor es que The best is that

Lo peor es que The worst is that

Es tan fácil desplazarse It is easy to get around

Hay un red de transporte publico There is a public transport system

Hay tantas diversiones There are lots of things to do 

Hay muchas posibilidades de trabajo There are lots of job opportunities

El centro es tan ruidoso The centre is so noisy

Hay tanto tráfico There is a lot of traffic

La gente no se conoce You don’t know the people

En el campo In the countryside

El transporte publico no es tan fiable The public transport is not reliable

Hay bastante desempleo There is quite a lot of unemployment

Conozco a todos mis vecinos I know all of my neighbours

¿Qué tiempo hará? What will the weather be like?

Hará sol It will be sunny Las temperaturas 
subirán

The temperatura
will rise

Hará viento It will be windy Las temperaturas 
bajarán

The temperatura 
fall

Habrá nubes It will be cloudy El tiempo The weather

Habrá claros It will be clear Se despejará Will clear up 

Lloverá It will rain cambiará Will change
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Spanish - Ciudades 2

Las Tiendas Shops 

El banco Bank El abanico Fan

El estanco Tobacconist El llavero Keyring

La carnicería Butchets El oso de peluche Teddy bear

La estación de 
trenes

Train station Los pendientes Earrings

La farmacia Pharmacu La gorra Hat

La frutería Fruit shop La taza Mug

La joyería Jewellery shop Las golosinas Sweets

La librería Book shop Las pegatinas Stickers

La panadería Bakery Un recuerdo A souvenir

La papelería Stationary shop Un regalo Present

La pastelería Cake shop  Comprar To buy

La peluquería Hairdresses Hacer cola To queue

La pescadería Fishmongers Las ofertas Offers

La tienda de ropa Clothes shop Las gangas Bargains

La zapatería Shoe shop Caro Expensive

La tienda de 
benéfica

Charity shop Barato Cheap

¿por dónde se va al/a la…? How do you get to the…?

¿Dónde está
el/la…?

Where is the…? Toma la segunda Take the second

¿El/la … está 
lejos?

Is the… far? Calle a la derecha Road on the right

¿El/la … está 
cerca?

Is the… near? Calle a la 
izquierda 

Road on the left

Sigue todo recto Go straight ahead Pasa el puente Pass the bridge 

Gira a la derecha Turn right Cruza la plaza Cross the sqaure

Gira a la 
izquierda 

Turn left Coge el autobús 
numero… 

Take the number
… bus 

Toma la primera Take the first En la esquina On the corner

Spanish Y10 – Ciudades (2) Quejas Complaints
Quiero devolver I want to return

Está roto It is broken

Es demasiado estrecho / largo It is too tight/big

Tiene un agujero/una mancha It has a hole/stain

Falta un botón It is missing a button

¿Puede reembolsarme el dinero? Can you reimburse me the money?

Podemos hacer un cambio We can make an Exchange 

Una talla más grande A bigger size

Una talla más pequeño A smaller size

En rebajas On sale 
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Statistics - Measures of Central Tendency
Year 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 6: Measures of 
central tendency (Averages – Mode, Median and Mean) 

Already covered in maths
Averages from raw data (lists)
Averages from frequency tables (discrete, 
grouped discrete and grouped continuous).

Weighted Mean  - Instead of each data point contributing equally 
to the final mean, some data points contribute more “weight” than 
others.

When the weights add up to 1, just multiply value by its matching 
weight and add it up.
Example: Sam want to buy a new camera and decides on the 
following rating system:

Sonu scores Conan scores
• Image quality 50% 8/10 9/10
• Battery life 30% 6/10 4/10
• Zoom range 20% 7/10 6/10
To decide which is best, the weighting is applied
Sonu 0.5 x 8 + 0.3 x 6 + 0.2 x 7 = 7.2
Conan 0.5 x 9 + 0.3 x 4 + 0.2 x 6 = 6.9
So Sam buys the Sonu!
If the weights don’t add to 1, you finish by dividing by the sum of 
the weights.
Example: Alex worked on 2 weeks 1 day, 14 weeks he worked 2 
days, 8 weeks he worked 5 days and 32 weeks he worked 7 days.  
What is the average?
It’s like the mean from a frequency table
2 x 1 + 14 x 2 + 8 x 5 + 32 x 7 = 294
294 divided by 56 weeks = 5.25 days per week

Geometric Mean - the nth root of the product of n values 

It is useful when you want to compare things with very different 
properties. It is commonly used for growth rates, such as population 
growth or interest rates.
Example: Sam wants to buy a new camera
One camera has a zoom to 200 and scores 8 in reviews but the other 
has a zoom of 250 and scores 6 in reviews.  It doesn’t make sense to 
add zoom and review score but the geometric means are 
• 200 𝑥𝑥 8 = 40
• 250 𝑥𝑥 6 = 38.7  so although an extra 50 zoom is good the lower 

rating of 6 has influenced the result.
Example: The number of people aged 65 and over in the UK increased 
by 5.9% from 1986 to 1996, by 4.7% from 1996 to 2006 and by 22.4% 
from 2006 to 2016.  Calculate the geometric mean of these increases.
3 increases so n= 3 and need the cube root
∛(5.9 x 4.7 x 22.4) = 8.53%
Note: for more than the cube root use the button

• So that is 5 out of the 19 pieces of data in the group
• The group has a class interval of 10, so 5/19 x 10 = 2.63 (2dp)
• Estimated median is 20 + 2.63 = 22.63

Linear interpolation - finding the median from a grouped frequency 
table
In Maths you are only asked to find the class in which the median lies.
In Statistics you need to estimate the median from a table.
• Find the class in which the median lies using cumulative frequency in 

the normal way   36/2 = 18th position so in group 20≤x<30
• Work out how far into this group you need to go 18-13 =5
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Statistics - Measures of Spread 1
Year 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 76: Measures of Spread (Range, 
quartiles, deciles, percentiles and standard deviation) 

Already covered in maths
Range and Inter-quartile range

Measures of spread (or dispersion) tell you how varied the data is when it is ordered. The bigger the number, the more varied the data.

Position of the LQ   𝑛𝑛+14 , position of the UQ   3(𝑛𝑛+1)4
Example
4 6 7 8 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 14 n = 12  
LQ at 3.25 position.  3rd number is 7 plus 0.25 x interval to next number  = 7 + 0.25 x 1 = 7.25
UQ at 9.75 position. 9th number is 12 plus 0.75 x interval to next number = 9 + 0.75 x 1 = 9.75
IQR = 9.75 – 7.25

If the data is grouped, you can 
only estimate the range, quartiles 
and IQR.  This is often done from 
a cumulative frequency graph or 
by linear interpolation from a 
table

LQ at 94/4 = 22.5
So in 10<x≤ 15
22.5 -21 =1.5
10 + 1.5/32 x 5 = 10.23…

UQ at 3 x 94/4 = 70.5
So in 15 <x≤20
70.5 – 53 = 17.5
15 + 17.5/26 x 5 = 18.36….

Est IQR 18.36 – 10.23 = 8.13

Estimated range when the data has been rounded
The table shows heights to the nearest cm
Because the data is rounded
Minimum value > 150.5 (anything less 
than 150.5 would round to 150 (which 
wouldn't be allowed in the table).
Maximum value ≤ 180.5
Estimated range = 180.5 – 150.5

= 30

Deciles split the data up into tenths  e.g. the 6th decile will be 6/10 
x n where n is the number of pieces of data
Percentiles split the data up into 100ths e.g. 90th percentile will be 
90% x n Example: n= 10000 and you want 

to find the 30th percentile
30% x 10000 =  3000, so draw the 
line to get a value of 6.5

To find an inter-pecentile range, 
smaller from bigger.
E.g. 20th to 80th percentile range.
Work out 80th percentile – 20th

percentileYear 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 6 (page 1 of 2)
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Statistics - Measures of Spread 2
Standard Deviation is a measure of how much the values deviate from the mean.   It’s symbol is the Greek letter 𝜎𝜎

It is the square root of the Variance, which is defined as the average of the square differences from the mean (they have to be squared, 
because otherwise the positive and negative differences would cancel each other out.  
To calculate Standard Deviation
1. Work out the mean  ҧ𝑥𝑥
2. For each number work out the difference between it and the mean, then square the result (x - ҧ𝑥𝑥)2

3. Work out the average of the squared differences  (add them up and divide by the number of pieces of data, n)
4. Square root the answer   
This is a given formula 

Alternatively
1. Square each piece of data 
2. Add this up and divide by the number of numbers
3. Work out the mean, square it and subtract this from your total
4. Square root the answer
This is a given formula 

The formula for working with a Frequency table is not given but it is the same thing!

1. Work out the mean from the table in the 
usual way using midpoints

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = ∑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
∑𝑓𝑓 = 31600100 = 316

Learn 
This
one 

Year 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 6 (page 2 of 2)
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Statistics - Scatter Graph

Year 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 8a: Scatter Graph and Correlation Alreaady covered in maths
Plotting a scatter graph, 
correlation and predicting 
using the of best fit.  Equation 
of a straight line

A Scatter Diagram is a graph with points plotted to show a relationship between 
two variables.
Bivariate data is data with two variables that are linked (e.g. height and weight)
The explanatory variable is the x co-ordinate (sometimes called the control 
variable) and the response variable is the y co-ordinate.
Correlation exists when there is a relationship.  It is described as positive or 
negative and interpreted with reference to the variables (naming them!)

Describe Interpret

If there is correlation a line of best fit  (also called the regression line) must be 
drawn thought the mean point.

The mean point (𝑥𝑥, ത𝑦𝑦) is found by calculating the mean of the two varibles plotted

The relationship between the x and the y 
variables can be expressed by finding the 
equation of the line of best fit

y = mx + c

Where m is the gradient = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑦𝑦
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 𝑥𝑥

m = 2006 = 33.33333
Substitute a point into y = mx + c to work out c
(16, 300)

300 = 33.33333 x 16 + c
-233.3333 = c

Write the equation using the axis labels 

Sales = 33 x temperature – 233

6

200
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Statistics - Spearman’s Rank
Year 10 Statistics. Half term 3 Topic 8b: Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is a measure of well two sets of data are correlated. rs can take the values from 1 to -1 (inclusive)

Example
Calculate Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient and comment on the result.

It is often used when there are two sets of data about the same thing to see how well they agree, without plotting a scatter graph, and it 
relies on the difference in the ranking.

Step 1  Rank both sets of data
Step2 Work out the difference, d, in the rankings
Step 3 Square all the differences
Step 3 Add up the column d2

Step 4 Substitute into the formula (given in the exam) 

Pearson’s Product Moment 
Correlation Coefficient (PMCC)
Is a measure of linear 
correlation.
r can take values between -1 and 
1 and it is a measure of how far 
the data points are from the 
regression line (line of best fit).
-1 strong negative correlation
0 no correlation
1 strong positive correlation
Differences between rs and r
PMCC tests for linear correlation 
(how close points are to a 
straight line).
SRCC tests for any correlation, 
including points lying on the 
same curve.  
You do not need to be able to 
calculate PMCC.
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Year 10 Statistics. Half term 4 Topic 9: Time Series, Moving averages and seasonal variation

A time series is a graph showing how a variable changes over time  - time is always plotted on the x axis.

The type of variation over time could be random, cyclical or seasonal (Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter or 
quarterly Q1 Jan-Mar, Q2 April to June Q3 July -Sep Q4 Oct- Dec)

Times Series are used to see if there is a trend, but because the data is often cyclical or seasonal, moving 
averages are calculated and plotted to then be able to add a trend line (like a line of best fit), which can be 
described as rising, flat or falling.

Moving Averages and average seasonal variation
The number of points included in the moving average depends on the 
cycle of the data.  
Method:
• Find the mean of the number of points included
• Drop the first point, include the next point, find the mean
• Repeat
• Plot points (middle of range of points included, mean) e.g. for 4 point 

moving average plot first point at 2.5
• Draw a trend line through moving averages (like a line of best fit)

The seasonal variation at a point = actual value– value of trend 
line
The mean seasonal variation can then be calculated e.g. add up 
the seasonal variations for any quarter and divide by the number.
Predicted value = predicted trend line value + estimated mean 
seasonal variation (Note- the trend line will need to be extended). 

Statistics - Time Series / Moving Averages
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Year 10 Statistics. Half term 4 Topic 10: Probability Alreaady covered in maths
Likelihood; expected number; comparing experimental and 
theoretical probabilities to determine bias; understand 
increasing sample size increases reliability of experiment; 
two way table; sample space diagrams; tree diagrams; Venn 
diagrams; independent events and conditional probability

Assessing Risk

The risk of an accident or problem with a machine can be 
determined by working out the experimental probability of 
it happening.  The risk is written as a decimal to make it 
easier to compare.

Risk = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Example: using past resords an insurance company assess 
the yearly risk of a house in a certain area flooding .  During 
the past 50 years, flooding has occurred in the area twice.  
Risk = 2/50 = 0.04
Absolute risk is the probability of an event happening
Relative risk is how many times more likely it is to happen 
for one group compared to another. 

Relative risk for a group = 𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒓 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒓𝒕𝒕 𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒊 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒈𝒈𝒓𝒓𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈
𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒓 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒓𝒕𝒕 𝒊𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒕𝒕 𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒊 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒈𝒈𝒓𝒓𝒇𝒇𝒈𝒈𝒈𝒈

Example:  A study is carried out into the risk of developing 
lung cancer for smokers and non-smokers.  The probability 
for a smoker is 20% and for a non-smoker is 2%.  
The relative risk for smokers compared to non-smokers is 
20/2 = 10,
so the risk of developing lung cancer is 10 times higher for 
smokers compared to non-smokers.

Key Points
• Probability is a numerical measure of the chance of something happening 
• It holds values between 0 and 1

• Probability = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡

• Expected frequency of an event A = p(A) x number of trials
• Estimated probability or experimental probability or relative frequency) 

= 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑤 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

• Sample space is a list of all possible outcomes
• Sample space diagram is a table used when there are two events
• Independent events – where the outcome of one event does not affect 

the outcome of the other
• Mutually exclusive events cannot happen at the same time
• For a set of mutually exclusive, exhaustive events, the sum of the 

probabilities is 1
• A set of events is exhaustive if the set contains all the possible outcomes
• Venn diagrams may have numbers or probabilities in them

• P(A) + P(not A) =1 so P(not A) = 1 – P(A)
• P(A and B) = P(A) x P(B)
• P(A or B) = P(A) + P(B)
• Conditional probability – two events are conditional if the outcome of one 

event affects the outcome of the other.  Conditional events are not
independent

• P(B I A ) means the probability of B given that A has happened 
• Formulas for conditional probability are: 

P(B I A ) = 𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵)
𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴) and       P(A and B) = P(B I A ) x P(A)

But for independent events A and B, P(A) = P(A I B), so this can be used a test 
of independence

Statistics - Probability
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